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IN THIS WEEK'S ISSUE
The latest $2 billion plus monthly trade
deficit . .. the crumbling U.S. steel industry ...a
weak dollar. . . a sagging U . S . stock mar
ket. . . Leading economic indicators point re
lentlessly downward. . .and the massive over
hang of unpayable dollar indebtedness threat
ens to bring the world economy crashing into
history' s worst depreslion-collapse by the end
of the third quarter. Our International Report
reviews the grim picture . ..reprints excerpts
from the Wan Street Journal and others now
beginning to lay the blame where it be
longs .. . on the shoulders of the Carter-Mondale
Administration.
*

*

*

" Lancegate" has become Cartergate...as
the Washington Post, Baltimore Sun and other
eastern establishment U.S .
press have
acknowledged that the Presidency itself may
be at stake. For an assessment of the political
infighting over who will control Cartergate
see International Report... for excerpts from
the broad spectrum of attacks on Carter in the
press ... see National Report.
*

*

*

David Rockefeller's Chase Manhattan Bank
is at the top of the list of those financial institu
tions slated to come crashing down this
fall . . .and their Citibank competitors are ap
parently willing to speed the process with a
few hard shoves over the edge. Our

�

Economics section brings you
the financial warfare . . .includin

i

e lowdown on
the scramble
C signals it is

for Arab petrodollars . . . as 0
preparing an imminent break �ththe dollar.
*

*

*

they.1I

"
go, runs a
"If one big bank gees,
popular refrain on Wan Streett echoed in last
week's Journal of Commerct.
babor
Party Chairman Lyndon H. "aRouche, Jr.
takes on the m yth with a detai�d explanation
of the precise finaACial polio'es which can
prevent catastrophic collapse; . . . send world
p roduction and trade s04ring to un
precedented heights of pf'Oljperity ' " see

U.S.

Economics.

*

*

*

Rockefeller and New Yotk investment
houses typified by Felix Roijatyn' s Lazard
Freres are desperately tryi � g to use the
Lance affair to pave the way Ifor a sweeping
fascist banking reorganizatiQn . . . and a full
scale slave labor economy ,on the model
created by Hitler' s Finance M �nister Hjalmar
Schacht. See National Reportlfor an account
of their doings in Congress . . .
*

*

*

Not surprisingly, LaRouchtt has m oved to
the top of the Carter-Mon�ale-Rockefeller
"enemies list" . . . his assass"* tion has been
targeted for Sept. 8. LaRouc�e identifies the

INTER
NATIONAL

NATIONAL

ECO NOMICS

ENERGY

if the proj ected
"hit" is successful in this week ' s International
Report. A complete account of directly coordi
nated Justice Department conspiracy to
eradicate the Labor Party is featured in this
week's National Report.

men to be held responsible

*

*

*

The zero-growth environmentalist move
ment is central to providing the belief struc
ture for radical terrorism and "anti-capital
ist" political assassinations. Interviews with

top environmentalists in this week' s Energy
Report show these controllers are determined
to wipe out the world' s nuclear power industry

by any means . . . if unsuccessful in making nuc
lear power "economically unfeasible. It they
look to a "calculated nuclear catastrophe. It

basis of a competent
fense strategy . . .
*

national debate
*

on de

*

MILITARY
STRATEGY

France has launched a diplomatic offensive
in Africa . . . aimed at short-circuiting Carter
A d m i n i s tration war p rovocations . . . s e e
Europe for the story . . . plus excerpts from an
extraordinary radio address by French For
eign Minister Guiringaud. . . and a report on the
Anglo-American countermoves to wreck the
French initiative . . .
*

*

EUROPE

*

. . heavy
Soviet diplomatic intervention in the Arab
countries . . . and all sides unwilling to accept
the multitudinous promises of the C arter Ad
m inistration . . prospects for peace in the
Middle East are still alive . But the Lebanon
flashpoint for full-scale S yrian-Israeli conflict
is near the point of explosion...
With Israel's
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Begin in Rumania

.

MIDDLE
EAST

.

*

*

*

The Buckley family is Rockefeller's trump
card for use against U . S . conservatives. This
week's Counterintelligence R eport carries
Part II of our four-part expose of their seamy
Fabian career . . . For account of their most recent success . . . the orchestrated Panama
Canal debate.. . see National Report ...
*

*

*

Kissinger. Carter and friends went all-out to
suppress the Collins report on U . S . and Soviet
defense preparedness. This week ' s Military
Strategy section presents blacked-out ex
cerpts from the report . . . together with com
m ents by our own military specialists which
identify the points which should serve as the

*

*

*

The policies of U . S . Treasury Secretary Blu
have driven Japan into an unman
ageable liquidity crisis . . this week ' s special
economic survey details the extent of the dam
age to Japanese production and trade . . . ana
lyzes the attempts at a solution from Japanese
business . . .
menthal

.

*

*

*

target of assas,ination
week's Latin America report
exposes the Rockefeller terror apparatus in
Venezuela . . . reports on new outbursts of ter
rorism elsewhere on the continent . . .
Venezuela's

attempts . . . this

Perez

ASIA ·

LATIN
AMERICA
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Carter Presides Over Collapse
Of World Economy

The announcement Aug. 25 that the U.S. racked up
another huge trade deficit in July - "only" the fourth
largest on record at $2.33 billion - together with other
fresh evidence of the collapse of the world economy, sets
the seal on the Carter-Mondale Administration's over
proven incompetence on national and international
economic policy. It is this central issue upon which the
entire U.S. Administration - including the de facto new
members Henry Kissinger and Mondale-ally Felix
Rohatyn of Lazard Freres - deserves to be Watergated
and indicted.
Rohatyn and his "liberal" New York investment bank
friends are standing by with a depression "100 days" pro
gram based on "energy developm ent" proj ects and
ghetto "rehabilitation," th� essence of which is to turn
the clock back on capital-intensive, high-technology U.S.
industry and agriculture in favor of unproductive make
work jobs programs.
As everyone knows who watched the found-out sinner
virtually decompose in front of the nation at his press
conference on Aug. 23 , Jimmy "Hoover" Carter has been
reduced to the status of a limp puppet, unfit to do any
thing but passively preside over the worsening economic
mess that he and his ventriloquists have helped to create.
The Carter Administration and all of its financier
prompters have, in fact, brought the world economy to
the verge of a new depression. That reality is now widely
recognized throughout U.S. business and financial cir
cles and accounts for the 15 percent, 150 point drop in the
stock market since Carter took office last January.
Reflecting the growing discontent, the WaJl Street
Journafs Aug. 26 editorial, "White House Shadow
boxing ," runs through the economic crimes of the Ad
ministration to date and critic izes the incompetence of
the "liberal" pushers of Humphrey-Hawkins full employ
ment bill as well. The fact that only the U.S. Labor Party
has made public a program matic alternative to the
Administration's economic incompetence - crash
development of nuclear energy and recapitalization of
U.S. industry in the context of generalized debt
moratoria and worldwide developm ent - has made it the
Administration's number one ene m y.

Fed Flip-Flop s
Since the beginning o f this year, the U.S. Federal
Reserve has alternated between a policy of pumping out
liquidity to roll over international debt and one of raising
interest rates as a token gesture to check inflation and
stabilize-the faltering dollar. The effect of Fed Chairman
Arthur Burns' flip-flops has been to destroy beyond
repair confidence in the dollar at home and abroad .

After allowing the basic money supply to grow at an
annual rate of 1 8 . 5 percent in July, Burns slammed on the
tight money brake at the end of the month in the name of
stabilizing the inflated dollar in the world foreign ex
change markets - leaving up in the air ". ') survival of
the worst-off New York banks. Last week, in response to
the howls that Burns was about to crumple the U.S .
economy ahead of schedule, the Fed took a respite from
'
j acking up interest rates . However, this has left the
future of the dollar an open question.
The July trade figures released by the Commerce
Department on Aug. 25 revealed another gaping hole in
the country's trade balanc e . The only reason the dollar
didn't plum met in respons e was the fact that forecasters
had expected a m uch bigger deficit than the $2.33 billion
reported. In July exports continued to stagnate, while
imports fell 3.5 percent from, June due to a decline in the
dollar value of oil and coffee import s . The decline on the
oil account stemmed from the combined effect of the
s lowdown of the economy and growing inventories of oil
stocks throughout the country. In the case of coffee, it
was primarily collapsing prices that brought down the
import bill. In the first seven m onths of the Carter Ad
mini stration , the U.S . has recorded an unprecedented
$ 1 4 . 9 billion deficit, amidst Treasury Secretary Michael
B lumenthal's unconcerned predictions that the deficit
could top $25 billion for the year.

�

A New Menace Faces
Carter - T e Economy
The follo wing is excerpted from a syndica ted
column by Ro wland Eva�s and Robert Novak pub
lished in the A ug. 25 Washington Post.

A key Carter Administration economic policy
m aker has privately acknowledged a m enace fac
ing President Carter that politically could be worse
'
than the Panama Canal, Soviet relations and the
Middle East put together: the economy slowing
down.
"I would say," this senior official told us, "that
the economy for the rest of the year is tenuous at
best." What it may be at worst, he hinted, is a de
c lining economy - in harsh words, a recession.
The reason this forecast, is so chil ling is that it
comes from a policymaker who publicly sounds
only cheery optimism for the future ...
INTE R N ATIO NAL
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Durable Goocls Plummet

Within the U.S., factory orders for durable goods
dropped 4.4 percent in July, the sharpest month-to-month
drop in two and a half years. Contrary to the claims of the
Commerce Dept. that one-month "aberrations" such as
the government's cancellation of its B-1 bomber contract
accounted for the drop, the figures reflect an 8.7 percent
fall in orders for new plant and equipment and a 16.4
percent drop in transportation equipment orders. The
latter figure hints that the consumer debt-fed auto sales
"boom" may have popped.
In response to the spreading worldwide depression con
ditions, the steel industry - the backbone of U.S. in
dustry - has, under orders from Wall Street, started the
process of eliminating unprofitable capacity. According

to Blyth Eastman Dillon, the brokerage house with which
former Treasury Secretary William Simon is now
associated, the recent moves by Bethlehem Steel to shut

down 10 percent of its capacity are only the beginning.
Under present slump conditions 7-3 percent of U.S. steel
capacity is excess and obsolete, says the brokerage
house, and is going to have to go - along with the jobs of
some 42,000 steel workers.
Business and consumer confidence has been collapsing
even faster than the economy itself. Albert Sindlinger
reports that the decline in consumer confidence last
week was so sharp that it was exceeded only once before

�

in the 22 years that he has bee conducting his survey.
Sindlinger blamed the plunge $ n the recent passage of
Carter's anti-industry no-energ program by the House,
rising intrrest rates, and the downward trend of the stock
i
market.

�

The European Ifc onomy

The effects of the U.S.'s d�bt collection economics
have, to date, had a more' devastating impact on
Europe's export-oriented econotyly. The U.K. again looks
like "the sick man of Europ�." U.K. unemployment
reached a post-war high of 1.41 tnillion in July, according

1

to reports released last week. he number of jobless has
increased an . average of 33,000 month for three months
'
running.
On Aug. 25 Handlesbla tt, th daily of West German
industrialists, announced: "Th Upswing is Dead." Last
week all of the West German e onomic i.':,_.mtes issued
equally bleak reports on the OUtlOOk for the export
oriented West German econom . In July orders from the
Third World and Comecon faile to fill the gap left by the
decline in orders from the in ustrialized countries. In
response, the Felix Rohatyns ,of West Germany. SPD
party leader Willy Brandt and
e pro-public jobs wing of
the party. are making a rene
d call for public service
employment. including progralms to get the unemploy
ment into the woods Nazi Labo Front style.

t
f

f
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Wall St. Journal Finds Carter-Mondale
'Overwhelmed' By Econom ic Problem
The following is excerpted from the A ug. 26 lea d
editorial in the Wall Street Journal.
One of the clearest signs of trouble in an enter
prise public or private is when the management
feels so overwhelmed by the fundamental problems
facing it that it turns its attention to secondary
issues.. , It's like the old joke of the felluw who drops
his keys in the middle of a dark street. hut looks for
them on the corner to have the benefit of a street
light.
The keys the Carter administration has dropped
are those to the economy. Mr. Carter was lucky
enough to inherit a mild recovery ... But his admini
stration has been frittering a way its leg
acy - through the $50 rebate mistake. by jawbon

ing the Fed for faster money growth. by talking
down the dollar and above all by almost unwittingly
proposing massive tax increas,�s in an energy prog
ram and Social Security reform.
... Leading indicators have h€en down two months
running. Durable goods orders are off. Filial de
mand is on a slowing trend. Despite the tightness of
the last four weeks. money growth remains out of
bounds.
... The sensitive financial nerve ends are sounding
alarms of a Carter recession. The dollar continues
to falL.the stock market is down more than 125
points.

2
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The administration finds it, energy absorbed.
meanwhile, debating how ma�y angels can dance
on the head of Bert Lance. Andl judging by leaks to
the press, the administration iSI falling into internal
feuds...
i
The liberal crowd, unhappy because the Carter
economic team has been stymIed by the economic
.
expand the Hum
puzzle so far, wants to furth
phrey-Hawkins idea, i.e. having the government hire
another several million people. Messrs. Califano
and Marshall are not hostile, jwhich makes them
good administrators. Messrs.j Schultze and Blu
menthal are hostile, making U�em bad administra-

j

ejr
j

tors.
I
It's true that Messrs. Blumenthal and Schultze
are guilty...in the economic mi takes so far... Their
biggest fault is not being stron� enough; in particu
lar they should especially hare shouted that the

�

energy bill would make it imJllossible for them to
discharge their responsibility I for economic man-

agement...
I
The only way they can avoid <the Lance treat
ment) is to assert themselves pn behalf of policies
that will keep the economy ijealthy...freeing the
energy market...insisting on t�x reform that pro
motes growth instead of "�quality," resisting
megabuck welfare work sche es, and arguing for
a monetary policy tight enoug, to stabilize the dollar...
:

tjt
I

Enter Felix the Fixer

With the psychologically weak U.S. president effec
tively out of commission as a r'esult of the spreading
Lance scandle and his bad pr(�ss, the social fascist

Mondale crowd has taken up the reins' of economic
policy. On the Op Ed page of the New York Times Sun
day, Aug. 21 � investment banker Felix Rohatyn, who as
chairman of the Municipal Assistance Corporation is the
individual most responsible for destroying New York
City over the last two years, laid out his Schachtian pro

gram for destroying the whole country's economy.
As detailed by Rohatyn, the "Mondale" program in
volves broad welfare "reform," the expansion of the
present CETA public employment program, the creation

of a federally financed Urban Youth Corps "to get unem

ployed teenagers off the streets and put them to work

restoring or rebuilding devastated ghetto areas," and
involvement of the private sector in suclt'"Programs by

offering it tax incentives and "trainees" at "possibly
less-than-minimum wage scales." .
The fulcrum of Rohatyn's depression program is, in his
own words, "a 1970s version of the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation of the 1930s" to finance ghetto

"revitalization" and domestic energy "development."
But Rohatyn effectively announced the Mondale crowd's
bankruptcy to pull off such a grandiose fascist plan in
demanding that OPEC be the major source of financing
for such slave-labor projects to make the U.S. energy
independent!

Get Ri d o ( Industry

Rohatyn's program ' goes hand-in-hand with Wall
Street's ongoing strategy of: cartelizing the depression
wracked world economy thr�ugh mandatory production
limitation agreements anci �butdowns - following the
model of Nazi finance minis�r Hjalmar Schacht to a tee.
This week the Gallagher' Presidential Report, an
economics newsletter with wide circulation in corporate
circles, says that the U.S. stE!!CI industry is "too mature,"
as is the auto industry, and both will have to be
rationalized into semi-public corporations like Conrail or
Amtrack in the period ahead�
This Schachtian "solution" to the depression-induced
worldwide glut of commodities is being posed for vir
tually every sector of the e donomy. U.S. sugar refiners
and their Wall Street bankers are in the process of

resurrecting the 19th centur f Rothschilil <;ugar trade favoring imports of sugar fnom plantathns in the West
Indies, the Philippines and' other debt-strapped Third
World countries, while allowing U.S. producers to be
driven into bankruptcy by falling prices, drought, and

the deliberate destruction of irrigation projects.
Typifying the situation in the copper industry, Asarco,

Newmont Mining, and the other U.S. companies which
jointly own Southern Peru Cqpper have doubled output of
copper from their Peruvian plines over the last year, as
part of stabilizing the copntry's debt position and
"recovering our capital." �anwhile, they are shutting
down their capital-intensivel U.S. operations by 15 per
cent.

Lancegate Becomes Cartergche
September Constitutional Crisis Likely
Washington sources are predicting that go-go banker
Bert Lance will be gone from his post as the Carter Ad
ministration's Budget Director by Sept. 1 , as the national
press last week ran almost daily demands for his resig
nation. Among the new "Lancegate" scandals to receive
heavy play were the revelations that Jimmy Carter him
self had accepted campaign "free rides" on an airplane
owned by Lance's bank; that Carter too had followed the
Lance practice of "routine overdrafts" on his personal
account," and that Lance had used the same collateral
for two separate bank loans. As the press repeatedly
noted, Carter's own defense of Lance, both in person and
almost daily through his press spokesman Jody Powell,
was only getting the President in deeper. "If this had
been Nixon, impeachment would have been demanded,"
the Aug. 25 Baltimore Sun noted pointedly. "Inevit
ably... White House tactics ...are beginning to draw com
parison to the way Richard Nixon's staff dealt with Wa

tergate."
Moreover, "Lancegate" has proceeded amidst a bar
rage of open attacks on Carter's handling of foreign pol
icy, and most significantly, the U.S. economy - includ
ing blasts from widely read syndicated columnists Evans
and Novak and the Wall Street Journal. (see National
Report for extended excerpts from U.S. press attacks) .

.,

Sources close to the Repulillican National Committee,
however, are saying that the anti-Administration offen
sive will stop short of a full-stale Cartergate. Indications
are that both forces associatf!d with Ford Administration
Treasury Secretary William Simon, and the Lazard
Freres-Felix Rohatyn investment banking crowd as
sociated with the Washingtdn Post are still figuring on

using the Lance scandals to bludgeon Carter into accept
ing their diverging views of economic policy. The Ro
hatyn crowd is pushing hyperinflationary make-work
jobs programs through the Humphrey-Hawkins bill,
through regional development banks, and through a fede
ral banking reorganization' along the Mussolini-style

lines proposed by the Proxmire-Reuss FINE bill in Con
gress (see National Report); ithe Simon-Wall Street Jour
nal grouping is relying on traditional Republican tight
money recipes, tax breaks for business, etc., while drop
ping hints that they are ready to pursue a hard-commod
ity credit policy on behalf of1economic growth. The con
tinued mention of Chase Mainhattan international advi
sory board member Henry Kissinger as "the alterna
tive" to Administration foreign policy, together with trial
balloons in the press on "energy development projects"
reminiscent of Nelson Roci efell�r's Project Indepen
dence schemes, suggests that the Rockefeller forces,

I NT E R NATIO N A L
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facing the imminent collapse of Chase. are maneuvering
to save their own necks by using their still immense poli

tical clout in both Republican and Democratic parties.
Their goal - to piece together a �ascist economic pack
age - including a massive bailout for the New York
banks - either under a figurehead Carter presidency
or a Mondale Administration. In short. a Kissinger-Mon
dale deal.

Given the pace at which the international economic
collapse is now unfolding. however. it is unlikely that the

�

present instability of the Carte Mondale Administration
government can be controlle
even through Septem
ber - a major constitutional risis is all but inevitable.
The question now is whether a . entralized political com
mand of the saner anti-Admih istration forces can be
pulled together quickly enough round the economic poli
cies laid out by U.S. Labor P rty chairman Lyndon H.
LaRouche. Jr. (see Economics to forestall total depres
sion collapse. political chaos. a d general war.

f

Sept. 8 Set As New Date
I

I

For LaRouche Assa�sinatibn
The following sta tem en t was issued on A ug. 25 by
Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr. , U. S. La bor Party Chairman
and Presidential Candida te.
In an effort at graveyard humor, highly placed circles
planning the assassination of U.S. Presidential Can
didate Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr., have tentatively set
LaRouche's fifty-fifth birthday. September 8. 1 9 7 7 , as a
revised alternative date for his murder by U. S.-based
elements of the Institute for Policy Studies' international
terrorist network.

The key element in the new scenario is the Federal
Election Commission's (FEC) initiative of August. 22.
which attempts to prefix LaRouche's physical location
and movements on Sept. 8 in such a way as to facilitate a

pre-planned assassination operation. The assassins,
working through the Chairman of the FEC, a long
standing Rockefeller stoooge. are attempting to compel
LaRouche's physical presence in Washington, D.C.
Federal District Court on that date. thus creating an
ideal opportunity for the terrorists.
Therefore. there will be strenuous efforts by ac
complices of the assassins on relevant Federal judges to
facilitate this murder operation.

Counter-Measures Planned

A highly-placed European banking officer. referring to
the general situation - and not the Sept. 8 assassination
scenario - playfully inquired. "Why doesn't the Labor
Party organize a hit-squad and get rid of Zbigniew Br
zezinski?" We have no such capabilities or plans; such
counter-measures would be very poor strategy. in any
case.
Soviet-style "breakthrough" operations have their
place. However. even the "breakthrough" tactic is
primarily a way of creating vulnerable flanks among the
enemy's forces. Properly understood. the principle of the
flank is the essence of strategy and tactics. with lawfully
determined analogs for military applications in politics
generally.
In that way. and according to those principles, we are
indeed holding certain notorious individuals personally
accountable for illegal "plumbers" operations FIST,
4
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SWEEP and the projected LaRpuche assassination. with

the Chairman of the FEC prO ·
those accountable individuals
to their imagination; we merel
none of the means they migh .
employed.

inently on that list. How
ill be dealt with we leave
add the information that
consider obvious will be

�

Categories of Accountables

The international fascist all ance chiefly responsible
for attempted massive subverip sn and weakening of the
United States and imposition o t genocidal forms of Nazi
·
modelled hyper-inflationary austerity upon many
nations are the following.

t

�

1 . The group of so-called Roc efeller financial interests

centered around both Ch se Manhattan Bank and
Exxon, with Henry Kissin er. Chase's International
Affairs staffer. the principal luminary in this circle.
2 . The group of Manhattan i . vestment banks, centered
around Lazard Freres and ehman Brothers. typified
by the "Hermann Goering" of the New York City "Big
Mac" operation. Nazi-econ mist Felix Rohatyn.
3 . The British financial and olitical circles associated
with the modern "Ramsay
acDonald." Roy Jenkins
!
and his factional cronies.

�

The notable USA political ex ressions of that financier
faction include the Trilater� l Commission and the
Foreign Policy Association.
s well as the terrorist
networks of the neo-Fabian Ins ,itute for Policy Studies.
The principal international cl1 annels of the same Nazi
economics-guided faction are �he Bilderberger group of
finance and politics (the Ma qhattan plus Anglo-Dutch
forces typified by Roy Jenkin sl crowd in England). plus
the allied international netw�rks of the Institute for

�

Policy Studies. plus the faction within the Socialist In
ternational associated with O of Palme. Franc;ois Mit
terrand. Bestino Craxi. and po Utical cretin Theodorakis:
generally associated with Willy Brandt's "left"-wing
enthusiasts with the Socialist Iqternational.
Eliminate those elements oflPure evil from world af
fairs and the business of endittg depression. terrorism

�

and imminent threat of war lis readily accomplished.

or accomplished with no more than an ordinary degree
of difficulty.

Typical USA Accountables
Henry Kissinger
Walter F. Mon d ale
Felix Rohatyn
Irving Bluestone, UA W
Marcus Raskin, IPS
The Rockefeller Brothers
Zbigniew Brzezinski
Richard Vigueries
Lane Kirkland, AF L·CIO .
Richard Barnet, IPS
Gus Hall, CPUSA
Ramsay Clark, IAD L
Noam Chomsky, RAND Corp.
Ford Foundation
Barry Sheppard, SWP
B'Nai B'rith leadership
Russell Sage Foundation
Rubin Foundation (Fabe rge)
Plus, all those corporate executives , government of·
ficials and contaminated networks within Michigan,
New Jersey and other states' governors and state police
offices, plus contaminated neo·Fabian j udges complicit
in aiding operations F I S T , S W E E P and other
harassment against the U.S . Labor Party. including the
publishers of the New York Times and Washington Post.
The World Watch Institute and Natural Resources
Defense Council are also typical of the accomplices to be
brought to account.

British Accountables
In Great Britain's Labour Party, as distinct from the
parliamentary, traditional Fabians identified with Ian
Mikardo et aI. , there is a wicked, essential neo-Fabian
circle around Roy Jenkins, Denis Healey, and Healey
protege David Owen, which is closely interfaced and
overlapped with the world's leading brainwashing and
other black operations thinktank. the London Tavistock
Institute. This interfaces with the worst elements among
professed conservative circles, including Eunuch Powell
and the National Front crowd.
The distinction between the current running through
Jenkins and the traditionalist Fabian parliamentarians
is historically centered in the former Independent
Labour Party, the spin-off of the Fabian Society which
created the British fascist movement of the 1 930s , and
which ran the network inclusive of Willy Brandt' s SAP
during the 1 930s for that side of British intelligence. This
group around Jenkins is not only actively interfaced with
the London Tavistock Institute but a lso the Institute for
Policy Studies' European affiliates. the London Institute
for Race Relations and the Amsterdam Transnational
Institute. It also directly interfaces a nd overlaps the
networks of the evil Bertrand Russell, of which, in fact.
the USA's neo-Fabian networks of the Institute for Policy
Studies are historically a by-product and off-shoot.
French intelligence identifies this Britsh circle as
having created and operating the Basque and Corsican

terrorist-separatist movemepts. It was these circles
which create the "Mods" a � d " Rockers" scenario in
England. the " skinheads " (falScist white slum youth who
specialize in beating up "colpreds" under the cover of
being hooc:lum gangs 0ffootb � n fans). who stand behind
the Beatles ' operation; the R q. Ung Stones operation, and
who operate the ugliest "wetwork" murder operations in
the world today.
In France, these British fascist-terrorist operations
include Rocard (of Le Nouvel pbservateur and the PSU) ,
the associates of Ernest Mandel' s Fourth International ,
the terrorist-siding lawyers tied t o Santiago Carrillo ;
Michel Crozier, Michel F opcault, Le Matin, Paris
Liberation, p lus certain key inputs to Paris Le Monde are
also most relevant subj ects .

In West Germany, Hambu rg is the principal base of
operations for British Tavi � tock.linked "'�twork and
related operations, with Ha nJn over a pro ..linent second
major center. The football fap s in the Ruhr, slum-youth
modelled upon the " skinhea d s " operation in England,
and politically linked to the neo-fascist NDP are another
British intelligence creation w ithin the British-occupied
zone of West Germany. The B ertrand Russell networks
into Scandinavia, West Gel1many, Austria, Italy and
Yugoslavia are also part of the same apparatus, cen
tering around "peace and conflict studies" associations,
which are significant parts of the terrorist-operations
p lanning network.
In general, although there is decisive USA-based
controlling political input into terrorist and other fascist
hoodlum operations in West� rn (and Eastern) Europe,
the substructure, technical c� rdination and immediate
coordination of those operatiOns is run largely through
Britain and British·center e d continental black
operations networks .
Italy, which was allowed tOlbecome a nation within the
limits ordained by· British i n telligence operations , the
Italy whose Mussolini was p laced in power on orders of
London with aid of British networks (including Einaudi,
Berlinguer and Amendola - fathers of the present
prominent individuals of that,same surname) , is another
case of British and Anglo-Am�rican black operations and
allied intelligence networks lllrgely controlling politics in
that nation. Terrorist-supp.,rting "Trotskyist" Livio
Maitan. a collaborator of British agent Ernest Mandel, is
part of that spectrum .
It is this element of British politics which motivated
G eneral Charles DeGaulle ' s efforts to exclude Britain
from the Com mon Market UlDtil it had purged itself of
these despicable prominent features of its national in
frastructure.

The Full L ist
The Labor Party security staff in the USA and Europe
has detailed lists of proven accomplices of the networks
behind the FEC-centered F IST and SWE E P operations
and the proj ected Sept. 8 assassination of U . S .
presidential candidate LaRouche. These lists are being
circulated currently to all relevant governmental and
other circles. including Eastbloc circles.
The basis for the circulation of that list is as follows .
If the U. S . Labor Party were to be crushed and
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LaRouche assassinated (or imprisoned, for easier
assassination) , the nature of the political situation in the
United States is such that, contrary to the misper
ceptions of former Governor Connally and his sup
porters, there would be a lack of the essential catalytic
element in U.S. internal politics to prevent a countdown
by Henry Kissinger et al. to thermonuclear total war by
way of hysteria-driven gross miscalculation.
In that case, every force which wishes to avoid total
war must resort to all means of last resort to wipe out the
elements identified on the indicated listings.
I do not wish to be unfair to Governor Connally and his
present and prospective allies .. I m erely state that they
have so far exhibited two potentially fatal defects : (1 )
they lack a competent strategic overview of the
situation, as shown by their poor sense of timing, a
propensity for delaying actions under persuasion of a
more cautious policy which means their early con
tainment and defeat ; (2) they m anifest elements of a
correct perception, but understand, so far, neither the

necessary strategic approa h nor the associated
dispositions and postures for a rinning fight.
As for the majority of ·' na e" conservatives, every
informed circle in the United tales knows that Richard
Viguerie is thefifty-cents-on- he�dollar political whore
for pot-puffing Rockefeller sid kick William F. Buckley,
and also knows that Viguerie rofessed himself to have
campaigned for and voted for i m m y Carter and Walter
F. Mondale. as well as work· g under guidance of the
Carter "transitional" admi istration in neutralizing
Republican resistance agains the Nov. 2 massive vote
fraud for Carter-Mondale. Y t, m any of these conser
vatives permit themselves to e m anipulated once again
and yet once again by the sa e Viguerie, the fifty-cent
political whore for an off-sh re pot-puffing pimp of a
Buckley.
I
If the Labor Party goes p nder and LaRouche is
assassinated, there will be e tt rly thern,,:muclear war
unless the enemies of huma , ity are eliminated from
influential positions immediat � ly.
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'More At Stake Than B e rt Lance'

Washington Post, Wednesday, A ug. 24. R o wland E vans

and Robert Novak, "No w there's m ore at Stake thall
Lance's Fa te "

. . . Although Lance may yet fall. the fact remains that
the president did not abandon his friend as widely expect
ed. Carter thereby changed his presidency, sacrificing
its sanctimonious aura for a more mundane creed of loy
alty to subordinates that will be better appreciated by
politicians than by Common Cause . . . But a more sinister
formulation of that principle, suggested on the fringes of
the Administration, is that the Carter high command also
worried that the President' s intimacy with Lance, parti
cularly with political financing, almost made him an ac
cessory before the fact. So, even if p artially caused by
self-preservation, Jimmy Carter's decision to stand by
"a man like Lance" - a conservative Southern banker
widely distrusted by this Administration' s dominant
ideological strain - involves m uch m ore than the fate
of Bert Lance."
Washington Post, Wednesday, A ug. 24. Da vid S . Broder,
"Boomerang Effect Prolongs the Ordea l "

. . . N o stranger can imagine h o w desperate the em
battled Budget Director is for relief from the continued
controversy over his private finances. But a measure of
that desperation can be gained by the pitiable eagerness
with which Lance embraced as " very favorable" a re
port on his banking practices by the Comptroller of the
Currency that was in most respects embarrassing and in
some downright damning. But Carter is reluctant to fire
Lance or allow him to withdraw as Sorenson did because
Lance is a friend - one of the very few men his own age
with whom Jimmy Carter feels at ease. Walking to
gether, relaxing after tennis. eatin g lunch off trays - a
political contemporary with whom this president can
talk openly and frankly, unburden himself, share the
decisions he must make . But that dependency , now
dramatized in the Lance affair, is of fateful consequence
for Carter. He has shown his enem ies where he is vulner
able. That dependence could be J i m m y Carter' s Achilles
heel.
New York Times, Wed. A ug. 24, Jam es R eston, "Carter.
Panama and China "

. . . The emerging issue is not about his motives or his
ethics, which are not in dispute, but about his j udg
ment - specifically about handling of the Lance case,
and more important, about his tactics and timing in deal
ing with the Soviet Union, China , Israel, Panama and
Cuba . He has proposed a peace settlement in the Middle

r

I

East that is opposed by botbj the Israelis and the Arabs ,
and he has sent Secretary qf State Vance to Peking at
precisely the point when evein his own aides in the Cabi
net agree that there is no chance of agreement on the
main problem of Taiwan. W� the Carter Administration
agreed to take up the Taiwa * question whpn it is staring
at a critical battle over the fUture of the Panama Canal is
not quite clear . . . In short. it taises again the question of
j udgment. It was the wrong mission, on the wrong sub
j ect at the wrong times an ' everybody in Washington
knew it.
i
Chicago Sun Times, Loye

I

�i1ler, Washington Burea u

1 .

Chief

Although he virtually ne,er loses his composure in
public, you can usually tell,when Carter doesn't like a
question. A steely look appe�s in his blue eyes.
But even that blue was a ' sent Tuesday as he calmly
and carefully fielded the m b st difficult set of questions
thrown at him since he beca rh e President.
It was such a striking per tormance that a local physi
cian watching the conferenc� called a network television
news bureau here to say, " I t!h ink the President' s on tranquilizers . "
,
. . . By the end of the presslconference Carter had dug
himself in deeper than' evel iD de fending his long time
friend. While most President watchers around Washing
ton seem to think Carter c lin tough it out in defense of
Lance if there are no dam ajg ing questions raised about
the OMB head in the future, Carter has now so stoutly
stood up for Lance that he � ill be severely embarrassed
by any new problems concerh ing Lance.
!

Washington Post, Tuesday,
"Futile Diplomacy"

r Ug. 23, by Marquis Childs,

Once again Secretary of S tate Cyrus Vance is on the
road, and once again he is tr� veling with an empty brief
case. Even if the administr�tion had been able to make
up its collective wavering mtnd over what to do about the
People's Republic of China! and the island of Taiwan,
Vance in Peking would be l powerless to do mQ�e thlJn
make a gesture of goodwill t .ward an ultimate s o lution!
. . . It is fair to ask why Vanlce was sent on what is . ic
e the
ially described as an "explo �atory" mission. Bec
trip was planned long in I advance . the dil, ma of
Panama may not have been oreseen. But thafis another
way of saying that the forei n-policy planning of the ad
m inIstration is lamentably eak.
It is unfai r to Vance to se d. him"on a mission as futile
as his recent tour, of the M ddfe East. That tour ended .
with merely a prom i:9f in , . re talks in this countl"Y -Wi ih
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the foreign ministers of Israel and the Arab states in the
fall . . .
Carter had insi sted before his election that his Sec
retary of State would not be flying ill over the world, that
the Carter diplomacy would owe n'lthing to the Kissinger
shuttles of the past. Vance has already traveled as far in
his first six months as did Kissinge,r in the time he was
working out the Sinai agreement between Israel and
Egypt.
The Secretary of State keeps a low profile. He has none
of the spectacular Kissinger qualities of performance
and persuasion. It is perhaps his misfortune that he had
to follow such a conspicuous performer.
23, op-ed by Carl
R o wan, "Vance's Failures of Self-Promotion"

Washington Star, Tuesday, A ug.

Cyrus Vance had better either stay home or learn how
to flamflooze and bedazzle the press corp, or he' ll wind
up labeled as one of this country's worse Secretaries of
State. "
He's j ust back from a Middle East trip that was a
failure and he had an earlier mission to Moscow for dis
armament talks that turned out to be a bust.
Already, some of my press colleagues are whispering
that Vance doesn't have the "s m arts" needed for the job,
that he goes off poorly prepared on ill-conceived mis
sions . . .
Vance has got to learn that i f you are a traveling Secre
tary of State, you determine that your trip is a " suc
cess . " You are, in large measure, what you have the ego
to tell the press you are. Kissinger had the ego to say, in
so many words . . . "I came over here and talked these Is
raelis and Arabs out of committing j oint suicide" - and
for a while he had even the Israelis and Arabs believing
him .
I remember from my days in the State Department
that " � odus operandi" was a much-used phrase. Some
one had better tell Vance that Kissinger had a method of
operation, while Vance seems to have none at all."
Washington Post, Monday,
ce... Guarding Foggy Bottom "

A ug.

22,

"Cyrus

Van

Secretary of State Cyrus Vance is telling his friends in
New England on the QT that he is sometimes inclined to
depart Foggy Bottom because he is " constantly playing
catchup ball" in the Jimmy Carter-Andy Young league .
It is believed that this kind of talk reflects his bureau
cratic troubles within the administration rather than
serious intentions to walk.
Newsweek Magazine, A ug. 24 (issue dated Aug. 29),
Peter Goldman and Washington Burea u
He (Carter) pronounced his embattled old chum " a
m a n o f complete integrity , " proclaimed h i s "complete
confidence" in him - and so mortgaged a piece of his
own simon-pure reputation to Lance's still uncertain
future . . .
And now Carter himself has edged perilously close to
the line of fire. justly or not, by the very warmth of his
embrace of his best friend in Washington . . .

i

Carter's effusion of support st week no doubt shored
up Lance's defense and certifi his continuing authority
in the government . . . But it also ied Carter's own fortunes
to those of the go-go banker he hired on faith and casual
examination as his budget dir tor. The further trials of
Bert Lance in Congress and th press are likely to run on
for weeks . If he should finally be driven from office, it
will be perceived as Jimmy arter' s defeat as well. If
Lance survives solely on the inding that he has done
nothing quite bad enough to be ndicted for, it could prove
a Pyrrhic victory for his friend the President.
Chicago Tribune, Wed., A ug. 2 , lead editorial:
The best thing that can be aid of President Carter' s
decision to reimburse the N a t o n a l Bank o f Georgia for·
some campaign trips made in 1 975 and 1976 is that it is
better made now, with a semb ance of voluntarism than
it would be later under- the c pulsion of an investiga
tion . . .
. . . I t i s illegal for a corporatio to m ake a campaign con
tribution "or expenditure" in behalf of a candidate for
federal office. It is also illegal or the candidate for fede
ral office. It is also illegal for t e c andidate to "knowing
ly accept" such help. Mr. Cart r had announced his can
didacy for the Presidency on D cember 1 2 , 1 974.
Accepting a free plane trip rom a friendly banker is
not the sort of thing that is like to scandalize very many
people. The embarassment of Mr. Carter's belated ac
knowledgement lies rather in he other questions that it
.
raises.
For example, Mr. Carter h ab m ade almost a fetish of
purity in political financing . f one transgression went
.
overlooked, how many others d, too?
Mr. Carter is known to ha e been impatient for the
make his report on Mr.
Comptroller of the Currency
Lance's affairs and get it over ith. When issued last Fri
day, the report made a point f saying that there were
questions about the three plan trips in 1975 and others in
1976 that it had not had time to nvestigate. Was the White
House eager to go on record ith a " voluntary" admis
11 investigation made it
sion and payment before a
mandatory?
Nor is the White House anno cement likely to help Mr.
Lance. It amounts to an ackn wledgment that an illegal
act was committed by Mr. La c e 's bank, presumably on
Mr. Lance's authority. It wil strengthen the image of
Mr. Lance as a wheeler and d ler who is not overly con
cerned about legalities or pro rieties . It will strengthen
the position of those who feel at he is not the man to be
responsible for running the U ited States budget. If the
White House move was made 'n the hope of forestalling
the Senate investigation of
. Lance we doubt that it
will succeed .
St. Louis G lobe Democrat,
Should Go ":

1 Ug.
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The more that is learned ab� ut the past banking activi
ties of Budget Director Lanc , the more it becomes ap
p arent that he is not compete t to hold this critically im
portant post. While head of th Calhoun National Bank, it

I
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25, editorial, "Lance

is charged that Lance failed to take action against Bill
Campbell, a V . P . of the bank who embezzled 904,000 dol
lars of the bank' s money even though Lance had been
warned repeatedly during a 5 yea:'" periog of Campbell's
fraudulent and dangerous activities .
. . . In spite of all this, Lance on February 1 8 , 1975 in his
new capacity as president of the National Bank of
Georgia appropriated a 100,000 dollar unsecured loan to
Campbell and on July 14, 1975 two weeks before Camp
bell's dismissal from the Calhoun bank, the National
Bank of Georgia at Lance's authority loaned 250,000 dol
lars .to Campbell to repay the Calhoun loan, make pay-

La nce Sca nda l

To

ments to other lenders and Dl ake up $43 ,470 in overdrafts
I
at the Calhoun Bank.
The bonding company (that gave the information to the
G lobe Democrat, ed. ) says. �he
bank knew
r"
"
. of and con. r' s fi1udulent
,
.
�oned the bank :offlc
activities substan�
tIally before he was fIred. Xf Lance can'� refute this, he
should resign or Carter s hould oust him . President
Cart er is making a serious mistake by continuing to
defend Lance by claiming n., one has shown that his At
lanta Banker friend is guilt3t of anything illegal or even
unethical. Mr. carter can't I.under the record. It is there
and it reeks . L ance. should gQ and the sooner the better.
, )
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Push Fascist Ba nkiln g Laws

Investigations into the questionable banking practices
of Office of Management and Budget Director Bert
Lance, which could still bring down the entire Carter
Administration, are now being used by Wall Street
agents to push for a fascist reorganization of the U . S .
banking system .
While the press continues to p lay up the " fine line"
between legal and illegal banking practices in coverage
of the Lance scandal, "Deacon" C arter stated during a
press conference yesterday that Lance had complied
with "common loan practices among bank officers , "
none o f which are against the l a w . " Now, it m a y b e . . . , "
Carter sanctimoniously went o n , " that as a result of
these investigations . . . stricter requirements should be
implemented by law and also by the Comptroller in his
standard operating procedures . "
O n cue, several congressional committees will be
holding hearings on the scandal as soon as Congress
reconvenes - which will mainly be used to rally support
for banking reorganization legislation. The chairman of
the Senate Banking Committee, Sen. William Prox
mire (D-Wis . ) , plans to use his com m ittee' s hearings to
push the FINE bill (Financial Institutions and the
National Economy) , which he cosponsors with Rep.
Henry Reuss(D-Wis . ) , the chairman of the House
Banking Committee. The F INE bil l would provide for the
centralization of banking regulatory agencies - the
Federal Reserve, the Federal Deposit Insurance Cor
poration, and the Comptroller of the Currency ' s office into one large agency which would s lice away at regional
banks . As part of the internecine " lifeboat economics"
no w prevailing on Wall Street, the superagency would
streamline the banking system by shutting down
regional banks in order to use their assets to bail out the
Wall Street banks.

Lance Volunteers
The press first reported that Proxmire's hearings
would center on Lance's banking practices, but Prox
mire issued a statement early this week that his com
m ittee will focus its investigation on the " ethics and
soundness of American banking" and the " unsolved

rI
I

questions raised by the Co�ptroller of the Currency ' s
report." The committee �opes t o " find out how
widespread these kinds of pr, ctices are and what kind of
regulatory and-or legal refot ms are needed to end the
abuse." Veteran banker LatljCe him�elf, in an interview
to the Washington Star, offer,-d to testify at the hearings
in order to "resolve what j s . normal and acceptable
banking practices' "
The Senate Government Operations Committee,
chaired by Abraham Ribic off(D-Conn) , and the House
Banking Committee's Subc�mmittee on Financial In
stitutions Supervision, R gUlation and Insurance,
Chaired by Rep. Ferdinand S Germain(D-RI) , will also
and banking
hold hearings on the L Dce affair
.
regulations
after Congress r onvenes .
.
S t . Germain' s committee h�arings will push legislation
to expand the powers of the f ' ancial regulatory agencies
to specify penalties for ban s which engage in unsound
banking practices a nd to ex end penalties in such cases
not only to the offending i p stitutions , but also to in
dividuals .
A bill with these provisio$ already passed the Senate
August 5, and is expected 1io be sent to Reuss's House
Banking Committee as soo\n as Congress reconvenes.
The bill, the S uperviso r1Y Aet Amendment(S-71 ) ,
provides for the expansion o � existing banking regulatory
agencies' powers and allows ifor p enalties to be applied to
individuals as well as to institutions. Such penalties,
a lthough presently allowed, I have rarely been imposed.
Instead, the Comptroller of tlhe Currency audits the bank
in question and issues a reptim and if unsound practices
are discovered. The Comptroller ' s current authority to
audit or reprimand does notl extend to individuals within
the offending institution.
The amendment would e�pand the ability of existing
banking regulatory agencies to knock away any bank or
individual within a bank wij.o opposes a bailout of Wall
Street. Proxmire and Reus s ' s F INE bill would then
create a command and coJiltrol center for using these
expanded powers against tile regional banks, putting in
place the mechanism for fascist top-down control over
the U.S. banking system.
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Co nse rvati ves S u c ke red I n to

Roc�y/s

Pa na m a Ca n a l D i ve rs i on,
Richard Viguerie, the Rockefeller-Buckley axis' s
"conservative" Judas-goat, is a t it again.
For the last two weeks Viguerie has been energetically
fanning conservative hysteria about the proposed
Panama Canal treaty, in his latest effort to sidetrack
U . S . Whigs from any effective fight against the Carter
Motldale Administration and its Rockefeller policies .
Working through the American Conservative Union, the
Conservative Caucus, and his own direct-mail fun
draising outfit, Viguerie has put together a propaganda
drive that has succeeded in suckering Ronald Reagan
and Senators Jesse Helms and Strom Thurmond into the
center of the completely bogus Canal squabble .
Prodded by Viguerie, the duped Helms and Thurmond,
and the numerous Rockefeller submarines on his staff,
Reagan has fallen hook, line and sinker for the Canal
gambit after deliberately holding back on
this divisive issue since last year's Republican
primaries . With star billing in the Ne w York Tim es,
Reagan has sworn to do "everything I can" to rally
conservatives for opposition to the treaty.
Following a briefing by Linowitz and Bunker on the
treaty in New York Aug. 25, Reagan gave a j ingoistic
speech that evening at the Young A mericans for Freedom
Conference in which he declared : "I do not think that we
'
should ratify this treaty . . . Will turning over the canal be
seen as yet another sign of America ' s longing to with
draw? Will it create a power vacuum in the Caribbean
which Fidel Castro and his patron, the Soviet Union, will
seek to exploit? What does this say to our allies
around the world about our leadership intentions, our
international role, about our own view of our national
defense capability? " Lest any YAF member be left in
doubt, Reagan concluded with a parable from the days of
Teddy Roosevelt' s " Big Stick" Gun Boat Diplomacy,
ending : "America has for too long sought to be loved . . .
. We've been the pussycats o f the world. What w e need
now is respect. "
Reagan has been manipulated on this issue by Buckley
agent Lyn Nofzier, head of Reagan' s Citizens for the
Republic , and by Viguerie crony Bruce Eberle who
handles mailings and fundraising for this organization,
to raise the Panama Canal issue in a way that will fur
ther fissure the Republican Party. According to an Aug .
24 issue of the Ne w York Tim es, Citizens for the Republic
has already sent out a memorandum to California
Republicans urging them to "protest" the decision by
Senator S . 1 . Hayakawa to endorse " President Carter' s
proposed giveaway o f the Panam a Canal . " This stab in
the back attack against Hayakawa, an emerging anti
Wall Street leader, shows precisely how Buckley and
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Viguerie's " conservative" Plu bers crew plan to use the
Panama Canal issue to divert d destroy Whig forces.
What is astonishing is t t honest conservative s
continue t? give Buckley pro� ge Y igue rie even a scrap
. .
.
of credIbIlIty. Not only dl VIguerIe
organize for
Rockefeller' s own Jimmy Carter in last year' s
presidential elections - and �blicly admit it. Reliable
sources report that this croqk skims off the first 50
percent of all funds he raises r conservative causes to
go to the only " cause" he has ny loyalty to, namely his
own pocket. Yet for all his f grant pig aery, "50 per
center" Viguerie is now s ccessfully leading con
servatives into the Carter cre s Panama Canal trap.
Acting the liberal Dr. Jekyl to Viguerie' s right-wing
Mr. Hyde is Sol Linowitz, one 0 the two negotiators of the
Canal Treaty. Linowitz was � eployed directly out of
Coudert Bros. , the main Wall l Street law firm handling
the Buckley family's internati nal oil interests. Coudert
Bros . has also been identified y knowledgeabl e insiders
as a coordinating center with he apparat known as the
" left CIA" (the Institute for Po icy Studies nexus ) for the
same right- and left-cover terr rists that may be let loose
at any moment to further fire u the Panama issue, in the
U . S . and internationally.

�
s

�

Fa nning th Fi re
With Rockefeller standing ehind both sides of the
liberal-conservative Panama fight, it isn't surprising
that still another Rockefeller mployee has been trotted
out to preview the terrorist sc narios that are doubtless
already on the drafting boards In the Aug . 22 Wall Street
Journal,
Roger Fontaine, the author of Nelson
Rockefeller' s Commission on ritical Choices report on
Latin America, made a bi to provoke maximum
paranoid reaction from U .S . onservatives b y painting
the following grim possi � ili es : " The potential does
exist for small urban terrori t squads, recruited from
Panama's large student pop lation, to make lightning
raids into the zone . . . U . S . milit ry and police units would
find it tempting to chase hese raiders back into
Panamanian territory . . . (raisi , g) the spectre of another
Vietnam . "
I
Any such scenario would p � obablY call for terrorists
" sheepdipped" through left- C IA penetration networks
into Cuba, to give a suitable communist-baCked" tone
to the proj ect. But Cuba' s idel Castro has recently
shown himself to be more "c nservative" on this issue
than the U . S . Whigs, urging P namanian leader Torrijos
to play down the whole Canal i sue j ust as Cuba does the
continued presence of the U . � . military base on Cuba' s
Guantanamo Bay.
:

�

Ba re ' F i st' , ' 'Sweep ' Pl ots To 'Te rm i no te ' U SL P
I

According to highly placed sources in Wash
ington, D . C . , the Carter Administration has stepped
up its massive illegal intelligence conspiracy against the
U . S . Labor Party and is operating on a timetable to shut
down the organization within the next two months.
Detailed operating instructions for the assault on the
USLP are contained in a two-and-a-half-inch thick file in
the possession of the F B I , the sources say.
The file reportedly details two tactics to break the
Labor Party, code-named Operation Fist and Operation
Sweep . Both are being run through the FBI in coor
dination with other agencies .

Sma sh and Gra b
Operation Fist (Financial Intelligence Specialists to
Terminate the USLP) is a blackmail and armtwisting
campaign to prevent the party' s current and potential
financial supporters from contributing funds and to
panic Labor Committee and Labor Party creditors into
demanding instant payment on all outstanding accounts .
The line being put out through Operation Fist is that "the
Labor Party is finished" and that contributions to the
USLP are " money down a sinkhole . "
Operation Sweep , set to take off a s the Fist financial
warfare operation is having maximum -effect, involves
slander and harassment tactics coordinated with so
called penetration operations . The goal of Operation
Sweep is to split the party into warring factions and bring
it under intelligence agency control .
Carter, Kissinger Named
Informed of the Carter Administration' s latest moves
against the USLP, party chairman and presidential
candidate Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr. identified Fist and
Sweep as "the work of the Rockefellers, the Lazard
Freres and Kuhn-Loeb investment bankers , and their
minion, Henry Kissinger. These are the same circles
scheming to impose fascist economic controls on the USA
and Western Europe. "
Col. Thomas McCrary, leading conservative and
chairman of the National Coalition of Independents on
Issues , denounced Fist and Sweep as the beginning of a
Carter Administration " drive to eliminate the third
party movement . . .all independents should recognize that
this is a pioneering operation aimed at all participants in
the Coalition of Independents . . . ( which is) to be extended
to independents who cannot be controlled within the two
major parties . "
New A ssaults
Withi n 48 hours after USLP officials werE' informed
about Fist and Sweep , the following financial warfare
and harassment attacks hit the p arty :
*Trans World Airlines, United Airlines , and the law
firm of Anes, Friedman and Leventhal, using a default
j udgment obtained against the Labor Committees for a
back debt owed on account of air freight shipments,
placed a lien on the NCLC bank account and seized $6300,

despite a clearcut commitm p nt to retire the d ebt. TWA is
almost wholly owned by a combination of Rockefeller
and Lazard Freres interes � , m ediated in part through
the Equitable Life Assurllmce Corporation. TWA is
mortgaged to various bank� rs for over half its assets'
value .
* A major creditor on
communications lines
suddenly escalated its dem �nd for payment on account
this week by some $3,000, fl more than 50 percent in
crease of the previously agreed upon payment.
*The Federal E lection · Com mission, deployed in
" plumbers ' jobs" against the U S L P for nearly a year,
obtained a show cause court order to force the Labor
Party, its vendors and the C � m mittee to � I.:; d LaRouche
to "open the books" and provide the FEC with am
m unition for additional financial warfare operations.
The j udge who issued the order i s the brother of New
Deal braintruster Tommy Corcoran, widely known as
"Mr. Fixit" in Washington htgal circles.
* A spokesman for the Untted Auto Workers, which is
currently suing to shut down New Solidarity and destroy
all copies of the newspapet, announced that the UA W
was in possession of creditors ' bills to the USLP and
expects to drive the " deeply! financially troubled" Labor
Party into bankruptcy by Sept. 23. Paid FBI agent
Gregory Rose is the UAW' s . tar witness in the suit. UAW
ex-president Leonard Wood¢ock is Carter' s ambassador
to Peking . Observers sp�culated that the UA W's
willingness to "name the �ate" of the U S LP's demise
meant that UAW officials �ere hoping to "get a fix' in"
with the court to stop pui!>lication of this newspaper
before a trial decides on thd merits of the UA W's phony
claim it has exclusive traaemark rights on the word
" solidarity. "
* A series of break-ins oc¢urred against the homes of
USLP members and suppo �ters, including one who was
making arrangements to gilve a substantial donation to
the party. Simultaneously, ,a pattern of racial assaults
and frameup arrests has ta�geted black USLP members
including Detroit mayoral j candidate Mel Brown and
New Jersey candidate C h arles Mack. Reached for
comment on the Fist-Sweep io perations, a representative
of Interpol, Rockefeller' s �rivate terrorist-running in
ternational police network, responded, " Some people in
our office don' t think terrori$m is criminal. "
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Build the USLP War Chest
E ven before the USL f learned the details of
Operations Fist and Sweep� the party had announced a
full " war chest" mobilizatiqn to raise the funds required
to torpedo the FBI-FEC'sl ongoing financial warfare
strategy. It was estimated that income of $75,000 this
week would put a large hqle in p lans to bankrupt the
USLP ; an additional $75,0$0 would allow the party to
restore the operating publications and communications
capabi lity lost through fin�ncial warfare since Carter
was installed in office. The $ 1 50 ,000 total is still the
overall war chest target.
N ATIO N A L
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In addition to its fundraising mobili zation, the party is
also counterattacking with a battery of legal and political
actions against every organization and individual who
appears wittingly complicit in Fist and " Sweep
operations . Legal action has already been announced
.
against Alanthus Corp . (formerly · Leaseo) which
removed NSIPS communications equipment from a
dozen U . S . locations last week after rej ecting reasonable
offers of payment on its account.
Broad exposure of the "get the Labor Party" con
spiracy has resulted in a 13 percent increase in NCLC
USLP field income this past week and rise in overall
income to the $40,000 level. The increase has come

largely from increased sales p f publications and from
contributions by work ers , thei � fam ilies, and local trade
union officials, generally repo hing they " don' t want to
see the Labor Party die . "
!
! .

l
I
I

Because of the TWA and ad itional attacks , however,
the $40,000 level is no longer, a was projected, sufficient
to stabilize payments, and the S L P and its affiliates are
facing the weekend with a , prOXimatelY a $7-10,000
shortfall in necessary incom . Unless this deficit is
rapidly made up , further cut cks in vital publications
.
and communications services. ill occur.
, - Don Baier

�
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UAW Off i c i a l s Ca u g h t I n Co l l us i o n i W i th

l
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Ca rte r Ad m i n i strat i o n 's 'Ope rati o n Fist'
Aug . 2 5 - Sources very close to the United
Auto Workers Union leadership, outraged over that
union' s direct complicity in the F BI-run " Operation
Fist" against the U . S . Labor Party, have turned
over to the Labor Party's Legal Division damning
evidence against UAW and Democratic officials in
Michigan involved in these illegal operations .
These sources have provided the following
documented information revealing that the UAW,
in collusion with the Federal Bureau of In
vestigation, is running a state-wide " w ar-room" for
the F B I ' s Operation Fist (Financial Intelligence
Specialists to Terminate the U S L P ) :
* UAW Public Relations Director Jerry Dale is in
direct liaison with FBI Special Agent Knapp, the
Detroit bureau agent "in charge of all activities
regarding the U . S . Labor Party. " Through this
liaison, Dale has been provided by the F B I with up
to-the-minute information on all Labor Party
financial accounts--including actual copies of Labor
Party bills . This UAW-FB I relationship also
provides the UAW with the F B I ' s " target list" of
Michigan Labor Party members whose names have
been run through the Michigan State Police
" LE IN" computer for ongoing harassment and
intimidation.
* Further evidence provided to the USLP shows
that Dale has a prearranged date, S ept. 23, where
he expects the UA W to win a $20 m illion law suit
against the Labor Party-indicating that he has

I

knowledge of a j udge to be b t ought into the case
who will "rule" in favor of the p AW. The UAW suit
was and is designed to shut do",n the Labor Party's
i
newspaper, New Solidarity.
* According to these sourCjes, total day-to-day
UAW operations against the q .S . Labor Party are
being handled out of the UA � ' s Washington, D . C .
office o f Stephen SChlossberg:' l S chloss b erg has not
handled any UAW legal wor k! , ostensibly his j ob,
.
since 1 973, and instead has : been instructed to
"
concentrate solely on the U . S . I abor Party.
Miller, head of he Wayne County,
* Bruce
Michigan Democratic Party apd " troubleshooter"
attorney for the UAW, is coe rdinating all " legal
aspects" of Operation Fist. M" ler is being directly
supervised by Emil Mazey, tl: e " policy advisor to
the UA W Executive on the US P " and in charge of
"overall policy" regarding t � e US L P . Miller is
currently acting as an " adVise r " to the U A W' s $20
million law suit against the L bor Party for using
the word "Solidarity" (the [ am e o f the UAW's
newspaper) in the Labor Part � ' s newspaper, New
Solidarity. One of Miller's em� loyees, . Duane Ice,
was counsel to UAW local I resident of Detroit
Deisel , Hillman Green, whc was charged last
year with assaulting Labor 11»arty organizer Ivy
D 'Urso. Mrs . D'Urso, now a f� ll-time coordinator
for the Mel Brown Detroit ma oral campaign, and
her husband Joe D ' Urso are dn the F B I ' s " target
list" and have, over the last imonth, come under
numerous incidents of State I Police harassment,
including fines, detainments a � d arrests .
I
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The Mon da l e Opt i o n i
The direction now taken by the Bert Lance scandal
opens up the very real possibility that Vice President
Walter " Fritz" Mondale may soon step into Jimmy
Carter's ill-fitting presidential shoes .
Such a development would b y a Pyhrric victory indeed
for the vast majority of Amercians who have come to
despise the Carter administration. As Mondale's past
and present political record conclusively demonstrate, a
Mondale presidency would actually a ccelera te the
course toward economic suicide and thermonuclear war
inaugurated by the Carter Administration in January,
1977.
U.S. Labor Party chairman Lyndon H . LaRouche
observed recently that while C arter is dangerous for
what he isn't, Mondale is dangerous for what he is.
Exactly who is Mondale, where does he come from, and
whose policies does he represent?

Fritz: Humph rey 's Boy Wonder
Like the other political products of the Minnesota
Wisconsin Fabian colony, such as his longtime mentor
Hubert Humphrey, Mondale' s entire political existence
has been dedicated to serving the interests of Lower
Manhattan banks , especially through the advocacy of
numerous " fascism with a human face"-type schemes.
The Rockefeller Family and friends have obviously
been instrumental in Fritz ' s career. Not only is Mondale
a member of the exclusive Council on Foreign Relations ,
the Trilateral Commission, and the Bilderberg group,
but his succession of political offices, from the Attorney
Generalship of Minnesota through the vice presidency
(and next, perhaps , the presidency itself) , has been
bought and paid for by Wall Street - over widespread
popular opposition.
Fritz got his first taste of politics in the late 1 940s when
Hubert Humphrey (then Mayor of Minneapolis )
recruited him to help purge the Minnesota Democratic
Farmer-Labor Party of all foes of the Truman Ad
ministration's monetarist Cold War-Marshall Plan
policies - under the cover of " getting rid of the Reds . "
Mondale was s o good a t the dirty tricks side o f this
operation, including blackmailing his victims with
" secret" FBI dossiers - that doors began to swing open.
First Mondale was named head of the student wing of the
liberal anti-communist Americans for Democratic
Action (ADA) , where he helped ADA chairman Hum
phrey extend the Minnesota red-baiting to the national
leveL After a stint in Orville Freeman ' s law firm ,
Mondale was appointed Minnesota Attorney General in
1960, when the previous office holder conveniently
resigned. Four years later, Freeman, by then governor
of Minnestoa, appointed his former law partner to the
U . S . Senate to fill the seat their m utual friend Hubert
Humphrey had just vacated to become V ice President.
Domestic Policy A Lil Modale
Once in the Senate, Wall Street' s investment in Mon
dale began to pay off, as Fritz e merged as a leading

national spokesman for the i New York finap cial com
munity. Insinuated into pivotal committees (Banking,
F inance, Agriculture, Joint Momic Energy) Mondale under Humphrey's guiding hand - began to develop
certain areas of "expertise j" . concentrating on labor
policy, energy and "electoral reform . "
A s the international monetja ry crisis deepened in the
late 1 960s and early 1970s, M;:mdale started to put forth
the openly fascist " solutions " which his Lower
Manhattan stringpullers were counting on to save
themselves. The cutting edge of these was the notorious
National Employment Priori�ies Act of 1 974 (NERA) .
Written by Trilateral Co ni mission me � er Leonard
Woodcock's United Auto Wlorkers , NER A - or the
" Boxcar Bill" as it soon bClCame known - called for
forcibly relocating unemplo � ed workers , giving them a
pick and shovel, and setting them to work at below
m inimum-wage levels in " Project Independence" type
energy "development" prQj ects . For workers who
refused this enslavement, the bill provided that all
government benefits be term.nated.
An intensive organizing campaign by the U.S. Labor
Party helped to kill NERA at the time - forcing Mondale
to withdraw from th� co�test for the Democratic
presidential nomination fu tli e process . But Mondale by
no m eans abandoned the sch� m e : his team on the White
House Domestic Council i� currently drawing up a
revised version of NERA with every intention of forcing
it through this time around. i
Dovetailing with the over.ll intent of the NERA bill,
Mondale simultaneously be dame one of the most rabid
promoters of Lower M ajnhattan' s industry-killing
" energy conservation" Iinie. With the Rockefeller
engineered Arab oil embargo as his pretext, Mondale
took to the hustings for slashing energy consumption. In
an early 1 974 campaign statement outdoing anything the
Carter Administration has ! proposed publicly so far,
Mondale demanded that the U . S . " Lead a n international
effort to cut back on oil cons�mption next year by at least
10 percent . . . and adopt t;pe hard sacrifices . . . like
rationing . . . needed to cut back on oil consumption for
some time to come. "
A t the same time, Mondale urged adoption of the full
Rockefeller " energy development" program, from
federally-funded development of retrograde coal
gasification
and oil from shale methods through
·
breaking up the independenlt energy producers through
divestiture .
To insure that the popul�tion had no choice but to
accept his energy conservat ion prescriptions, Mondale
desperately attempted to halt construction of the Alaska
pipeline, leaving little doubt that the current spate of
"accidents " which have p l�gued the pipeline since it
opened would increase migjhtily if he were to become
President.
• ..

Mondale 's "Human Rights " Campaign
Senator Mondale p layed an equally insidious role in the
foreign policy domain. In view of Mondale's " soft" image,
N ATIO N AL
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especially with regard to the Soviet Union, one example
of Mondale's foreign policy orientation - his own
"human rights" campaign - is particularly relevant.
In the early 1 970s, Mondale spfclarheaded the liberals'
sudden turnaround on U . S . -Soviet detente, a shift which
more than anything else signaled that the U . S was
seeking a nuclear confrontation with the Soviet Union.
Fritz suddenly emerged as the champion of " human
rights " and "Soviet dissidents" - years before Jimmy
Carter even knew what they were ! In 1973, he succeeded
in pushing through the S enate an amendment which
denounced alleged Soviet repres s ion of dissidents and
called on President Nixon to " pressure" the Soviets by
stalling on trade and disarmament negotiations, echoing
the provocative policy line of the newly-formed
Trilateral Commission under Zbigniew Brzezinski. And
early the next year, Mondale published an article in the
CFR ' s Foreign Affairs magazine widely rumored to have
been written by Brzezinski. Entitled " Beyond Detente, "
the article called for outright economic warfare against
the Soviet Union.

Tory Mondale and the Subversi on of the Constitution
It's not surprising to find that the man who issued the
contemptible admonition to " Vote early, vote often"
j ust before stealing the last election has long been in the
forefront of nearly every maj or scheme aimed at
destroying the constitutional principles and processes
for which the American ReVOlution was fought - in
cluding that of free and fair elections .
Among other evil doings, Mondale was the original
sponsor of the bill to provide federal financing of
presidential campaigns, a contrivance intended to
prevent any anti-Wall Street faction from mounting a
successful electoral challenge . This initiative led directly
to the creation of the Federal E lection Commission
(FEC) which Carter and Mondale are now wielding,
"plumbers unit" style, against the Labor
. Party and
other Administration foes.
While in the Senate, Mondale sponsored many of the so
called internal reforms such as mandatory retirement,
strict rules against filibuster, rotating committee
chairmanships, etc . , designed to extend Wall Street's
grip even tighter around Congressional policymaking.

8
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And You Thought N(xon Was Corrupt
Mondale ' s own political p aS t is virtually littered with
the most sordid kinds of m o� ey-grubbing scandals, two
of which deserve special note - and investigation by the
proper authorities.
The most damaging case curred when Mondale, as
Minnesota
Attorney Genera , inexplicably refused to
,
investigate charges that a 10 al insurance company was
illegally dumping its sec uri ies . The reason for Mon
dale' s reluctance came to lig t when the company finally
went bankrupt and an inspe tion of its books revealed
that Mondale had been on th take - receiving at least
$2 ,000 in illegal campaign c ntributions from the com
pany ! Not only was it illega under Minnesota law for
Mondale to have received a y contributions from any
corporation, the implication . hat he was being paid for
covering up the company's . illicit fiM "'cial activities
could hardly be discounted.
fact, Mondale escaped the
full impact of the scandal on Y because he had by then
taken refuge in Washington. ,
A similar scandal broke i p January 1975 when the
.
Minnesota Mining and Nlanufacturmg Company
revealed that it had made ille 4 al campa � gn � ontributi� ns
not only to Maurice Stans, ll ead of Nixon s reelectIOn
apparatus , but to Mondale i and Humphrey as well.
Though Stans was convicted of these charges, no legal
action whatever was taken ag+ inst the Minnesota twins.

±
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Who Wan if. Fritz?
. the
.
With
As Vice President, Mondalel has been credited
Administration' s Nazi-imitation " work or starve"
welfare package, the purge i of the intelligence com
m unity under the guise of "re�rganization, " the push for
s lave-labor " full employmettt" programs and drug
decriminalization, as well as I the miserable Africa and
Mideast policies . " Presiden � Mondale" is so grim a
prospect that even his wife J �an admitted last year, in
explaining why Mondale dro pp ed out of the race for the
Democratic presidential nom� nation in 1 974, that "The
American people j ust did � ' t want him as their
President. "
-Ka thy Murphy
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C i t i ba n k Ou t To H u m b l e Chase
BA N K I N G
New elements of Citibank' s strategy to humble David
Rockefeller's Chase Manhattan and thereby emerge "on
top " in the developing depression-crisis have come to
light during the past week.
First, the rift between the largely conservative, in
dustry-influenced Citibank management and Chase's
"utopians" has come to a head over the issue of Third
World indebtedness, particularly in the cases of Peru,
Turkey, and Zaire, where Citibank recently made high
profiled interventions. In all three cases, Citibank has
attempted to impose a relatively long-term strategy of
economic stabilization, including moderate austerity
measures, loa n refinancing and consolidation of short
term into medium-term debt, and political support for
existing centrist regimes . But Chase Manhattan, due to
its highly insolvent condition, has insisted on immediate
debt repayment and stringent austerity, even if this
requires Chilean-model political coups, regional wars ,
and places the world on the threshold of nuclear con
frontation .
Second, Citibank is deliberately encouraging O � EC
investors , particularly the Saudis , to " diversify" a'w ay
from short-term deposits at Chase and towards in
creased equity investment in the Third World and such
hard-hit industrialized countries as Italy. According to
an intelligence community source close to top Citibank
management, the bank's staff has been directed to draw
up a " Marshall Plan for the Third World, " in which Saudi
petrodollar "recycling" will be a m ajor component.
Although Citibank itself stands to lose substantial OPEC
deposits, one bank econom ist characterized diver
sification as " in the long run, a developm ent which the
V . S . and Citibank would welcome . It' s going to promote
world stability and that' s more important than the
possible detrimental effects such a shift m ight have. "
Chase, o n the ot.her hand, h a s suffered severe deposit
base erosion in recent months and bank analysts doubt
the institution could withstand a sudden interruption in
the flow of Saudi deposits . .
On still a third level, informed sources report that
Citibank and allied West Germari banking'intere sts were
behind the Bank of England ' s decision to let the pound
float upwards against the dollar at the end of July. This
temporarily braked the deutschemark's speculative rise
against the dollar, which had been set into motion by V . S .
Treasury Secretary and David Rockefeller associate
Werner B lumenthal, in an effort to force West German
reflation - a policy which Citibank economists have
openly questioned in recent week s . Citibank and its con
servative co-factioneers forced F ederal R eserve chief

Arthur Burns to j ack up shoI1 -term V . S . interest rates in
stead, to "save"· the dollar �nd put a further squeeze on
Chase' s thin profit margins. i

�

The unprecedented rise o Federal Reserve member
bank borrowings to $1.55 bi lion durl'ng th' e wee k e nd e d,
Wednesday may indicate t at Chase and, its allies are
already in extreme difficul y . Three major New York .
,
, , ,
, Fed's
banks borrowed $1 billion for Wednesday, the
w e ekly settlement day. A alysts believe that Chase,
without access to Arab mon y, may have been forced to
the discount window, the lenkier of last resort. "The Fed,
of course, could refuse to l nd money to some banks, "
commented the Wall Street !J ournal, "if it felt a bank to
be abusing the privilege. "

±
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Rate War 4 ccelerates
As the EIR reported last t eek, � n immediate effect o f
the sharply-higher dollar s �ctor interest rates enforc ed
by Citibank was to drastica V y lower the spread between
,
the rates at which commercial banks acquire funds and
the rates at which they lend ' n the international m arkets.
Due to heavy competition a ong international banks
and
,
the rapidly growing pool 0 !, idle E urodollars , the banks
have been forced to slash !f eir rates for medium-term
Eurodollar loan syndicationtall year. Last week, lending
rates fell through the floor" as India, a newcomer to the
E uromarkets , raised a $50 : million loan of seven-years
maturity with a spread of o � IY 1 percent over the Lon �on
.
interbank rate - unprecedlented for a non-oIl producmg
Third World country. The 1,n terna tional Herald Tribune
further reports that the spr� ads paid by heavily-indebte d
Mexico and Brazil (now at 1. 5 and 1 .8 percent respective
ly ) , could also come down harplY, while prime borrow
ers
, can expect spreads o t only 0 . 5 percent - hardly
enough to cover bank operating costs.
Bank analysts are relatively confident that Citibank
can ride out this period of r � duced margins , but believe it
could ruin Chase. One Tex � s banking source pointed out
that West German and S W iss banks were the first to
break their Eurodollar lending rates below 1 percent ear
lier this year, in order to �ake use of the excess dollars
pouring into Europe. Chase then followed suit, in a des
perate attempt to make up for their reduced earnings
through sheer volume of sfndications they participated
in:. Citibank, however, did q ()t feel the need to lower their
rates until about six weeks a go.

f
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Showdown In Third World
The Citibank-Chase tussle over Peru's debt crisis could
set the pattern for the rest of Latin America and the en
tire Third World. Accordi rt g to State Department sour
ces, Chase Manhattan has 11 total of $220 m illion in loans
extended to Peru, virtuaUy all of which falls due this
ECO N O M ICS
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year. This "sets Chase apart" from all the other bank
creditors, including Citibank, whose loans generally do
not mature until 1 979. As a result, Chase has been the
most adamant in demanding austerity from Peru and
called on the country to step up its copper exports as debt
"collateral, " even though Peru has no copper stockpiles
available.
All indications are that Citibank Senior Vice President
Irving Friedman pulled off a maj or " coup" by working
out a deal with Peruvian Central Bank President Ger
man de la Melena which heavily penalizes Chase.
Following Friedman's visit to Peru earlier this month,
Melena briefed a gathering of 20 U . S . banks at Citibank' s
New York offices o n Aug. 19. According t o the Journal of
Comm erce, Melena-who was widely feared by the at
tending bankers as a monetary expansionist and lef
tist-presented "his strategy" for zero economic growth
in Peru in exchange for a $61 1 million long-term capital
inflow into the country and debt-refinancing. Praising
Melena's partial austerity program , Friedman stated
that it " leaves little doubt of their desire a n d capability
of servicing their debt. " Although the Journal notes that
some bankers would have preferred negative growth,
they understood the "political restraints" acting on
Peruvian President Morales Bermudez .
That the axt;! had fallen on Chase in this deal became
clear when Melena announced that, while Peru would
pay $21 1 million in debt service due on long-term capital
account, $420 million of the $500 million in debt due on
short-term capital account would have to be replaced
with new credits . Thus , Chase, with most of its debt
holdings on short-term account, receives scarcely a
copper penny !
A similar Citibank-Chase split is apparent over
Turkey. According to Chicago banking sources, although
Chase and Citibank each have about $250 million tied up
in Turkish convertible lira deposits, and the bankrupt
Turkish government has fallen behind in its payments,
Chase is deeply worried about getting its money out
while Citibank is not. Citibank has " good exposure" in
Turkey and believes Prim e Minister Demirel's austerity
package will work , the Chicago source noted.
Citibank's general strategy for containing the in-
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ternational debt crisis appears o be aimed at converting
their position as an external d bt holder into that of an
internal claim on local industr ; that is, taking an equity
stake in the country's real ec nomy in the event that
paper holdings become usel ss. Citibank is ideally
situated for this because of i s hundreds of branches
around the world, and its pra tice of making loans in
local currencies-a rarity with hase.
Recently, U . S . multination Is and insurance com
panies gobbled up several A gentine companies, and
even bought up Argentine Tre sury securities so as to
stabilize the government's int rnal debt-an operation
some observers believe was oordinated by Citibank.
C itibank, Bank of America, rindlay-Brandt's of Lon
don, and five other internation I banks j ust announced a
$50 million syndication for n Argentine electrical
proj ect, which is to be co-financ d with the World Bank.

�

Banking commu itY Freaks
The mainly covert internec ne banking warfare has
now even surfaced in the U . S . ress . An Aug. 25 Journal
of Commerce editorial, entitl d " Falling Dominoes, "
raised the alarm that Citiba k would not be able to
secure its own debt holdings . " ankers with a disposition
towards pessimism were con vi ced in recent weeks that
either Peru or Turkey would e the domino setting the
whole stack of developing an poorer developed coun
tries tottering to the severe etriment of the banking
system , " the editorial began. he Journal of Comm erce
noted that Citibank had yet 0 get the Zairean crisis
completely under control, and it hat, in the case of Peru,
" even Dr. Friedman admits t1l1 at it will be a tight fit. "
The editorial concluded with t e not-so-subtle warning :
" The commercial banks are Iso well aware that they
have a vital role to play to eep the dominoes from
falling . . . . They are all in it toge er and they know it. "
The Journal of Comm erce' s ears were seconded b y a
source at Schroder' s Bank in London, which is closely
allied with Citibank, who c m mented on Citibank's
strategy of squeezing out Cha e : " If you start playing
that kind of game, it' s a knife e ge. You can come out on
top or collapse as well . "

f
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O PEC Prepa res Brea k W i th Do l l r
I N TE R N AT I O N A L F I N A N C E
The leading members of the Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries (OPEC) are now visibly preparing
to break with a falling dollar before their December
meeting in Caracas, Venezuela, according to the here
included article from the August 25 Baltimore Sun. What
is at stake is a new way of calculating oil prices, which is
already the battleground for a post-dollar factional
struggle opposing Citibank and other 'related con
servative interests to pro-gold West European bankers
2
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led by the French.
I
At this point, OPEC me bers with large sur
p luses-Saudi Arabia, Kuwai and th'e United Arab
E m irates (UAE ) -have begU to review their large
foreign � nvestments to assess t e damage from the dollar
depreciation, a first step in the reparation of a break.
Both Citibank and the wes E uropean bankers know
that such an evolution cannot e stopped except through
a disastrous m ilitary interv ntion which would im
m ediately lead to a thermonucl t ar confrontation with the
Soviet Union. This is precisel what Chase Manhattan
and the desperate David Rock feller are looking for-a
show of force as a " solut on" to their financial
problems-but the saner grou � around at Citibank still

�
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OPEC Nations Concerned About Sl id i ng Do l la r
The following excerpts are from a n article pub
lished on the first page of the A ug. 25 Baltimore
Sun. Well inform ed SOL/rces note tha t it was sent
from Cairo by Michael Parks, a journalist lil1ked to
"traditionalist" righ t- wing nt!tworks usually re
flecting the views of the m os t conserva tive Ne w
York banks :

"If the dollar continues to slide or j ust fails to
hold firmly, OPEC members will have to find
another way to calculate oil prices, perhaps on the
basis of the International Monetary Fund's special
drawing rights , or raise prices to compensate, " an
ambassador from a leading oil exporting country
said. "Most probably, th ey would do both . "
OPEC members with large surpluses - Saudi
Arabia, Kuwait and the United Arab E m ir
ates - have begun to review their si z eable foreign
investments to assess the damage from the dollar' s
depreciation, according to banking sources.
"Very little official money has moved, but pri
vate funds are beginning to flow into relatively
stronger currencies, " one European banker said.
" Arab investors no longer are convinced that this is
j ust temporary, and they are beginning to move
,
protectively. '
Saudi Arabia and Kuwait, meanwhile, have come
under renewed pressure to revalue their currencies
and to permit them to be used in international re
serves, but both are resis ting so far.
Prelim inary contacts now are under way, accordu�lieve that they can come on top of a well managed
stabilization in alliance with the traditionally con
servative Arab forces.
The general game plan of Citibank, Bank of America,
and some U.K. banks is to replace the dollar either by the
International Monetary Fund ' s special drawing rights or
by a basket of currencies labeled " OPEC dollar . "
Although such a choice would definitely destroy Chase as
a policy-making institution, it would not significantly
weaken the position of Citibank. The reason is that
Citibank has the best world network of direct branches ,
which lend money on the b a s i s of local currencies. I n
other words , Citibank is already "diversified " into a
" basket of currencies , " and hop �s to capitalize its
financial organization into politica l l everage.
The other related angle of the Cit bank strategy is the
diversification of Arab funds into Bri tish, West German,
and Japanese currencies for relending abroad. This
would not only strangle Chase but ccopt various layers of
Western E uropean bankers under the leadership of
Citibank.
There are already various signs that ma inly
traditionalist interests in the City of London are
cooperating with Citibank. Not only do they share a
common outlook based on a "conservative" Anglo
American control of the world, but they are very often
part of the same international networks which originated

ing to Arab diplomats her�, on calling a special
OPEC ministerial meeting next m onth to discuss a
switch from dollars to speCial drawing rights or
. another, more stable me�ns of calculating oil
prices .
" I f the dollar settles by �he end of August, the
matter will be put off until the regular December
m eeting, " a senior official :of one OPEC country
said. "If not, then a Septem�r meeting is certain. "
. . . Mana Saeed al Oteiba, :the Arab E m irates' oil
m inister, believes the spec_al drawing rights for
mula may prove too cumbeI1som e and proposed re
cently the creation of an "OPEC dollar, " another
artificial currency unit, to replace the U . S . dollar, if
necessary . . .
" The Saudis are reluctant to change the system
as it would add to the in�ability, " a E uropean
banker with close Saudi ties said. " But a faction
there - a very nationalist group - is winning
support in arguing that now is the time to cut away
from the dollar as much as PiOssible. S audi interests
must come first, they say, �nd there is much dis
trust to the dollar . "
Not a l l o f that suspicion i s economic, much is poli
tically based.
Some Saudis are coming to share the general
Arab suspicion that the United States is deliberate
ly allowing th e dollar to de � line , hoping to reduce
the world's oil bill in real terms as well as better its
international trading position .
during World War n. This is the case, among others, of
Lloyds' Lord Aldington, who sits on the board of
Citibank, and of Citibank' s Senior Vice President Irving
Friedman, whose first professional steps were made in a
British-dom inated colonial e nvironment.
E vidence of that Citiban lt -City of London cooperation
:
is
reflected in various instances. First, in the
" Saudisation " of foreign banks operating on the Saudi
territory. Whereas the pow h ful French bank Indo-Suez,
related to the interests o f French president Giscard,
accepted the 60-40 percent m inority partnership
proposed by the Saudis, b<>th Citibank and the British
refused the arrangement tor fear of further fostering
Saudi national interests . · S econd, in the monetary
reorganization of the Un ited Arab E mirates, where,
according to an official at Brown Brothers, Harriman, an
arrangement was finally made between Citib � nk and the
British traditionalist interests related to the Bank of
England. The story is tJ)e following : Citibank first
engineered a speculative operation against the UAE
currency, the dirham, u s ing the Bahrein off-shore
banking com munity as a p latform for the operation. The
British controllers of the � m irates resisted, and their
key agent Scott, then h � ad of the UAE ' s currency
operations, threw all the weight of the Emirates'
currency reserves into the battle . He succeeded, but "he
had put a finger where he was not supposed to. " In other
E CO N O M ICS
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words, seeing the potentially dangerous consequences of
an all-out confrontation for their respective monetarist
interests, Citibank and the British m ade an agreement,
stabilized the currency situation, drove in an IMF team
as a cover to endorse the plans of the Bank of England,
and fired scapegoat Scott.
Observers comment that the recent UAE ' s strong
statements in the press for an "OPEC dollar" based on a
basket of currencies reflect City of London thinking in
connection with Citibank.
The problem for the Citibank-London axis is that more
radical West European interests led by French bankers
are strongly pushing for a gold-based monetary unit as a
basis for calculating oil prices. To' face these forces,
Citibank has to play on a knife edge. It cannot attack
them frontally, because of the too i m m ediate dangers of
a general financial destabilization. Citibank has
therefore to control them from inside. This is the main
reason why it is moving trust fund money into the French
stock market, buying French equities that would come
under nationalization plans should the French left win
the coming elections. Citibank' s operation is indeed very
delicate : it has to express a display of confidence in the
Giscard government to better control its moves. Ac
cording to New York banking sources, Citibank is
working out a deal with Saudi Oil Minister Yamani to
bring in Saudi money as well.
But the French banking interests, beyond their
marginally decisive position, have two significant
trumps in their hands should they be decided to play the
game of gold up to the end. First, as confirmed by the

Brown Brothers, Harriman s�urce, the Kuwaitis are
very strongly committed to a i gold-pegged Gulf dinar,
and are already engaged in t f iangular trade with the
West Europeans and the So � ets . This brings in the
equally gold-pegged transfera e ruble, that according
to other sources some Arab g ernments are presently
accumulating through Swiss ba kers .
The second trump of the
est European pro-gold
faction is what the Baltim �re Sun calls "a very
nationalist group" in Saudi A r abia which is "winning
support in arguing that now is th e tim e to cut away from
the dollar as much as possible. ' ! This group, according to
Brown Brothers, Harriman, i � strengthening and con
funds, the Saudi Arab
trols the key Saudi source
Monetary Agency (SAMA) . " is is an emerging group
of independent-m inded people, o m mitted to the defense
of Saudi Arabia's national interb sts as expressed . . . by the
industrialization of the COU try . " Brown Brothers,
Harriman identifies all the , S audi economic policy
m akers asJeading figures in th . " nationalist group" : Oil
Minister yh mani, head of SA � A Quraishi and Finance
Minister Al Aba Khail. The sOlUrce further commented
that " they are some sort of ci�il service types," having
more in common with West European civil servants or
public sector administrators .han with " cosmopolitan
bankers. " The Indo-Suez ban� initiative " will further
link up French interests with th is group . And this group
is running SAMA, even if Lon . on' s Barings and Credit
Suisse White Weld play a more . mportant role. The banks
are only advisers of SAMA a dd they advise only when
they are asked for. "

�
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An OR-en Memo To The Journa l Of Commerce :

Re i ect Se lf-Prov ing Pessi m i�m !
The follo wing sta tem ent was issued A ug. 26 by Lyndon
H. LaRouche, Jr. , U. S. La bor Party Chairman and
Presiden tial Candida te.

Your publication yesterday aired the view that pro
bably all the commercial banks will either sin � or float
together. That statement is true only on the condition
that Citibank, Conti, "Manny Hanny , " Dresdner, and
others are conned into believing in that estimation. I, for
one, can offer several workable gameplans under which
Citibank, Morgan Guaranty, and " Manny Hanny" would
hold up quite comfortably during the period that Chase
.
Manhattan, Irving Trust, Bankers Trust, Chemical, and
a group of Manhattan investment banks went into finan
cial reorganization. However, those gameplans would
benefit Citibank, Morgan, and others only on condition
that they were operating on the basis the gameplan pre
scribes .
The "sink or float together" doctrine is not new. It ori
ginates, to the best of my information, with a circle of
Manhattan investment banks and their restive allies in
the City of London. Such misguided - indeed, hysteri
cal - chatter from those sources dates from 1975 and
was most energetically circulated beginning spring 1976 .
It is relevant that this was the basis for an alliance be
tween the investment banks and a Chase Manhattan-cen4
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tered group of commercial ba s , the financial coalition
behind the Carter-Monda Ie ope ation, as reflected in the
Trilateral Commission and the ew York Foreign Policy
.
Association. Now, in the aftermath of the round of poli
tical-economic bid-and-ask ce �tered last week in Lon
don, the boys from the invest ent bank side have in
sinuated the same argument gain,this time obviously
aspiring to spoil the nerve of Cit bank and its allies.
The depressing thought you a ' in yesterday's outlook is
in effect a sigh of despair, a Ha th let-like impulse for vaci
llation, abandoning a potentiall y winning fight before the
fight has fully begun, a flight fr� m the battlefield of a win
nable war before the first clash l of arms among principal
1
forces.
The root of this self-defeating ; m isestimation is of a sort
.
classical among erring banker The banker, because of
the character and habits of is experience over long
periods of relative monetary tability, always tends to
blunder in monetary crises by ubstituting the technical
side of monetary-financial alge raics for political-econoI
mic fundamentals .
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Example: July Tr�Q.e Figures
According to the boosters of th e Carter or Mondale side
of Carter-Mondale, the foreign trade figures officially re
leased yesterday show a slight improvement in foreign

•
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trade balances. That is utter numerological nonsense ; in
fact, from the standpoint of economic fundamentals,
they show an acute worsening of the value of the U . S . dol
lar.
The key datum is not the net of exports and imports as
such, but the relationship of both export and import data
to U . S . domestic durable goods production, with a sharp
focus on the basic-steel parameter of overall trends in in
dustrial production. That view shows the true picture.
In terms of fundamentals, the international value of
the dollar is based on two, ultimately interconnected con
siderations : first, value of the dollar in the hands of for
eigners for purposes of purchasing U . S . hard-commodity
exports, against export bills of exchange ; second, the
value of the dollar in the hands of foreigners for invest
ments in the U . s . domestic economy.
These two fundamental premises for the international
value of the U . s . dollar correlate with the other problem,
the financial position of the U . s . dollar. In this , the funda
mentals are twofold : first, the ability of foreigners to con
vert a financial holding in dollars into eith e r hard-com
modity paper or gold from the USA, and, second, more
immediately, the relationship between dollar financial
obligations and hard-commodity trade levels over, re
spectively, the short, intermediate, and long term. In
that latter, second, facet we view the relationship be
tween financial liabilities of U . S . institutions and trade
levels as a form of the overall debt-equity ratio.
In brief, if trade activity levels are rising more rapidly
than financial liabilities , especially financial overhang,
then the dollar is becoming stronger. If trade-levels are
falling relative to the magnitude of the financial over
hang, then the dollar is on course for a bust.
Part of the problem in properly evaluating the July fig
ures is the fetishism associated with an incompetent Na
tional Product Accounting method (Le. , Wassily Leon
tief, et a1. ) , the incompetent method of GNP accounting
used. In present GNP accounting, a corporation is consi
dered to be contributing to a boom if it compensates for a
shutdown of its productive plant by rehiring its industrial
operatives as office workers and salesmen, and the na
tional economy is proj ected as overcoming the "reces
sion" under conditions that half of present industrial out
put is shut down and the unemployed hired for public
leaf-raking jobs . Although GNP accounting includes data
which reflect fundamentals, the reports of the Council of
Economic Advisors and of the congressional Joint Eco
nomic Committee are overall incompetent garbage, pre
cisely because of the lunatic confusion between para
meters of real output and mere indirect costs of govern
ment, administration, and services.

Freezing ' 'Nonperforming Paper"
Anyone who imagines that the world will escape the
deepest and longest depression in three centuries without
a drastic financial organization of the " Western banking
system" is most probably acting out of hysterical blind
ness toward economic and related financial fundamen
tals.
In terms of the obj ective preconditions for economic
growth, the combined OECD and developing nations
taken as a whole are currently operating below the
breakeven point, such that apparent profits in some sec-

tors exist at the expense of iqcreasing rates of negative
growth in others. Under the Sf economic conditions, the
combined sectors' gross profi � output, after deducting ad
ministrative costs exclusive Of financial costs, is below
zero.
Worse, the ratio of still app 4rently profitable corporate
institutions to total corporatei institutions is shrinking at
an accelerating rate.
i
We are already and have geen for some time in a de
pression, a world depression �s the industrialists of West
Germany have generally r � cognized during the past
month, and as the recently uqemployed steel workers in
the United States understand.1
fit of the combined sectors '
Yet at a time that the net
as a whole is below zero, an falling at an accelerating
rate, the ratio of financial obI gations, current and' term,
is rising at an accelerating ra. e, largely through refinan
cing arrangements on old deb� .
Worse, as long as the effo �t is maintained to keep up
payments on current financfal obligations as a whole
under these conditions, the net flow of capital into pro
duction m ust be less than the � ffective net flow of capital
out of production. Under the f? onditions of attempting to
maintain current schedules c:Jf. financial payments to the
Eurodollar market and otheI'l essentially bankrupt insti
tutions, there is no bottom n�r end to the present world
depression.
i
There are three alternativ4ts to such a depression. ( 1 )
Wipe major portions o f fina*ial debt off the books. (2)
Rewrite payments schedules Ion major portions of finan
cial debt to a future dating, ! payments to resume after
economic recovery has beep established. (3) Let the
automatic consequences of tlte depression wipe out the
majority of financial instit;tions holding the largest
ratios of nonperforming debtJ
Technically, the first altellnative is the c leanest and
most efficient. However, tha� procedure would wipe out
nearly all existing key finan�ial institutions of both the
OECD and developing nationf' . Therefore, in the interest
of maintaining the most essential institutions of capitalist
credit and deposit, the secqnd alternative is the only
practical solution.
However, there is a point a � which banks such as Chase
Manhattan and certain Maphattan investment banks
have worked themselves i �o such an unsalvageable
business position by inflating �heir books that those most
rotten institutions must be "lriaged" as a way of reduc
ing the financial community to a set of institutions which
are viable as a whole.
:
Consider Citibank, Bank l of America, and Morgan
Guaranty as typical of the m*jor U . S . commercial banks
which could best survive a ifinancial reorganization of
such badly mismanaged institutions as Chase Manhat
tan. How are those sounder qanks prevented from being
pushed into a chain-reactionj collapse by the collapse of
Lehman Brothers and Chase? Does the U . S . government
"bail out" Citibank? As "bai, out" is currently generally
understood, the answer to th� question is no.
Nonetheless, U .S. governm�nt action is key.
The policy of the U.S. govqrnm ent is not that of selec
tively supporting specific .,anks and pushing others
under. S uch corruption is c lit aracteristic of the Carter
Mondale crowd but not of i an honest Executive and

Pl'
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Congress. The government must act, as Alexander
Hamilton, George Washington, and the first and second
Congresses of the United States acted in restoring U.S.

credit and establishing the First National Bank. Certain
categories of viable banking institutions are vital assets
of the general national interest; that and that alone is the
proper basis for the alpha and omega of U.S. government
policies toward private banks.
The key to financial re<Jrganization is international.

The U.S. government must enact law which authorizes

Third World governments to reorganize their external
financial debt in a specific way . The essential condition
for this purpose is that those developing (and certain
other) nations establish the kind of national banking in
stituted on the initiative of Alexander Hamilton in restor
ing U.S. public credit and establishing the First National
Bank.

The basis in economic fundamentals for such U.S. gov
ernment action is summarily as follows . The vital inter

ests of the U .S. economy demand a massive increase in
capital-goods exports, which can not be real'ized without

a massive increase in total exports from industrially
developed into developing nations. The centerpiece of
such a recovery program is .full fuel cycle fission energy
and development of fusion energy programs. This re
quires that developing nations have a substantially in
creased long-term debt-carrying capability on new, low
interest, low-risk debt. Under conditions of massive use
of high technology to increase the industrial and agricul
tural output per capita in those nations, the growth of
debt can be kept lower than the growth of gross profit.
To accomplish this, the following national measures
are needed. First, the burden of present, nonperforming
financial debt must be pushed into the future, into that
portion of the future in which ability to pay develops.

Second, those economies must operate on the basis of the
kind of national-banking policies advanced by Alexander

Hamilton, thus ensuring the integrity of new series of
debt and the value of rescheduled masses of non
performing debt.
The period over which this financial reorganization
must be rescheduled is in the order of 20 to 25 years.
On the basis of the internal industrial recovery gene
rated inside the USA, West Germany, and other OECD
nations by the massive expansion of fission-led exports
into the developing sector, the tax base for carrying long
term export credit from OECD nations is massively ex
panded without increasing the per-capita tax rates on in
dividuals and firms. By establishing national banking in

the USA (and other OECD countries) along the lines of
Hamilton and Biddle, the debits generated through in
creased export activities and tax-base rise can be caused
to flow through viable banks . This can be sufficient to en

able those banks, as participants in a Third National
'
Bank, to carry large masses of rescheduled financial

paper.
This national action must be complemented by the es
tablishment of a regulated international financial mar
ket operating on a gold-reserve basis, such as my own
proposal for a private International Development Bank .
The murdered Jiirgen Ponto, who did not necessarily
agree with the full extent of my proposals, was assas
sinated because of his exceptional leadership role in mov6
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ing in that direction. The sam� forces that effected the
murder of Jiirgen Ponto have
ered my assassination
and the illegal "Fist" and "
eep" black operations
against the U.S. Labor Party nd its allies, chiefly be
cause it involves a relative di inution of their political
and financial control over the w rId.
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Morgan Guarant S Problem

The essential predicament 0 banks such as Morgan
Guaranty and Citibank is not
ally financial, but poli
tical. To the extent that
ese banks limit their
maneuvers to the internal struc re of the shattered Bret
ton Woods system, the "knife dge" thesis - that all
commercial banks would tend
collapse together - is
plausible, to say the least. Wh t the saner commercial
banks are presently doing will
cceed only on condition
that a Third National Bank is i tt the process of being es
tablished.
1
wimmers who insist on
The analogy is swimming.
swimming about in circles in aj large lake must drown,

�
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both the better swimmers (Cid bank, Morgan, Bank of

America, Dresdner and others)�, and the bad swimmers
(Chase, Irving, Chemical, Leri man) . The good swim
mer's advantage succeeds on ly on condition that he

moves to reach the shore before exhaustion overtakes
him . The shore in this case is th � Third National Bank.

The issue is one of p olitical lrnethod. With the Carter
end of the Carter-MondaIe Ad nl inistration on the ropes,

and adequate evidence for alsp dumping the Mondale
side already on the books, it is p ossible to quickly clean
out the Carter-Mondale mess, � nd thus to move forces
into the Executive that are ca�ble of acting efficiently
in urgent national interests. T� proper procedure is to
dump Mondale first, inducing arter to make an appro
priate vice-presidential nomin tion before he exercises

d
�

his conscience and resigns to �ake way for an effective
new Administration. This meahs cleaning out Carter's
" Atlanta Mafia" (Lance, Grif .in Bell, Bourne, and so
�
forth) while purging Walter ' vote early and often"
!
Mondale and his cronies.
This may take several weeks �o accomplish. The prob
lem posed by that time span is l that the world financial
collapse is already on, due to it with full force around
the end of the third quarter of 1 9t7 . However, that in itself
is not a decisive problem. If the ight combination of poli
tical forces just has confidence t hat the problem is about
to be solved, short-term bandai Ci measures can be taken
by key banks, corporations * nd others to hold the
machinery together long enougJi for a new Administra
tion to begin moving in concert �ith a properly reorient!
ed Congress.
The key is immediately putting together the national
leadershi p counterpole to ca ter-Mondale. Governor
Ronald Reagan is by no mea s the worst imaginable
choice for immediate vice-presi ential appointment, and
Governor John Connally has a �rowing combination in
cluding viable elements in his c cles . The difficulty with
a Reagan combination, for exdmple, is that the forces
which might rally around him h!ive the right instincts on
domestic issues of industrial pr�gress and constitutional
principles, but lack the sharp ! perception of program

�
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matic method required. This w akness around Reagan's

and Connally's circles can be adequately corrected for

immediate needs through the U . S . Labor Party and its
conservative programmatic allies and the Labor Party' s
trade-union base .
In short, a rapidly assembled coalition of Republicans
and appropriate Democrats, which includes the U . S .
Labor Party and its allies as a key programmatic
catalytic element, gives the nation a spectrum of options ,
in terms of viable personalities, for quickly getting us out
of the present mess on the basis of a political alliance of
industry and labor for high-technolog y resumption of our
tradition of industrial and agricultural expansion and
progress under constitutional law .
That political solution provides the fundamentals
which are in turn uniquely the basis for solving the finan
cial crisi s .
The collapse o f mismanaged Chase Manhattan need
not bring down the commercial banks generally. Even a
bankrupt Chase could be salvaged as an institution
(through appropriate financial reorganization) under the
kinds of alternati ves I have indicated.

The problem of Citibank, Morgan, Bank of America,
and others is that they have sq far failed to move openly
and quickly enough on the po � tical side of the problem.
The various datings I pick up Qn the European and North
American circuits ( October 1977, December 1977, early
'
1978) are too late and are bei
prepared too quietly. We
must have open political acti n now , before the close of
the third quarter - the kin of open political action
which reorients national cons iousness around counter
poles including the U . S . Labpr Party's programmatic
alternatives . With the appearance of such a counterpole
now , the ship of state and th� economy can be held to
gether subjectively, politicallw, long enough to permit
the reorganization of the Adm nistration.
Unfortunately, that combin � tion of commercial and in
vestment banks centered in Manhattan which ordered
Ponto ' s and my own assassinations has appeared so far
to have a clearer perception of the workability of my al
ternatives than those opposintl forces committed to sav
ing our nation from an "environmentalists " Schachtian
nightmare of hyperinflationary austerity. "

�
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lead ing En v i ron m en ta l ists qetai l
Plot To Ban kru pt- N uc l ear In� ustry
Presented here are three interviews with well-known
spoke s m en for the s o - c a l l e d e n v i ronm enta l i s t
movement, men who are central in packaging and selling
global energy policy for the C&rter Administration and
lower Manhattan financial interests, those of the Rocke
feller family foremost among the m . These are the men
who have created the "belief structure" of environment
alism - around which the superstition and fear of " youth
culture" victims in particular and the population in
general is mobilized against scientific and technological
progress .
Their own words are sufficient to prove that these
leaders of the environmentalist movement have no
legitimate concern about the safety of this or that
nuclear power plant construction or technology. En
vironmentalist-sponsored court suits, demonstrations,
terrorist acts are being coordinated with a high-pressure
diplomatic campaign run through the u . s . State
Department and private intelligence agencies like
Friends of the Earth, as part of one integrated economic
warfare operation whose goal is the total destruction of
the entire nuclear industry. The tactic is to stop the
nuclear industry in the USA and Western Europe in its
tracks by stalling completion of nuclear power proj ects
and harassing existing facilities until the entire industry
becomes 1 'economically unfeasible . " Should this prove
too slow, a staged nuclear terrorist catastrophe is openly
voiced as a primary fall-back option.
Recent developments. in West Germany document the
nature and scope of the campaign . While nuclear reactor
construction has been held up by courts in Gronde, Wyhl,
Kalkar and elsewhere: b a sed on the testimony of U . S .
nuclear " safety experts" shipped i n a t the expense of
Laurance Rockefeller's Natural Resources Defense
Council, nuclear waste disposal - a major " safety
issue" raised by environm entalists - has been
sabotaged by the same Rockefeller operation. A nuclear
waste disposal site under construction in the state of
Lower Saxony was vetoed last week by state prime
minister Albrecht, who reported he had " changed his
mind" about having the site located in his j urisdiction 
based on the advice of Albrecht' s science minister
Pestel, a member of John D. Rockefeller I l l ' s zero
growth planning body, the Club of Rome.
The recent assassination of banker Jiirgen Ponto,
widely known as a major architect of the West Germany
Brazil nuclear technology agreement, illustrates the
open terrorist component of the operation.

I

Den is Hayes : ''{i rtua l N �c lea r
Moratori um I r USA N ow'
DENIS HA.YES, WOR LD Wlf\ TCH INSTITUTE: Hayes
is an energy specialist and self-styled expert on nuclear
terrorism at the Washington, D .C . -based Worldwatch
Institute. He is the author of the World watch pamphlet :
" Nuclear Energy : The .Fifth Horsem an , " detailing
nuclear terrorism and nucle � r disaster scenarios .
The Worldwatch Institute is a leading economic
warfare and terrorist controJ research unit which brings
together specialists from Ithe Brookings Institution,
Aspen Institute and Rockef� ller Brothers Fund. Lester
Brown, its director, is wel l -known as a proponent of
labor-intensive agriculture and " food control" schemes
for the developing sector nations , and was a participant
in the Rockefeller Broth�rs Fund's Environmental
Agenda project mentione 4 below. The Rockefeller
Brothers Fund ; Robert o. An�erson, chairman of Atlantic
R ichfield Corp. and presidertt of the Aspen Institute ; and
the Federal Energy Administration have all funded
Worldwatch.

Q. Where does the nuclear energy debate stand at this
point? How is the Carter Ad�inistration' s energy policy
i
going?
A. In general the popular op � osition to nuclear energy is
mounting, and governmen� s are going ahead with
nuclear development desp�te this . The French-West
G erman agreement to dev �lop nuclear power and the
fast breeder is a major �etback to the Carter Ad
m inistration. Jointly they w f ll be able to go beyond the
present French fast breederl technology and this will be
bad . . .
I
Q. What kind of effect ar� the anti-nuclear protests
having?
A . The opposition is havin, a local effect in gaining
recognition of the dangers 01 nuclear power. What looks
hopeful is the statements by the West German Minister
of Technology (MatthOfer) wh o wants a five year nuclear
moratorium beginning this year. That's pretty sur
prising from a technology m t nister . . . The Brokdorf and
other demonstrations have had the same effect as hitting
the proverbial mule over th� head with a big stick to get
his attention. Now people aIle waking up to realize that
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nuclear energy will result in terrorism or a repressive
autarchy to protect against terrorism . There is still the
safety problem and a problem with acts of god .
The nuclear issue boils down to weapons proliferation
versus a finite resource base . Weapons proliferation is
inevitable i f fast breednr technology is developed , but if
it isn't then we are (' e a ! i n g w i th a finite amount. o f
resources for our p r e s e n t r�actors . .
,

I

safety requirements and the c � s t of those requirements
will make nuclear energy econ � micallY unfeasible.
Of course nuclear power development would be
stopped overnight if there wer a disaster or disastrous
calculated event ; and with the ehemence of some of the
anti-nuclear groups running round this is to be ex·
pected. There have already be n bom bings and terrorist
attacks against nuc lear plants i the past . . . .

t

Q What is the m o s t effecti ve way to stop nuclear
proliferation ?
A : First of all there is a virtual nuclear m oratorium in
the U . S . now. Only one rea ctor contract for export has
been c losed this year and there were only two last year.
This nuc lear moratorium i s the most effective. If a country
such as the U . S . makes a decision against nuc lear power
then others will begin to think t wice about their
developm ent plans . . . .Sooner or l ater the escalating

Q : So you see nuclear terroris as inevitable if nuclear
energy develop m ent continues .
A . Well it i s still a credible s enario . But don' t get me
wrong . I think it would be m u c b etter if we could get a
n u c l ear m oratorium . If we co ld get a m oratorium in
several of the advanced count i e s for j ust a few years ,
then we could keep nuclear power from ever being
economically feasible aga i n .

Ge ra ld Ba rn ey : 'Vi etn a m Wa r

before. I saw a poll taken s eral months ago which
showed th a t (15 percent of th population still is not
concerned about the danger of
c lear energy .

Resista nce ' To N uc l ear Power
GER A LD O . BARNEY, R OCKEFELLER BR O THERS

Barney is a staff m e m ber of the Rockefeller
Brothers F und and functioned as chairman of its En
vironm ental Agenda Task Forc e , a collec tion of
representatives fro m vi rtually every significant environ
m ental organization brought together by the Fund to
produce a " consensus report" on environm ental issues .
Th i s report has been published under the title " The
U nfinished Agenda , " and is the basis of the Carter Ad
m inistration:s energy progra m .
FUND :

Q . A s head o f the Environ m ental Agenda Task Force
what do you think of th� present si tuation . . . ?
A . I think we are progressing very w e l l . For details call
G u s Speth at the Council on En vironmental Quality and
Dan Ford at the Union of Concerned S c i entists . On all the
nuc lear parts of the U nfinished Agenda I turned things
over to them . . . The Carter plan is through the House and I
th ink it will go through the S enate though there will be
m(lre proble m s . What is i m portant is that there is more
aWai'(meSS o f the dangers of nuclear enen·;y th an ever

.
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Q . Some peop le are saying t a t Carter i s supporting
nuclear energy too m uch an has gone against his
cam paign promises .
A . Well , there is more emphas i on nuclear power than I
would have given, but this is I hink because there is no
concrete alternative. It is the esponsibility of the en
vironmenta l ists to develop
i s alternati ve. Amory
Lovins has gone a long way to ard thi s in a new book,
Soft Energy Pa ths. Also the r ecent series in Science
m agazine on the solar energ y! p rogram was very important.
I
We have reached a point wh re any government that
thinks a quick and easy decisio for nuclear development
is possible is going to be surpri e d . The resistance to the
continued use of nuclear energ is like the Vietnam war.
There are also a lot of peopl e i t h very strong feelings
against nuc lear energy and the are not going to live with
it , They will go a long way to onserve and sacrifice to
get away from a nuclear econp m y . But let ' s be clear,
u ltimately the deds ion on n u c l e r r energy is going to be
pol itical dec i s i on .

f
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Am ory Lov i n s : ' E u rope Has
Nea ndertha l Pro- N u c l ea r PO l ic
AMOR Y LO VINS, FRIENDS OF THE EAR TH-GREA T
BR ITAIN: Lovins operates. from his official position as

director of the Friends of the Earth-Great Britain, as an
international traveler-agent for the Rockefeller banks'
international "environmentalist" private intelligence
outfit with branches in 20 countrie s .
Lovins has succeeded in generating internal dissent
and squabbling over nuclear issues in advanced sector
governments including Great Britain. France, West Ger
many and Sweden. His crankish dissertation, "Energy
Strategy : The Road Not Taken" was published by
Foreign Affairs, the j ournal of the New York Council on
Foreign Relations in 1 976 and was integrated in the Coun
cil's economic policy. Lovins has more recently elabor
ated his " renewable resource alternatives " in a book.
Soft Energy Pa th, which proposes replacing electric
power grids with small decentralized generators and
heaters utilizing solar, wind, firewood and similar
energy sources .

Q. Can you give me a picture of where the anti-nuclear
fight stands at this point. especially in Europe?
A . First let me comment on the U . S . : the main problem
here is that the Carter policy came out in pieces . First
there was his energy conservation speech , then the
nuclear export bill, then the strategic arms initiative ; so
it has been piecemeal and uneven. The State Department
is aware of this and are trying to fix up the problem, but
it would haye been much easier if it had been done right
in the first place.
General comments on Europe : the official view is that
nuclear electric power developm ent is of a high priority
for Europe to get off of .the OPEC hook. There has been
no fundamental re-examination of energy and nuclear
power needs - what is really needed is low temperature
heat, and liquid fuel for- transportation. Tp ere is also a
serious technical misunderstanding in Europe. They
think that nuclear fuel reprocessing is necessary to solve
the waste problem . They are less concerned about the
problem of proliferation and radiation dangers . .
Q. So you are fighting an uphill battle.

Well there are encouraging developm ents . The per
ceptions which turned us around here on the nuclear
question are now oozing into E uropean consc iousness .

A.

Q . Let's g o through the situation country by country.
A. A l l · right. I n G're a t Britain t he dom estic nuclear

program is in great disarray. There have been no new
nuclear orders s ince 1970 so you can i magine the
economic bind they are in_ Recently the UK atomic
authority told me that they were facing a total collapse .
The major opposition right now is concentrated around
the Windscale Inquiry into the proposed expansion of
reprocessing faci lities for Japan and other countries. It
would not be surprising if the expansion was refused. It is

j

I

r
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definitely an open question. I
The Windscale thing repr ents the first public debate
in England over the nuclea power issue, so this shows
the rapid growth of anti-nucl ar activity.
This shift in the British uclear outlook came when
Callaghan went to meet with Carter with a complete mis
perception of Carter's know I dge of the nuclear question.
At the meeting it turned out at Carter knew more about
the nuclear energy situatio and problems than all of
Callaghan' S advisors put tog ther, so when he got back to
Britain he started to shake things up. Also, of course,
David Owen has a personal nterest in the matter, which
helps. (David Owen is the Brl tish Foreign Minister -ed. )

l
I

Q. How so'?

A. Well, uh, he has been ittterested in the issue for a
number of years .

I
Q. A decision to refuse ex � ansion of Windscale would

then go a long way to econo rlt ically undercut internation
al nuclear development?
j
A . More politically than . cono m ically. You see, the
Japanese want the Windsc � le reprocessing so that they
can tell their people that the waste is out of the country.
The Japanese have a terribl � problem with this as well as
siting reactors . E very time l there is an attempt to site a
reactor there are mass prot � sts.
Friends of the Earth-Gr � at Britain is the major in
tervenor into the Windsca � e hearings. along with the
National Resources Defens� Council European proj ect ;
they are sending a group ov � r to testify along with Albert
Wohlstetter and Gene Ro q hlin, an Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency cont ria ctor. There is also an ad hoc
coalition of anti-nuclear grt>ups called CANTO which is
intervening, though not ver j- effectively.
France : Recently there h ave been cutbacks in their
nuclear program by about one-half. Essentially their
program is as large as the IShah ( Iran) is willing to pay
for. The Super-Phenix fa�t breeder is being rushed
through in para-military f� shion at a rather alarming
rate. This is drawing the S � cialist Party' s attention and
they are taking an active interest in the nuclear issue
now. Recently the government official in charge of
constructing light water reactors told me there is a one
in-three chance that the r e actors will get built. The of
ficial who monitors choositlg sites for reactors now says
that of the six sites which ave been designated for new
reactors, at least four of th m are in severe local political
.
trouble from angry farmer and residents .
The way this site choosilng works is that the govern
m ent announced about 30 potential sites while going
ahead with construction atl a few of the m . What this has
done is /to coalesce local ant i-nuclear resistance at every
one of the 30 sites, bui lding loverall resistance around the
country . This w a s a ma j or political blunder by the
government.
I
There is . also resistance �xtending into the top levels of

1
I
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the French government, inc luding the F i n a nc e M i n ister
(presumably deputy mini!!tel' Durafour - ed . ) and Foreign
Minister ( G u i r i ngau d ) w h o have s e c u n d t h oughts about
nuc lear development. In fad o n e senior c a b i net member
has commissioned me t o pre par e a soft energy path
stud y for France. The h e a d of the E n v i r o n m ent C on s er
vatio') Progra m , Jean S yrota , is having a bi g fight with
the E lect.r icite de France.: ( the state-owned power
company - ed. ) Th er e is an a rticle i n L e Point Ja n . 1 0 ,
whi ch i s g�d o n the overall situation you should look a t .
Also the French reprocessing p lant in t h e north has
been shut down for some t i m e now with a strike over
h ealt h and safety issues.


B e l g i um : Here there is a n e w government every week
or s o , so I don ' t have a clear u nde r s t and i n g of what the
latest develop ments are . I do know that the new govern
ment broke it s promises to the environmental groups.
Also in the interim a E uro Chemic reprocessing plant i n
M o l has been shut until c e r t a i n dec i s ions a r:e made .

•

a rumor put out by th e
E ven more ridiculous w
govern m ent that the anti -nu lear groups were funded by
Ea st G e r m a n y . I mean, his is rea lly absurd a n d
everyone knew i t .
I
Q. Could you desc rib e the
groups who i s involved, what
A. I t ' s diverse, there are so
and some left-wing groups
vironmental

-

•

•

n at u r e of the . an t i nu cl ea r
rganizations and so forth?
e h ig hly responsible fig u res
w.ho want to use the en
-

movem ent

r

their

own

purposes .

However. much of -th� m o e m e n t is non-viplent and
com m i tted to it. The pres has played up the small
violent fr i n ge to attem t t6 di s c r e d i t the en

viron mental i sts .
Proba hly the most pro m i n nt group in G ermany is the
;
C i ti z en s I n itiative headed p by Karl W ustenhag � n, a
pharmacist w ith a s t ro n g character. H e ' s great in
d eb ates and a good organ ize . But mainly what has been
done is tha t the en vironmen lists h a v e set up excellent
phone nets where they can obilize 30 ,000 people to a site
within h ou r!!
.

West Germany : R i ght now there is a temporary
moratorium on any new nuclear construction until the
. \\' a s t e issue is solved . Certain p l ants a lready under
con s truction have still got permiss ion to keep b u i ld i ng
R ecently the German courts have been favori ng the anti
n uc l ea r intervenors and tak i ng their suits seriously with
some good results ; espec i a l l y effective was the U . S .
team o f experts h ea d e d h y Bob Pollard who made a
strong case against t h e exis ting safety requirements .
A lso the Science a n d Technology Minister, MatthOfer,
is a surprising point of r e s i s t a n c e a g a i n s t n u c l e a r
d e v e lopment. I met with him a round a month ago and he
i s e x t r e m e l y pro-conservation and wants renewahle
ene rg y sources� Hi s party has more recently hacked h i m
into a corner over the freezing of the breeder budget but
the pressur e seems to be l i ft ing .
On e of the main problem s i s the Germans have a para
m i l i tary nuclear out look . For e x a m p l e , the energy
m in i stry building is surrounded b y barbed wire, armed
guards, etc . , like an a r m e d c a m p . F r a n k l y I think that
t h e g o v er n m e n t has brought on a lot of the terrorist at
tacks by thi!! kind of a ppro a c h, though I ' m n o t saying the
Germans don ' t have a particularly nasty brand of
terrori sts ; but I think tha t in B r i t a i n we have equa l l y
dangerous tet;'rorists hk e t he I R A , b u t British maintain
security with9ut it being so v i s ih le. Thi s armed camp
approach i s a provoc atio n which brings on terrorist
.

response.
The anti-nuclear activists are spied on, their phones
t ap p � d an d �h e i r mail opened . It i s a very ugly s ituation .
. R p.cently the Chancellor of G e r m a n y ( Helmut Schmidt >
m a d e a nationa l !!tatem !'nt that the government had
J d l � n l l i ned· th�t Ol,l c l e u r po ;.

�. , .

\\ il b

inc\

i table and that
there was no legi tim ate reason for debate . What he s aid
in esSence was th at now every good German should shut
up on nuclear energy. Most of the anti-nuclear demon
s trati ons h ave been provoked .
Perhaps you r e memb er the c ase of Traube, who l o s t
h i s j ob in the science m i n is t r y and it later turned out that
he had been spied on b y the secret police. There was a b i g
stink a�d it and th e gov ernment finally apologi zed to
Tr a uhe fW the spying. but he s t i l l lost h i s job.
4
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Q : How do they get so many
L o c al people, s urp r i s i n f ly enough � m ai n ly con
s ervat ive far m ers and othar loca l peopl e . There's cine
thing that you shol,lld know � bout how the G ermans; and
the French . handle these c n s t r u cti on sites. They just
m o ve i n w i th barbed wire a d b ulldozers overnigttt and .
you wake up in the mor nin g to find an armed camp with
barbed w i re fenc es, spotlig ts, gl,lard to w er s already s et
u p . S o i t i s i m portant and
e have had a lot of s ucce ss
with these' phone nets in m o ilizing people on the spot to
block t he bulldozers and b l ck ro ad s and so forth. You
should also know that tlle e people are not 0. rg anized
around the same level of i sues, They are mainly
. con
cerned about thermal polu ion . This is a mueh bigger
issue then, say, th e safety � roblem s , and even nuclear
waste. For instance , th
rape farmers in southern
France are legitimately co cerned that if there is more
steam in the air. it will bl
out sunlight and ruin their
wine. It i s also an internati nal question where s e v e r al
countrie!! use the same rive � to cool their reaCtor and the
last country on the river e � ds up getting tap water at
near boi ling temperature . i

A.
,

_

j

�
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Hol land : They have a s all nuclear pr � gram with a
general lack of support . I i saw a poll from about six
months ago which showe� f 60-40 ratio against nuc lear
development. Their anti-nu p lear activity has be e n low
key but very effective, r 9 n by s o meth i n g called the
R e fl ec t ion G roup " which l is m ade up of academics,
industrialists and theoiogialls w h o put o u t papers against
nuclear power. E very ti m the parliam ent decicled to
b r i n g u p a resolution for c nt in ued development these
people g o o u t w ith their pap rs and get them around and
the issue is postponed again.!
"

�
i

S witzerland : Before I go i � to this I shQuld mention ,that
there are !'icveral state and uoicipal jurisdictions which
have vetoed any nuclearT develop m ent within their
j urisdiction . This h a s h a p p J, ned i n Holland. F r a n c e , a n d
S witzerland a lready.
1
S w itzerland has p rOba b l Y t he largest nuclear program

l

per capita than anywhere in the world, which is
ridiculous . They already have enough hydro and other
forms of power for all their needs and could only want
more if they wanted to corner the world market in
aluminum refining or som ething. There is now an
initiative which is to be voted on by the population of the
canton of either Berne or Basle, I can't remember which.
Norway and Denmark : Have no nuclear programs to
speak of. Norway builds a reactor every five years or so
and Denmark is very m uch into renewables .
Sweden : This is a complicated situation. You know
that the Center Party governm ent was elected on an anti
nuclear platform, which they went against for several
months . However, recently the prime m inister has made
a statement that he will make no more compromises with
the nuclear industry and if he is forced into it he will
resign and take his campaign to the people. They are now
trying to get some mom entum back. into the en
vironmentalist movement around conservation and
alternative energy sources . There is actually a good
situation with several experi m ental technologies being
tested out. For example a fluidized bed is going on line in
October in Enkoping which will burn anything . There are
also solar, wind and wood renewables being tested out. I
have spent a lot of time in Sweden working with these
alternative proj ects .
Spain : There is a large anti-nuclear movement here
that I don't know much about yet, but it seems that they
are doing a lot. Of course the Basques and ETA (an
anarchist-terrorist group - ed . ) have taken anti-nuclear
issues for their own nationalist cause, which confuses
things a bit - like the Breton separatists in northern
France who have bombed a half-dozen nuc lear facilities
causing s u bstantial damage , nothing to cause a serious
accident, but major damage.
Italy : Italy has a large paper nuclear program but
absolutely no money to finance it. I don't think that
anybody really believes that they will ever build
anything.
Q. It is clear that you are a major figure in the anti
nuclear movement. Are there any others who should be
identified as the important leaders of this movement?
A . Well there is of course Wald Patterson i n the Friends
of the Earth-Great Britain, Robert Jung in Germany . . .
well look we held a maj or conference i n Salzburg ,
Austria in May where every significant person attended.

t

I suggest you call Jeff Kn ht at the Friends of the Earth
in Washington and he' ll give you that list. The most
important group I want t mention is in France, where
the CFDT has taken an in erest in anti-nuclear activities.
This is ironic , since th d are the union of the electric
company. Personally I th f n that France will be easier to
crack than Germany, des p ite what the situation appears
to be.
i
I should bring up the E * ropean Economic Community
here. The EEC has a nea � derthal policy toward nuclear
energy. One hopeful dev � lopment is that EEC director
Brunner will hold hearin� s this autumn. However, the
International Atomic En g y Agency and the EEC are
under pressure from Ger any and France to stifle the
nuclear opposition by pro osing that these organizations
be responsible for nuclea development for all Europe.
This is a way of letting th� various countries off the hook.
so they can tell their pr ojt esters to stop complaining to
them and go complain to th e E E C , which of course no one
!
has the capacity to do.

f,

Q. What are the upcomin , situations to watch and where
can the environmental rpovement move its cause for
ward?
A . First of all we are ar � anging an exchange program
between the S wedish and lN ew England environmentalist
groups . In New England they have a lot of capability but
are short on technologic _ I know-how. Whereas it is the
reverse in Sweden, whe �e they have all the technology
but have a hard time org � nizing for it.
Also the UN Economic � ommission for E urope is going
to be preparing a major � nergy study for Europe. This is
not just for Western Eur q pe but includes Central Europe
and parts of Eastern Eur�pe as well. I will be working on
that as the senior advisor;
i

Q. Are the European gr � ups tied together through any
umbrella organizations ? tH ow does liaison work between
countries?
A . It is informal, which i$ the great success of it. We are
not bureaucratized like t� e energy departments and thus
are able to communicate � nformation and get things done
much faster than they ar � . This freaks them out. There is
one liaison I can think d f between the OOA in Sweden
headed by a guy named d hristensen who coordinates the
G erman and Scandinav i an networks, being bilingual ;
this has worked well.
,
I suggest that you getj hold of m y book Soft Energy
Pa ths. which you can get from the Friends of the Earth in
either Washington or Cali ornia.

r
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Th e Co llins R ep-ort:

Prel ude To A New Secur ity Debate

Presen ted here are excerpts from a study by John M.

Collins,

"A m erican

and

So �'iet

Contemporary Trends Compared,

Military

1 9 70-.19 76. "

Strengths,
The study

was prepared for th e Sena te A rm ed Services Com mittee
and first published in th e Congressional R ecord of A ug. 5,
1 9 77 under the a uspices of Sena tor <Tess.e Helms (R-N. C. ) .

Th e Carter Administration h a d sough t for six months

prior to pu blica tion to suppress th e report beca use of its
dra m a tic conflicts with th e A dm inistra tion 's na tiona l
sec urity and scien tific policies. Th e n o w-notorious Presi
dentia l R e vie w Memorandum - 1 0 (PRM- l O) , prepared
by Zbignie w Brzezinski 's Na tiona l Sec urity Council, was
origina lly scheduled to be relea sed a t th e sa m e tim e as
the Collins study. Collins, a retired Arm y colonel and
Congressiona l R esearch Service (CR S ) Senior Specialist,
was threa tened with being fired if h e didn 't stop trying to
get the report p ublished after th e staff of the Sena te
A rm ed Services Com m ittee refused to do so, calling th e
report "not up to a ccepta ble le vels of competence. " To
this day there has been a virtual pres!' bla ckou t of the
con ten ts of the Collins report, e ven though Capitol Hill is
report�dly buzzing with talk of its con ten ts and sup
pression.

The editors of the Executive Intelligence Review
beJieve tha t Colonel Collins has m a de a vital contribu tion
to a m uch-needed n e w na tiona l security deba te, and we

are plea sed to present importan t excerpts of the report
together with com m en ts and ana lysis by our

here,

m ilitary-strategic editors. A s it wiJ] sho w, the report
itself represen ts th e s tarting poin t for stepping out of the
fram e work of con trolled m oneta rist defense discussions
by dismissing all of the curren t or projected "official"
plans for increased military cap a b ility, and hin ting a t
the fa c t tha t the problem does n o t lie directly in the
military rea lm . It should be n o ted tha t before it wa s
originally released within th e go vernm ent, the report
was thoroughly revie wed by th e defense and in telligence
com m unities who a d voca ted its p u blica tion . Only the
Na tiona l Security Coun cil rejected it o u trigh t.

At the very outset of the report, Collins qualifies his
m ethod.
"The U . S . -Soviet m ilitary balance i s j ust one com
ponent of the U . S . -soviet strategic balance, which is
just one aspect of the U.S. globa l balance with other
powers that determ ines our total defense demands .
Political, economic , geographic , soc i a ! . psycho
logical, scientific, and technological assets that are

central to any strategic balance ar e considered here
only as �hey directly affe � t relative �trengths of U . S .
. �s , along With respective al
and Soviet armed servlc
lies . " (emphasis in originll l - ed. ) .
I

By concentrating on I" m ilitary only" areas of
discussion, the report obviously limits itself, but it ap
pears that Collins is partia lly aware of that fact, in view
of his constant hints at a brcjader stra tegic realm, and the
predicates which he chooses to explicate in detail, such
as the following.

On the Quesrion of Science
"Classic dangers devel b p when new systems based
on new technology bu�st on the scen � . . . . Still,
creativity alone confers no advantage unless tied to
procedures that translh te inventive ideas into
tangible instruments d �ployed in correct combi
nations and sufficient strength .
" 'Victory' is achieved when one participant un-.
veils technological super i ority so pervasive and pro
nounced that opponents \:an neither cope nor catch
up . Since indicators of tival success often surface
slowly, losers sometimes ! cherish illusions of winning
until too late. Converselr, they may long be a w are
that they have lost, but lack any way to rally . . . .
" I n the past, Soviet scieptists stuck close to a policy
of conservative increm$tation that featured slow
but steady progress . '!jhe R and D community
designed around diffiCUlties . Current indications.
however, suggest a significant change, charac
terized by expansion in · the scope of Soviet basic
research, greater emph�sis on innovation , and in
creasing inclination to tjake technological risks on
speculative proj ects th,t promise big payoffs if
successful. . . .
I
"Controlled thermonu�lear fusion could pave the
way for limitless powe.- supplies . Wing-in-ground
effect aircraft able to �kim the sea' s surface ap
parently offer great prO Pt ise as part of an antisub
marine system . Techqiques subj ecting certain
substances to pressur�s exceeding a million
megabars could transfor tn matter into new forms of
unfathomed importance , High energy lasers have
endless applications.
I
" (The United States ' ) predominance, however,
shows signs of perishabil � ty that make many intellec
tuals lament our lack of � omentu m .
"Causes include unc � rtain goals thatI make it
M I L ITARY S T R A T E G Y
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.:\mblesome to chart a sound course for defense tech
nology. Insistence on practical products is becoming
more pronounced. Fund requests for abstract
research are frequently cut or cancelled. Sharp
fiscal caution extends to other R and D sectors .
Consequent tendencies to tolerate few failures some
times impede rapid progress . . . .
"Nevertheless, the United States still holds un
surpassed abilities to compete technologically, and
could consistently create supeI ior products, if
•

policies and priorities changed. "

(emphasis added-ed . )
Collins locates the military strength o f the United
States in part in its capacity for industrial and techno
logical innovation. Without that, or with a decreased
capability, there is no such thing as military strength,
nor is there a population able to support scientific, in
dustrial, or military endeavor. Contrasted to the Soviet
Union's scientific policies, the Carter Administration cut
backs in all forms of advanced " basic research" and
technological application, as evidenced in the fusion
program as one key example, have to be reversed if the
industrial might of this nation is to expand .

The Scenari o for War
"Soviet power alone would pose serious potential
threats to NATO's center sector, even if most
satellite forces were pinned down for local security
and air defense purposes .
" Warsa w Pa ct Capabilities : The Soviets, i n con
cert with selected allies, could exercise all or part of
the following combat capabilities if they chose to run
serious risks :
" Inflict catastrophic damage on the continental
United States with strategic nuc lear weapons as a
prelude to war in Europ e .
" Invade Western E urope with little or n o warning,
using air and ground forces now in East G ermany
and Czechoslovakia.
"Support conventional operations with tactical
nuclear weapons targeted against NATO forces, air
fields, ports, command-control centers, and supply
installations.
"Challenge NATO for air superiority over Western
Europe.
" Reinforce initial efforts rapidly with ready
reserves in European Russia and Poland .
"Seriously inhibit reinforcement and resupply
from the United States by interdicting trans-Atlantic
air and sea lanes.
" Mobilize additional combat power.
" So viet Intentions : Capabilities j ust enumerated
are tempered by Soviet intentions , which seperate
possibilities from probable courses of action.
" Bearing that backdrop in m ind, premeditated
Soviet attacks across the Iron Curtain, even for
limited obj ectives , seem likely to occur only if
Moscow entertains serious doubts concerning
NATO's defense abilities and-or resolve. E ven then,
issues would have to be i m mediate and imm ense,
unless Krem lin leaders believed actual risks were
low in relation to anticipated gains. Whether those
2
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conditions will soon be satis i ed is a matter of serious
concern in the U . S . intel igence community and
among net assessment spec alists .
" Soviet military doctrine . Soviet military doctrine
suggests that the Warsaw 1 Pact would have three
main obj ectives if a major ar should ensue : early
destruction of NATO' s def nse forces ; early occu
pation of NATO territorY i and early isolation of
Western Europe from its U . f . ally.
" Unclassified analyses ' conclude that Soviet
concepts for such operatio stress surprise, S hOCk,
and · quick exploitation. C nventional and nuclear
.
capabilities would be used ' combinations suited to
the occasion, without a y scruples concerning
collateral damage and ! casualties . Employing
nuclear arms is not cons �dered escalatory, since
Soviet strategists contend ithat political aims, not
weapons systems, establishJthe scope of war . . . .
"NATO can no longer �efend in depth, even if
forward positions proved , pregnable. Its forces
formerly could fence with e foe all the way to the
Pyre nnees if necessary , a ng established lines of
supply
n. . . . E very lucrative
and communicati
.
.
military target, including I command and control
centers , airbases, ports, an a supply depots , is within
reach of Soviet IRBMs a h d M R BMs. An enemy
breakthrough would comp NATO to retreat across
Belgium toward Dunkerq e or south toward the .
A lpine wall. E ven if Fran e invited NATO back in
emergency many handica s would remain, since
faci lities there have det riorated or been dism antled . . . .
'
" If strong enemy eleme � ts cracked through the
crust, our main line of resis tja nce could be enveloped,
unless friendly forces quic � ly regrouped behind the
unfordable Rhine, the first m ajor defensible terrain
feature to the rear. "

f.

i
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On forward defense and th¢ neutron bomb, the alter
natives currently being offer dd for the defense of NATO,
Collins says :
"The prescription for fo�ward de�''' nse originally
was a political expedient to ensure wholehearted

l

participation by West G ermany, which has persis
tently rej ected any proposition that arbitrarily cedes
German ground . The obj ective, therefore, has
always been to block major attacks and stabilize the
situation quickly.
"The task is imposing . . . . The first sharp Soviet
surge would sever friendly supply lines . . . . Airfields
also would be overrun . "
And :
" Severe civilian casualties and collateral damage
would be unavoidable if tacti c a l nuc lear weapons
were exploded in large numbers . . . Neutron weapons
available to NATO , but not the Warsaw Pact, would
alleviate such problems very littl e . "
The most important aspect of thi s ess entially correct
scenario of what would happen in the event of war is the
fact that Collins debunks one by one all the alternative
postures being offered by the Carter Adm inistration
through the Com m ittee on the Present D anger, NATO
Com mander General A lexander Haig, and Secretary of
Defense Harold Brown. That posture is for a short-term
conventional buildup in Europe, complete with " wunder
waffen , " reinforced forward defense and neutron bombs,
designed primarily as a politi c a l expedient to keep
Europe under control similar to the way in which Collins
describes the origins of the forward defense concept. The
m i litary values of these policies would be n i l .

l

T h e report makes the v ery important distinction
between Warsaw Pact cap
ility and intent - an intent
tempered by political cons raint. Contrast this to the
insane opinion of CPD mem ers R ichard Pipes and Paul
Nitze, who make no such
stinction, arguing that the
Soviets will absolutely laun h a first strike as soon as
they feel they are able, andi say that a U . S . first strike
capability is necessary to st
it.
The CPD circle is trying tq distort the Collins report to
suit its own purposes, but it an readily be seen from the
report itself that there are m�jor differences between the
two positions. It was Evan and Novak , the main CPD
mouthpiec e s, who originally i selectively leaked the story
of the Collins report as well s the story of PRM-I O . The

�
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C P D is trying to use the com fD on features of both reports
- the indefensibility of Eurp p e - to bolster its position

and to keep up the " Mutt a p d Jeff" routine on defense
discussions . E ither option, lhe PRM-IO non-defense of

�

E urope, or the Haig short-te m buildup would lead to the
same suicidal results sketch�d by Collins .
For these reasons , full-sc e debate on the report must
be opened up, beyond any , ' m i litary only" limitations .
The most i mportant questio on the table is the reindus
trialization of the United S .ates and maximized use of
our scientific potential to th benefit of the entire popu
lation. Collins ' ClaUSeWitZia · m ilitary analysis must be
extended to the political an economic spheres in order
to be effective - as Collins h mself hints in his report .

�

*
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Th e Buckley- Fom i ly-

-

Part II :

Wa l l Street Fab i a n s

I

I n The Conse rvati ve Move rjn en t
I

The following is the second part of a 12, OOO- word expose
of the Buckley family's operations by security specialist
Scott Thompson. The report will be completed in the next
issue of Executive Intelligence R eview and will soon be
a vailable in full in pamphlet form .

T h e R i g h t a n d Left F a b i a n O ri g i n s
of t h e N at i o n a l R e v i e w G ro u p

In 1 9 50-52 at least three of the Buckley children William F . , F . Reid, and Priscilla - followed directly in
their father's tracks to receive training for the future
direction of their Rockefeller satrapy as employees of
the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA� . Referring to
William F. Buckley's recruitment, E . Howard Hunt one of the top Rockefeller covert action men who was
involved in setting up a dumm y assassination against
President John F. Kennedy, and, later, was to head the
Watergate dirty tricks operatives who sabotaged the
Nixon Administration' s break with Wall Street recalled : "When I got the CIA assignment to set up a CIA
station in Mexico City (actually, the CIA Latin American
Division HQ -ed. ) , Bill was the first person I thought to
bring in. He accepted immediatel y . " In fact, the decision
was not so informal.
Buckley was a member of the Rockefeller private
intelligence apparat at whose core is a covert action
capability that is coordinated for purposes of
assassinations , terrorism , and even coups by the inter
national private intelligence body known as Interpol, and
by the government agencies Interpol has infiltrated.
Often misidentified as "Die Spinne , " " Odessa , " "The
Black International , " this Interpol network is staffed by
" laundered" operatives from the Nazis' Third Reich and
by members of British Intelligence ' s White Russian
networks who have been augmented by a second
generation, recruit �d from post-World War I I
monetarist-dictated covert operations, that includes the
Secret Army Organization (OAS ) , Ordine Nuovo, Cuban
exile paramilitary groups, Latin American death
squads, etc .
Despite their " respectable conservative" image,
William F . Buckley and family are major officers in this
Rockefeller-Nazi connection. Just as a key element of
Marcus Raskin and Richard Barnet' s Institute for Policy
Studies power base is the lumpen gutter elements they
have organized into terrorist groupings like the Weather
Underground, Japanese Red Army, B lack Liberation
Army, etc . , so the Buckleys ' usefulness is in large part

attributable to these Inte rt> ol-coordinated Nazi and
Catholic fascist assets whiC ' William F. Buckley, Sr. ,
first began acquiring. Both tHese " Left" and "Nazi" net
works, as we will show, sha �e common Fabian origins,
supporting one another's t$'rorist operations or else
pitted against each other : in " surrogate warfare. "
Through especially the Rus � ell Sage Foundation, the
leading private intelligence �hinktank in the Wilson to
Roosevelt period whose to., agents included Walter
Lippmann, John Dewey, etc . ' l simultaneous deployments
occurred to set the basis I for the Fabianization of
America and for the Versailles Treaty negotiations
which initiated the process �y which monetarist agents
later brought Hitler to power1 It was this same " liberal"
institution which served as I the chief Rockefeller in
strument to found Interpol which was directed by SS
leaders Heydrich and Kalten � runner during the 1 930s.
Under the rubric of a m a j or Cold War escalation in
1 950, William F. Buckley, J r . j oined then CIA Deputy
lles (who had previously
Director for Plans, Allen
worked with Nelson Rockef ller from the 1 943 turning
point of World War II to laun r Nazi- Interpol agents into
Latin America and other "s fe Havens"
) in infiltrating
.
these former enemies of A erica into the embryonic
U . S . intelligence establish � ent. With " government
cover" they became an anti r Comm unist shocktroop as
Wall Street advanced the I timetable for a planned
"preventive war" following f n the heels of the Soviet' s
first atomic bomb explosion the " Loss of China, " and
the failure of the Marshall lan and related Atlanticist
intelligence operations to con�olidate parts of Europe. As
Fabian networks were j ett � soned from policymaking
posts and a phony "bipartisap deal" was struck with the
Rockefeller wing of the
the Truman Admin
istration was mobilized for �ilitary confrontation first
with China: then the Soviet ! Union, via a Korean War
beachhead. Interpol-Nazi t4�am s were t o b e simul
taneously thrown into the br e ach in the West with literal
paramilitary invasions of E a � tern E urope planned, while
Allen Dulles sacrificed el � ents of his left-Fabian
operatives centered upon JliI oel Field to spread the
paranoid delusion in the Kr e m lin that the ehtire East
bloc leadership had been pen�trated by Anglo-American
'
agents .
Apart from the family asse t s that the B uckley children
brought with them into the C A , they served a s a bridge
between the " Ivy League ' , group that consolidated
control of key executive po � ts in the Agency and con
servative line officers, hood � inking the latter into ac
ceptance of this brutal (and stupid) Wall Street policy.

l
�
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In Spain, the post-World War I I hub of Nazi-Interpol
activity second only to Vienna, F . Reid Buckley served
as liaison with the Franco regime, which had provided a
base of operations for such key Rockefeller operatives as
SS Colonel Otto " Scarface" Skorzeny, the son-in-law of
Wall Street's financial technician Hjalmar Schacht and
former head of Hitler's special operations team. Others
with whom F. Reid, a member of Franco' s Falange from
his youth, was in contact included : Leon Degrelle of the
Belgian Rexists ; Vichyite war criminals who later
helped found the OAS that was used by the Kennedy
Administration to destabilize France and run a series of
assassination attempts against President de Gaulle ;
and Ante Pavelic, the infamous butcher from the Nazis'
puppet " Independent State of Croatia, " whose Ustashi
secret police and their offspring have been involved in a
recent wave of U . S . -based terroris m .
I t was William F. Buckley, Jr. ' s j ob to help Howard
Hunt weave these Nazi elements into the Latin American
CIA Division and Rockefeller private networks. William
F . , Jr. has also been in regular, secret contact with Nazi
organizations headquartered in Spain. Together with
Will moore Kendall, a former left-F abian who became a
top-level CIA and State Department Latin American
officer and then Buckley' s m entor at Yale, William F .
traveled frequently to meetings o f the European Center
for Documentation (EDCl) , whose titular chairman,
Otto von Hapsburg, has been half-seriously proposed by
some Buckleyites as a North A m erican ruler. The EC
DI's biannual meetings have provided cover for Buckley
to arrange ultra-secret m eetings with Skorzeny and
others where final marching orders can be given for
Nazi-Interpol waves of terror.
In 1952, the year that Buckley ostensibly retired from
the Agency, these networks were ready for deployment
as part of the Dulles brothers ' brinksm anship " liberation
rollback " and "massive retaliation " policies . Under this
potentially disastrous bluff strategy, Rockefellers' Nazi
international was used : 1 ) to invade E ast Berlin as part
of the so-called " Berlin Uprising" that played upon the
economic disparities of the window-dressing, German
"Economic Miracle" ; 2) to consolidate the 1952 coup of
Gamal Abdel Nasser in E gypt, as well as the 1 953 coup
that overthrew Mossadegh in Iran which was jointly
coordinated for the Seven Sisters oil companies by CIA
officers Kermit Roosevelt and Herbert Hoover, Jr. with
the aid of Buckleyite Miles Copeland ; 3) to carry out the
1954 coup in Guatemala which was coordinated by E .
Howard Hunt and planned b y Tracy Barnes from the
offices of the United Fruit Co . , to which he was closely
linked by his m arriage into the Rockefeller family.
Since his official "retirem ent, " Buckley has remained
at the com mand center of Nazi-Interpol networks,
especially during the high-point of their use in the
Kennedy era and, again, in the last few years . As part of
their insane brinksmanship policies , the Kennedys
massively deployed this Nazi network for repeated (and
sometimes successful) assassination attempts against
recalcitrant "allies" like Franc e ' s De Gaulle and
Canada's Dieffenbacker and against Third World leaders
like Fidel Castro, Patrice Lum u m ba, and others. E .
Howard Hunt and numerous other Buckleyite agents
were especially key in organizing the Cuban exile and
related networks used for these operations .
2
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A grid of Buckley's recent , travels with Wall Street
agent, Lt. Gen. Vernon Walter � , for example, places him
in every recent terrorist ho t spot, including : Greece,
where the same Nazi-IPS networks involved in the
assassination of CIA officer R ichard Welch went on a
joint deployment to destabiliz� the Karamanlis govern
m ent immediately after thei � arrival ; the Caribbean,
where simultaneous to the Buckley-Walters visit Orlando
Bosch's Cuban terrorist umbr�lla group CORU bombed
an Air Cubana flight killing 77 : passengers ; Chile, where
they met with officials of the Chilean Junta and its secret
police arm , D INA ; and Spain, f here Buckley met secret
ly with participants at a Par , s World Anti-Communist
League conference, including $everal CIA station chiefs,
to give them final marching o tders for a wave of assas
sinations and bombings that followed in Spain, France
and Italy by both "right" and ' � left" organizations . Along
with CORU and remnants of the OAS, the chief instru
m ent of this terror assault wa � the Ordine Nuovo whose
creation the Buckley family � ad helped bankroll as a
second generation arm of the *almo International head
ed by such top operatives as S korzeny and "right-wing"
Fabian Society member and Union of Fascists leader, Sir
Oswald Mosley.
Another major component ojf these Interpol networks ,
especially in the Iberian penin � ula and Latin America, is
Opus Dei and assorted other �atholic fascist groups in
which the Buckleys' brother-i �-law, L. Brent Bozell is a
leader. (1) It is Opus Dei, together with Nazi escapees
and such death squads as Bra�i l 's Tradition, Family and
Property and the Argentine Ponti-Communist Alliance,
that were used by Wall Strieet agents to topple the
'
A llende government in 1973 an to impose the subsequent
fascist austerity called for b Buckleyite Milton Fried
man's " shock treatment" pre cription. In addition to the
World Anti-Communist Lea � ue, which has become
dominated by Latin fascis t groups, an important
regional coordinating body ifor these groups is the
American Chilean Committ� e founded by two top
Buckleyites, Spruille Braden ajnd Marvin Leibman.

i
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T h e Fa b i a n Co n n ec t i o n

Drawing upon the personne nd m ethods of the British
Fabian Society, William F . uckley founded Na tional
R e vie w in 1 954 to permeate c nservative layers with the
m onetarist American CenUlry Doctrine. With its
editorial offices staffed by " �x " -Fabians , the magazine
has toed the line on every tactical and strategic variation
upon this Atlanticist call fpr a post-World War 1 1
" American E mpire . " The phncipal architects of this
policy included such top F4lbian individuals and in
stitutions as Walter Lippman p , the chief spokesman for
Anglo-American bankers dur;ng the Wilson and Roose
'
velt Administration ; and the Brookings Institution, the
main Atlanticist thinktank developing the means of
corporatist social control. i The American Century
Doctrine was conduited into Republican Party ranks in
only slightly altered form b � the Dulles Brothers, who
served simultaneously as S ectetary of State and Director
of Central Intelligence undm- the E isenhower Admin
istration ; and by Henry Luce, Ifounder of the Rockefeller
financed Tim e-Life-Fortune t hain which was the main

mouthpiece for such Wall Street Republicans as Wenda II
Wilkie and Thomas Dewey at the time .
Under this broad policy outline a n d command ' struc
ture. Na tional R e vie w was assigned the task throughout
most of the 1950s to undermine the optimism with which
industrialists and proto-Whig forces emerged from the
War and to transform · them into malle,a ble; anti-Com"
munist allies of Wall Street. Those "ne0 2 isolatio n ists,""
led by Sen. Robert Taft ( R-Ohio) and other spokes m en
for America's revitalized industrial sector who refused
to be brainwashed by Na tional R e vie w 's echo of the cry
for "E mpire . " "preventive war , " and " liberation
rollback," soon found their politica l m achines infiltrated
and factionalized. and heard them selves tarred as being
"hopelessly irresponsible" .
It was Na tiona l R e vie w 's assignment to subvert the
Republican tradition represented by these so-called
"neo-isolationists. " While thes e proto-Whig leaders
lacked the conceptual tools to supplant the Atlanticist
doctrine with a program for international progress and
development. they were the only potentially viable
political force in America at the time which recognized
that it was not the United States' m oral duty to impose
the same colonialist rule upon the world that British
Rothschild agents sought , to re-impose upon our own
nation in the nineteenth century. Along with other Whigs.
Taft resoundingly denounced those Atlanticists w ho
like Henry Luce and Henry Stimson " seem to con
template an Anglo-American alliance perpetually ruling
'
the world . . . Such imperialism is wholly foreign to our
ideals of democracy and freedom . It is not our manifest
destiny or our natural destiny . "
O n his return from Mexico. William F . Buckley used
his father's ties to the A merica F irst Committee ( where
he had been close to that Wall Street faction headed by
Joseph Kennedy. S r . . Chester Bowles. the Dulles
brothers. etc . ) to insinuate himself into a variety of
conservative networks preparatory to creating Na tiona l ,
R e vie w. (2)

From this base Buckley and his brother-in-law Brent
Bozell joined with other future founders of Na tional
R e vie w to become important controllers of Joseph
McCarthy. the psychological warfare mouthpiece for the
monetarist policy of "preventive war" via Korea. Mc
Carthy had been "programmed" for this anti-Commu
nist Crusade by Georgetown University associates of
Carroll Quigley. author of the Atlanticist history of world
monetarism Tragedy and Hope. While Brent Bozell
served as "ghostwriter" for McCarthy. William F .
Buckley was given immediate entree to , McCarthyite
circles with the 1 950 publication of his book. God and Man
a t Yale. which touched" off the Yale Red Scare and was
blasted by McGeorge Bundy and other Eastern
Establishment " liberals" .
When the Soviets exploded a deployable hydrogen
bomb before the U . S . . forcing even the most psychotic
"preventive warriors" to accept a de-escalation of Korea
into a "no-win" "conflict" . Buckley and Associates
served to contain McCarthy who had broken control in
the process of being j ettisoned by Wall Street. At this
j uncture McCarthy had formed a dangerous alliance
with members of the House Select Com mittee on En
dowed Foundations <the " R eece Committee " ) which was
laying bare the entire web of Foundations behind the

m assive web of Rockefelleri Fabian networks of which
Alger Hiss et al. were me r� ly a fragment. Under the
influence of staff director Norman Dodd and others .
McCarthy was preparing to * ttack not only the Bundys .
but also the Dulles brothers land other AtIanticist hard, liners , fQr the �r . c?n ti nu� d ' b.� ind�the-sc � nes wo� k with
" ,
those left-Fabian OPeratIves
1Whom McCarthy mlstaken�
i
ly i dentified as 'Co m munist s . " In their book, McCarthy
and His Enemies, publishe d shortly after McCarthy' s
censure, Buckley and Bozell l systematically covered up
this massive web of Fabian treason ( leading directly to
the Rockefellers' door step) t�at R eece exposed.
With the founding of Na tiona l R e vie w in 1 954 to carry
ort the McCarthyite psychol d gical warfare thrust , under
totally controlled conditions , iBuckley � ulled together the
strands of " ex"-Fabian oper atives whom he encountered
during this p eriod of " shoppJ ng around. " The following
three individuals
- Max Eas t man, James Burnham , and
,
Frank Meyer - epitomize the top flight Fabian agents
who formed the magazine' S leadership core. As their
record with Na tional R e view m akes clear. they were
'
neither ",F abian turncoats" nor miraculously "re-born
conservatives " as many hav charged, but the first wave
of a conscipus re-deployment i of Fabian �gents into right
wing layers to peddle
Wall St.-eet's plans for "E mpire" :
, '

�
I

Max Eastman : Eastman .:w as the first "Old Guard"
Fabian agent to associate with Buckley, serving as the
gatekeepe r for a dozen-o dd Left Fabians meta
morphosed overnight after � light. McCarthyite sheep
dipping. Eastman was also : one of the inner circle of
agents who planned, the, foun dI ing of the Na tional R e vie w
group of agents with BuckleYJ
A book could be profitably w ritten on Eastman's
career a s a left-Fabian
Certain highlights are
given here to show the , s i m ilarities between his
operat ions a gainst th e cO ml tern in the 1 9 20S and 1930s
emp yed
the
and the later
, methods
, , Tory Na tiona l
" by
,
, ,
, prot
, " �Whigs
from
the 1950s onR e vie w group , a g ainst
'
ward s .
Eastman and Sidney Hook ! (another future Buckleyite
"neo-conservative " ) were a m ong the first whom John
Dewey, Walter Lippmann � t al. of the Russell Sage
foundation recruited as field' hands for their schemes to
Fabianize America. (It w as l in The League of Women's
Suffrage, a Russell Sage pilpt project run by his sister,
Crystal Eastman, that YOU � g Max got his first agent
training. ) He soon graduated to the Fabian inner circles
around Lippmann in the Soci alist Party, through whom
he was put in charge of severlil theoretical journals (New
R e vie w, The Ma sses. The Liberator) that were used to
fom ent splits in the socialis� camp and introduce syn
thetic ideologies created by :' his British Fabian Society
colleagues.
�

aetnt.
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Among those major operQ,tions which Eastman. also
the principal Fabian profiler of Leon Trotsky, helped
initiate were : l ) pitting Stalin ilnplacably against
Trotsky through the publica_ion of " Lenin's Will" in The
Ne Wt York Tim es ; 2) winning Trotsky' s approval for the
liquidation of the Communist underground in the U . S . . a
scheme which was intended �nd succeeded in paving the
way for seizure of the party IiY Fabian agent Jay
Lovestone. now with the AF t -CI <f. Eastman then joined
CO U NT E R I N T E L L IG E N C E
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Lovestone, who would later lead a major split in the U . S .
Communist movement under E astman' s influence. to
draft the program of the above-ground Workers Party ;
and 3) helping push a final , split between Trotsky and
Stalin, then joining Max Schactman to form the Trot
skyite Communist League breakaway faction from the
U . S . Com munists . Current evidence indicates that
Eastman, who finally denounced Trotsky a few month:s
before Trotsk y 's murder joined with James Bu.rnham ,
Sidney Hook and others to plan the Tro tsky assassiriation
which was carried out by Fabian networks grouped
around Santiago Carrillo in the Comintern. Eastman,
who wrote a "Stalin-did-it" cover story for the R eader's
Digest in 1 940, was already p lugged into those White
Russian networks used for earlier attempts , to
assassinate Lenin and Trotsky.
In addition to his work as a " re-born conservative" for
Reader's Digest and the Am erican Mercury ( where he
first met William Buckley) , Eastman had become a
leader in two other networks from which he recruited
"ex"-Fabians to staff Na tional R e vie w : 1 ) the Tim e-Life
Fortune chain where he served as foreign affairs advisor
to Claire Boothe Luce and board member of the
Aqlerican China Policy Association, the main planning
body of the "China Lobby" ; and 2) the American Com
'
mittee for Cultural Freedo ni , one of the first right- w ing
social democratic predecessors for such "human rights"
organizations as Amnesty International and Freedom
House, where Buckleyites and Left F abians meet to plot
tactics on this issue.
Among those whom Eastman helped recruit for
Na tional R e vie w were : a former Assistant Director of
the Soviets ' Tass News Agenc y ; a former Editor-in-Chief
of the German Party' s theoretical j ournal, Die Rote
Fahne ; a former member of CPUSA intelligence ; a
former leader of the Ne w York Tim es 's " Communist
Cell" ; a former leader of the Two-and-a-Half Inter
national founded by Beatrice and S idney Webb ; the
former chief theoretician of the Lovestone faction of the
CPUSA, and others . Eastman personally went into
hibernation on the board of Na tional R e vie w when U . S .
conservatives refused to swallow the " pragmatism " of
John Dewey that he dished up in articles .
.•

•

James Burnham: Burnham is the main " geopolitical
strategis t " for Na tional R e vie w, writing a column that in
its transformation from the Atlanticists " Third World
War" days following World War II to their " Protracted
Conflict" has followed every fascist nuance of Wall
Street policy.
Son of a British railroad executive, Burnham did his
graduate work under a Jesuit priest at Baliol College,
England, then returned to the U . S . in 1929 as a professor
of Thomist medieval philosophy at New York Univer
sity's Washington Square Colleg e . Under the " spiritual
guidance" of Fabian agent S idney Hook, Burnham un
derwent a "Damascus Road" conversion to accept the
" dictatorship of the proletariat, " and became a leader of
a string of "Trotskyite" organizations (the American
Workers Party, Communist League, Socialist Workers
Party) , sim ultaneously splitting the Fourth Inter�
national and using it as a lever against the Comintern.
With his credibility finally shattered by TrotskY, whose
last polemics blasted him and his F abian confederates,
•
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Burnham used the opportunity of the Hitler-Stalin Pact
to lead a final "Third Camp" � plit with Max Schactman,
arguing that under Stalin the ISoviet Union- had become
undifferentiable from "state � apitalism . " Elements of
this split were later to re-enterge under social-dem
ocratic control as the Student$ for a Democratic Society
that was pitted in phony " E ig�t" vs, " left" c �fi cts with
Buckley's Young Americans fqr Freedom .
Burnham himself went on �o join the newly formed
Office of Strategic Studies wh,re he researched postwar
Soviet Diplomatic objective . for use by President
Franklin Roosevelt, Alger His�, et al. at Yalta. After the
war, Burnham served as a i conduit for tactical for
mulations on behalf of the A�lanticists' American Cen
tury Doctrine into conservative State Department, CIA
and military layers. In 1947. tile same week that the first
salvo of this m o netarist war J upon humanity was fired
with the announcement of th41 Truman Doctrine, Burn
ham launched a polemic agaip st Taft Republicans , The
Struggle for the World. Opening with the declaration
that, "The Third World War b�gan in April 1 944 , " Burn
ham went on to argue : " The discovery of atomic
weapons has brought about a � ituation in which Western
civi lization . . . can continue tQ exist only if an absolute
monopoly in the control of ato ' ic weapons is created . . .
( which) ' can b e , gained and xercised only through a
World E mpire . . . The United tates cannot help building
an E mpire . " His 1 950 book � The Coming Defea t of
Communism, was a printout for Atlanticist hardliners'
" preventive war" plans in KOFJC a. especially serving as a
"how to" book for an "offe � ive political-subversive"
war using Nazi-Interpol uni�s to destabilize Eastern
Europe. And, finally, in 1 953. i Burnham fully embraced
the insane policies of the Dulle � Broth'ers in his 1 953 book,

i
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hamis m " a term " of loath �ng among our Western
E uropean allies whose countries were threatened with
thermonuclear incineration � s a result of the irres
ponsible brinksmanship maneuvers that he advocated .
(Burnham wrote at a t ime ; when the ultimate U . S .
m ilitary strategy i n the event o f R e d Army attack
remained to "hold the Pyre�ees . " ) The bankruptcy of
the Dulles ' s " Massive Retal ijation" bluff strategy was
demonstrated in 1 956 as the "ust c leared from the Suez
Canal Crisis and .the U.S; Iparamilitary invasion of
Hungary was crushed by Red Army tanks.
As Soviet nuclear develop m ents and the accelerating
economic collapse signaled I by the 1 957-58 recession
forced Atlanticist policy-makers to re-emphasize Fabian
networks under a policy of " Q eterrence" and " Fascis m
with a Human Face, " Burnha� would dutifully make yet
another "turn" to support the Kennedy Administration
as we shall see later.

Frank Meyer: Meyer w � s brought into Na tional
Eastman and Burriham almost directly from
the Third International (Comintern) to serve as resident
" s enior theoretician, " head �ng a department appro
priately titled " Principles andI Heresies . "
Meyer followed much the :sa m e route as Burnham ,
from Princeton ( 1 926) to Balfu l College, Oxford, in 1 932
where he became a proteg"e i o f B ritish Fabian Society
leaders Beatrice and Sidney \febb. He joined the British
Communist Party, rising quic � ly to a Central Committee
•
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post. As a graduate student at the Fabian Society's
London School of Economics, he was elected president of
the Student Union. Meyer redeployed to the Rockefellers'
University of Chicago where he soon doubled as head of
the Communist Party USA's " Workers School, " the
number two cadre program for the Party, and as a
member of the CPUSA Central Committee.
At Na tional R e vie w Burnham used his Fabian agent
training to orchestrate .a series of pseudo-intellectual,
" yin and yang " disputes bet w een the two principal syn
thetic tendencies that comprise Buckleyite " con
servatism , " the "libertarians " and " traditionalists . "
From its " libertarianism , " which seeks t o resurrect
Manchester liberalism as elaborated by such enemies of
the American Revolution as Jeremy Bentham, Parson
Malthus, the Mills, etc . , to its " traditionalis m , " which is
a hodgepodge of Medieval Catholic cant, " Southern
Agrarianism , " etc . , employing as its heroes such
reactionary Rothschild agents as Edmund Burke and
Klemens von Metternich, Buckleyite "conservatism"
is no more than an encyclopediac listing of 500 years of
antihumanist monetarist dogma. When American
conservatives openly began to denounce this Tory enter
prise in the 1960s, Meyer led a dig in the graveyards of
American history to raise up the worst tendencies of
Federalism . His "fusionism" drew upon the worst,
"populist" tendencies of Jefferson over the full commit
ment to intellectual and industrial development of Wash
ington, Franklin, Hamilton and Paine. and parsimon
iously rehashed the arguments of the Rothschilds'
Southern slaveocracy against Abraham Lincoln, the
founder of the Republican Party.
Of these two synthetic " tendencies" that were merged
to create Na tional R e vie w, " libertarianism" is by far the
most significant. It was initially revived as an inter
national Fabian deployment by Walter Lippmann with
the publication of his book The Good Society in 1937, and
the founding of the International Center for the
Renovation of Liberalism in France the following year.
After the war, Friederich August von Hayek, then at the
London School of Economics, was deployed by the Webbs
to carry on the proj ect, creating the Mont Pelerin Society
as an international forum for " libertarianism" by 1 947 .
Hayek was a product of the stillborn Austrian School of
Econom.!cs in Vienna, which not coincidentally is also the

FOOTNOTES

1) L . Brent Bozell met Wi lliam F. Buckley at Yale. Both were
proteges there of Wi l l moore Kendal l , a British penetration
agent into Trotskyite factions during the Spanish Civil War who
later became a top State Department and C I A desk officer on
Latin America. Bozell m arried Buc k l e y ' s s i ster, Patric i a , and
converted to Catholic i s m . After graduation he became one of
Joseph McCarthy ' s top speech writers and the ghost author of
Sen. Barry Goldwater ' s Conscience of a Conservative (see text ) .
Under Buckley influence, Boze l l plunged deepl y into Catholic
fascist circles. Following a cosmetic " feud" with William
Buckley he formed " Triumph" magazine in Washington, D . C .
and the Christian Commonwea lth Institute in Spain for brain
washing Catholic youth with expli c itly feudalist doctrine . Bozell
also heads the U . S . section of Opus Dei, the largest Catholic fas
cist organization, which is headquartered in Spain with bran
ches throughout Latin Americ a . Bozell even leads his own red

headquarters for Rockefeller' s Interpol and source of the
putrescent academic quack�ry known as "positivism, "
which is properly traced to t.e most syphilitic features of
the late Hapsburg dynas 4 y. The Austrian School's
founder, Carl Menger, arg ,* d that man's freedom is a
totally subj ective matter ari,ing from the choices that he
makes out of ignorance of wp at his exact biologic needs
are. For applying this " ban,na theory of ecbnomics" to
the business cycle, Hayek etentually received the Nobel
Prize for Economics, in wh ait was undoubtedly the worst
decision since this award w � s granted to the notoriously
muddled Keynesian Paul Sa .lUelson.
In fact, both Hayek, w ho c laimed that the 1 930
depression would have been . voided simply by maintain
ing a tight money policy, a � d Keynes, who called for a
solution to the depression through government spending
of all liquid assets on corpor�tist, s lave labor programs,
are merely two sides of th e same debased monetarist
coin most clearly represe qted in the New York and ·
London dictated policies � ursued by Nazi Finance
Minister Hj almar Schacht. $ince the levels of austerity
and destruction of capital iIJ?posed by fascist Schacht in
G ermany were not possibl� either in Britain or the
United States , the Webbs pu_ Hayek on ice at the London
School for the duration of th e depression, awaiting his
postwar export to the U . S . where " Keynesianism " and
the New Deal were by that ti m e thoroughly discredited.
The connection of this L t ppmann-Hayek monetarist
quackery and the terror networks run by the Buckleys is
seen in the methods of its ,actual application by such
Buckleyites as Milton Fried�an, who won the franchise
for the Rockefellers' Chicagq School of Economics where
Hayek was eventually relsettled. To ram through
Friedman's " shock treatment" austerity measures,
which have caused untold h uht an m isery and destruction
notably in' Chile and Bra � il, Interpol death squads
terrorize and ravage the pop�lation to crush opposition to
Friedman' s policies. In thes � and other countries run on
the Friedman model, hurtian labor power has been
systematically ground up to support the bloated debt
structure of the Rockefel l ers' tottering "American
E mpire . "

. . . to be continued

beret shocktroop , Sons of Thun � er, i n street battles with police
in the U . S . chanting Christo Rey.

2) In the 1 952-53 period, BucklejY s i m ultaneous ly worked for or
helped create several organi*ations , including H . L . Hunt ' s
" Facts Forum " ; Frank Cho orov ' s " l ibertarian" j ournal,
Human Events ; R ussell Mcquh1e' s Am erican Mercury which at
the time com bined a bizarre a� sortment of " ex " -Fabians like
Max Eastman with i ndividual� like G eorge Lincoln Rockwel l ,
the future fuhrer of t h e Ameri an N a z i Party w h o would also
help finance and distri bute Na,tionaJ R e vie w. In 1 9 52 Buckley
was also named president of C�doro v ' s Intercollegiate Society
of Individualists (now the Intercio l legiate Studies Institute) . The
I S S was explicitly modeled up ci n the Intercollegiate Society of
Socialists founded by Walter i Lippmann, John Dewey, Max
Eastman, Sidney Hook et a I . , a
it built up an extensive student
network that was later m,rged with Buckley' s Young
A m ericans for Freedo m .

�
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Fra nce /s D i p l o m a t i c Offe n s i v e
FRA NCE
The government of French President Giscard
d'Estaing renewed its spectacular, if still cautious and
indirect, offensive against the Carter Administration' s
plans for a nuclear conflagration in southern Africa on
Aug. 22, when French Foreign Minister Louis de
Guiringaud denounced the Republic of South Africa' s
"preparations for an i m minent nuclear test" i n an of
ficial statement. "We warned South Africa that we would
consider such an explosion as a m ajor danger for all
peace processes presently underway in Africa , " stated
Guiringaud, "and that it might gravely affect. relations
between our two countries . "
On Aug. 24, following the weekly Council of Ministers
m eeting in Paris, Guiringaud announced that France
will soon " make joint proposals ' : for glob�l " qualitative
and quantitative reductions of/armaments . " Although
the French did not specify who their partners will be in
this endeavor, there is reason to believe that the
European Economic Community (EEC ) , and particu
larly West Germany, are involved. West German
Minister for Economic Cooperation Marie Schlei
reportedly stated yesterday that only an increase in her
country' s development aid to Third World countries and
greater purchases of West German technology by these
countries can pull the economy out of its depression. This
statement, which most members of West German
Chancellor Helmut Schmidt' s cabinet have reportedly
endorsed, directly contradicts the Carter Adm!nistra
tion' s efforts to force West G ermany into an inflationary
"make work" slave-labor policy.
Simultaneously, Henri Simonet, Belgium ' s Foreign
Minister and pro-tem president of the EEC, announced at
a United Nations conference on apartheid currently held
in Lagos, Nigeria that the E E C Nine would "actively
examine a range of initiatives with a view to using the
collective weight of the Community to persuade South
Africa to abandon its apartheid polic y." This cautious
approach not only echoes Franc e ' s , but also the repeated
forays made on behalf of a southern African develop
ment policy by the late West German banker Jiirgen
Ponto, and contrasts with the purposely abrasive and
provocative "human rights" slogans uttered by the
White House.
Alread� White House circles have rightly concluded
that Giscard's initiatives are aimed straight at the
Anglo-American conspiracy to det· mate a regional war
between the racist South Afrkan and Rhodesian
regimes, and the various black Afr ican liberation move
ments and states which struggle for maj ority rule in
Rhodesia (Zimbabwe) and an end to apartheid in South

In

f\fri ca

Africa . The major press conduits for Wall Street policy,
the Ne w York Tim es and the Washington Post, both gave
front-page coverage to Guiri ri gaud' s warning yesterday
morning, while in his afterhoon press conference, a
defensive Jimmy Carter denJ ed on behalf of the South
African Vorster regime that ahy atomic test was about to
take place in the Kalahari desb rt, as the French claim on
the basis of precise satellite i nlformation.

Carter's Worries
The cause of the Carterites ' worries is all too apparent.
First, Guiringaud' s announc � m ents reveal the gradual
convergence of Soviet and � rench (and perhaps West
European) perspectives in � egard to Carter's blatant
provocations in several hot � pots on the African con
tinent. On Aug. 8, the Soviet p ress agency Tass blasted
the South Africans' nuclear ' lans , adding in especially
tough language that the US R " would never permit"
such a development, and calli g on the West to intervene.
Second, the Carter Admilnistration is particularly
annoyed by recent French eftprts to defuse the southern
African powder keg. Last ! week, following several
m eetings with black heads ! of state and nationalist
Zimbabwe and Namibian , leaders in the region,
Guiringaud clearly stated th � t France intends to play a
mediator's role by capitali� ing upon its traditional
commercial and military rela� ions with South Africa and
its reinforced political ties y( ith the black " front line"
states, which only the Sovie t Union had so far openly
supported.
It is precisely in order to s tymie these French efforts
that the Carterites organiz , d their dupe, Tanzanian
President Nyerere, to stal!le a " spontaneous" anti
French demonstration at the I Dar-Es-Salaam airport on
Guiringaud's arrival last w � ek. The provoked abrupt
departure of the French min J ster was supposed to give
the rest of the world the im � ression that his mediation
attempts were of no interest t� the front line states.
Third and most significant, Washington circles fear
that Giscard is about to publ � cly denounce the duplicity
of U . S . policy in southern !Africa, which consists of
exacerbating tensions by sup� orting both sides' claims.
While shedding crocodile tea b on the fate of the black
oppressed in both Rhodesia a lt d South Africa, the U.S. is
responsible, through ship ents of weapons-grade
enriched uranium to South kbofrica, for that country's
I
nuclear capability.
To preempt possible Fren �h revelations which might
blow the entire Atlanticist ga e to smither eens, today's
Ne w York Tim es conceded
at the U . S . has supplied
South Africa with 229 pound of enriched uranium over
the last 20 :/ears, but quickly dded that " nios�" of these
spent suppl ies are now back i the U . S . for reprocessing.
The hope is that this concessi n will prevent irreparable
damage to U . S . United Na tli ons Ambassador Andrew
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Young and British Foreign Minister David Owen's plans
to resume their stalling diplomatic game with the front
line states at a conference in Zam bia beginning Aug . 26.
The Times report. however. fails to account not only
for the fate of the fissile material which has not been
returned, but also for recent shipments of several pounds
of weapons-grade uranium which, in the words of
Wisconsin Representative Les Aspin. would suffice to
help the South Africans cross the m ilitary nuclear
"threshold. "

Test of French Intentions
In any event, the French initiatives reveal that. con
trary to the wishes of the State D epartment, certain
continental West European count r ies are on the verge of
proposing a credible alternative - based on racial peace

De Gu i ri ngaud Re ports
On H i s Afr i ca n Tou r
The follo wing are excerpts of a sta tem ent made by
French Foreign Minister de G uiringa ud to France-In ter
A ug. 22 after his return from a trip to se veral African
na tions :

. . . I am returning satisfied with m y trip . France has
close traditional relations with Western Africa and is
known there. France is unknown in Eastern and
Southern Africa and I unfortunately experienced this
fact. But it must also be said that the French do not know
this part of Africa well. Thus, my trip was an exploratory
one. There were certain risks in it. But for three stages of
it anyway. I am perfectly satisfied with the results. I was
able to explain our policy. I think that I was able to get
many aspects of it accepted. and I was also able to hear
leaders of these countries explain the problems which
concern them, and the more particular points on which
they would like our policy to change .
. . . W e must replace this problem (of French weapons
delivery to South Africa-ed . ) in its framework.
Decolonization is not over in Southern Africa ; the British
colony of Rhodesia is still dominated by a minority of
Whites, two hundred thousand Whites. led by Mr. Ian
Smith, who want to impose their law on four or five
million Blacks. in a regime of segregation and racial
oppression which is quite comparable to that which
exists in the Republic of South Africa. There is a second
problem of decolonization. A territory which used to be
called German South-West Africa. which fell under the
control of the Republic of South Africa and which is now
called Namibia. must acceed to independence. France
has played a spearheading role. a leading role in the
United Nations to determine the conditions in which this
territory of Namibia should acceed to independence. The
support of the Republic of South Africa can be seen
behind the resistance to the moves towards in
dependence of these two territories. Rhodesia and
Na fi\ibia. Or. it is true that in the past. we have supplied
arms to South Africa. We have even supplied an im2
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and region-wide economic de
Carterites ' war scenario.
Nou vel Observa teur. a mou
stitute for Policy Studies
denounced General De G
Pompidou and Giscard d'Es
supporters of pro-apartheid
forced this week to quote Zi
leader Mugabe, who affirm e
France's intentions as a p
meeting with Guiringuad. T
tentions. stated Mugabe. is
stop shipments of French
Vorster government. Giscar
proposal is certainly a major

elopment projects - to the
he French magazine Le
piece of the terrorist In
which has traditionally
uile and his successors
aing as the main Western
yers in South Africa, was
babwe Patriotic Front co
his belief in the sincerity of
ential mediator after his
e first test of France's in
hether or not Giscard will
onventional arms to the
's upcoming disarmament
tep in this direction.
- Jean-Claude Barre

portant quantity of them ; we annot deny it. But. for two
years these supplies have be n reduced, and since last
fall the President of the Rep blic (of France-ed :) has
imposed a total embargo 0 arms supplies to South
Africa .
. . . There are two things � say about ( Franco-South
ed. ) . First, the Soviets
African nuclear cooperatio
have accused the South Afr · ans of preparing, not an
atomic bomb, but a nuclea explosion. We have ef
fectively received intellige ce according to which
preparations were taking pIa e in South Africa in view of
an atomic explosion. which t e South Africans affirmed
would be peaceful. We know wih at a peaceful explosion is.
At least, no difference can b � made between a peaceful
atomic explosion and an ato ic explosion for military
experimentation ends. Thus, we warned South Africa
that we would consider that such an experimentation
would put in danger all the rocesses of peace which
have been engaged and w uld possibly have grave
consequences on our relation with this country. This is
what the precisions of my mi istry this morning alluded
to .
. . . There is a second thin I would like to say. It is
very unfortunate that nuclear ower appeared to men for
the first time in the form of a omb. This was the fault of
the war and the concern whic the incredible progress of
the Germans and Japanese i 1 9 42 gave rise to. It was
then that Einstein wrote to R seve It to inform him that,
on the basis of the atom . a b0 b of heretofore unequalled
power could be produced. Th Americans went to work,
and we know what the re ults were. What is un
fortunately forgotten, is that until then the research of
French scientists . Joliot- urie , Perrin . Bertrand
Goldschmidt, Kowarski. who � ere the most advanced in
the world in this field. was I oriented towards the in
dustrial utilization of the fan� astic energy produced by
the disintegration of the atom� If there had not been any
war. there would not have be � n any bomb. But. we still
would have had electro-nucle 4 r p lants. and no one would
have worried about it. any m + re than one worries about
heating fuel and coal plants.
It is necessary to recall
ese facts to show how
dishonest it is to make a amalgamation between
electro-nuclear plants and t� atomic weapon. It is to
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play on the ignorance and the gullibility of the masses. In
the long run. it never pays . What is true is that the
nuclear weapon can be the far off by-product of nuclear
plants. when. after about three years. the irradiat�d fuel
of the plants is recycled. Recycling nuclear fuel is a little
like recharging a battery. except that it is a con
siderable. extremely complex. extremely difficult in
dustrial operation. and which only France at the present
time has perfected on a commercial scale.
In addition. this operation engenders . as a direct by
product. plutonium with which one can either make
bombs or feed fast-breeder reactors . But you can see
that the plutonium appears far away from the electro
nuclear plant (process) . and only after very lengthy.
very complicated. very expensive operations which. ·
once again. only France at the present time in the world
knows how to do on a comm ercial scale:' Now the
Framatome contract with South Africa for the con
struction of two electro-nuclear p lants in Koelberg near
the Cape. precisely calls for the recycling of the fuel from
these plants to take place in France and the plutonium
will not be sent back to South Africa . It is thus contrary to
the truth. and perfectly dishonest. to say that these
plants could help South Africa acquire the atomic
weapon. But unfortunately. there are even some French
men who affirm this. They are lying. and are. un
consciously I hope. acting as foreign agents and as
enemies of our country.
(On Rhodesia : ) We did not condemn the French who
left Algeria to death. nor those who stayed. And if the
rule of the maj ority is finally to be accepted in Rhodesia.
and you are right to say Zimbabwe. because then it would

be called Zimbabwe. a grea i number of Whites can stay
there ; this is one of the feat res of the Owen-Vance plan
which will be proposed to Mr S m ith.
(With respect to the rovocative demonstration
against France in Tanzania ) F irst of all. I do not think
that President Nyrere perso a lly wanted to set a trap for
m e . Tanzanian leaders certainly tolerated and
facilitated a demonstratio which was unacceptable.
especially since it occurr
in the presence of the
Foreign Affairs Minister , 0 was welcoming me and
since he did not lift a little inger to try to interrupt it.
This is what I reproached h m with. I do not think it oc
.
curred on the level of pres ent Nyerere. but on a much
lower level and I certainly 0 not put President Nyerere
into question. Some ti e ago he made hostile
declarations towards Fra e. S uch a statement was
p layed on our radio waves Saturday. but. if I am not
mistaken. was a month Old ' and it put � into question
because of our arms sales a d the nuclear contract with
South Africa. We will cer inly be attacked again in
Lagos (at the U.N. Conferen' e on apartheid-ed . ) for our
arms sales. for this nuclea contract. We must clearly
see that the majority of Afri a is not Francophone and an
intimate friend of France. s we too easily believe. It is
Anglophone. Add up the po �lations of the countries we
visited and their neighbori g countries. and see what it
represents . If you add N geria to this. which alone
represents 80 million inh � itants. this entire part of
Africa receives American 0* English mass-media. which
silences the considerable A gIO-SaXon interests in Africa
and points a finger towards this little France which sells
arms to South Africa. It wil be the same thing in Lagos.
The French delegation will �espond appropriately.
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Fre nc h Peace Moves I n So u th e rn IAfrica
Ta r g et Of An g l o-Am e r i ca n Sa bqta g e
Following the cancellation by Tanzania of French
Foreign Minister Louis de Guiringaud's planned visit.
Carter' s UN Ambassador Andrew Young and other
American officials Aug. 24 leaked details of new Anglo
American proposals for a settle ment in Rhodesia. The
proposals include the disbanding of the only military
force of black Rhodesian nationalists. the Zimbabwe
People' s Army (ZIPA) . and replacing both ZIPA and the
white Rhodesian army with a peacekeeping force under
United Nations or other auspices.
The Vance-Owen proposals are intended to sabotage
the French diplomatic initiative in Africa. an initiative
which appears to be aimed at bringing about black
majority rule in Rhodesia without a bloodbath. and
without the installation of a blackface puppet govern
ment run by Ian Smith. If Tanzanian President Julius
Nyerere capitulates to Anglo-American pressure and
follows through on initial indications that he would
support the Anglo-American proposal. a Rhodesian-South'
African war against Mozambique in the short term is on
the agenda.
Since the Anglo-American plan provides for the

castration of the Patriotic f ront. it will be completely
unacceptable to Mozambiq�e and Angola in particular.
Mozambique. the base of th ZIPA guerrilla forces wpuld
\
then be isolated. for attack y Rhodesia.
This scenario - isolati
the governments of first
Mozambique. and then An ola. was Henry Kissinger's
goal when he p lunged into ' uthern Africa following the
MPLA victory in Angola.
i
If. on the other hand. Ny rere reaffirms his solidarity
with the other frontline s tes over the weekend. the
rej ection of the Anglo-Am ric an plan by the frontline
states, coupled with Smith' rej ection of the plan. sets the
stage for implementation 0' what S m ith has termed his
" internal solution. " In that � ase . the danger is that South
Africa would reject the Fre p ch option and support Smith'
in his quest for an "inter � al solution. " thus ensuring
and the frontline
continued war between ,hodesia
'
states.
In either of the above caises. southern Africa will be
turned into a Vietnam-li � e slaughterhouse and the
French effort to defuse the � out4ern Africa hot spot will
be sabotaged. Peace and la real settlement can only
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result from a South African decision to throw in its lot
with the French diplomatic initiative.
Guiringaud last week visited frontline states Kenya,
Zambia, and Mozambique. While in Mozambique, the
French foreign minister held productive talks with
Mozambique President S amora Machel and Robert
Mugabe of the Patriotic Front. After pointing out the
unsavory aspects of past French policy in the Third
World, Machel congratulated G uiringaud on his coun
try ' s change of course, and spent most of the time
discussing the Rhodesia problem . Mugabe told reporters
that he was convinced that " France wishes to change its
policy in regard to southern Africa, " an allowance he has
never made for the United States or the United Kingdom.
"Up to now , " said the French daily Le Monde Aug . 22,
"the French government h a s ignored Mr. Mugabe . . . . I t

c losely tied t o the U . S . S tate Q epartment a n d the British
Foreign Office. Tanzania is f dl of British-stYle Fabian
" socialists , " U . S . -trained M li oists and assorted other
Anglo-American counterins u!r gency networks which
make up a s ignificant party o Nyerere' s political base ;
these networks were used to a bort Guiringaud' s visit, as
well as to force an initial i tentative acceptance by
Nyerere of the Anglo-America h plan.
Nyerere may have convince himself that he has made
a deal with Carter. " It is possi le to advance a little, " he
told reporters Aug . 23, " We h , ve agreed on an essential
r and his army also, and
point. Smith will give up po
Z I P A will be the future army � f Zimbabwe . " His " deal"
with Carter and the plan .as l ¢ aked Aug. 24 are two en
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tirely different things, yeti Nyerere is reportedly
prepared to provide troops fo the Anglo-American " UN

�

Five hours after Guiringau d ' s afternoon arrival in
Tanzania, there was still no acti vity at the hotel where
Guiringaud was to be hosted at a reception . The Tan

forc e . "
Five thousand black Rhod Et sian troolJ ;:; , according to
the Washington Post Aug . 25 " trained and equipped in
Tanzania are also to p lay a 111I a jor role in the transition,
according to the p lan . . . . They j constitute an independent
force in Tanzania outside thf:! control of the Patriotic
Front' s guerrillas . . . " Obseni ers believe this force is
being used as a threat aga nst Nyerere himself, ac

zanians had cancelled his visit. Circles around
G uiringaud blamed the sabotage of the visit on networks

counting for his apparent compliance
A m erican operations .
I

is possible Utat this failure w i l l b e reversed soon I n any
case, the French governm ent will do its best so that what
Mr. Mugabe says will be heard in the West . "

Sabotage in Tanzania
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Me nac h e m Beg i n I n Ru m a n i a
On Peace Bid

Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin arrived in
Rumania last week for five days of crucial talks with
Rumanian leaders on the situ ation in the Middle East.
Rumania . the only Communist country which maintains
diplomatic relations with Israel. has reportedly offered
its good offices to mediate contacts between the Arabs.
including the Palestine Liberation Organization. and
Israel .
The trip to Rumania. which is of momentous
significance. has virtually gone unreported in the u . s .
press.
Rumania will be seeking to solve the central impasse
during the Begin visit : how to reconcile the P LO and
Israel by obtaining "simultaneous " recognition of each
other in the framework of a Geneva peace conference . In
addition. there are unofficial reports that Begin will hold
secret contacts with Soviet and-or Arab officials during
his stay in Rumania. An E g yptian delegation is
scheduled to be in Rumania during the Begin visit.
The Rumanian initiative was announced only one day
after the disastrous tour of the Middle East by Secretary
of State Cyrus Vance. and was i m mediately taken up by
Prime Minister Begin. It comes at a tim e when the Soviet
Union. key West European forces. and a small number of
U . S . Whigs like Gen. George Keegan are coordinating a
major diplomatic offensive to extricate the Middle East
from the brink of the crisis into which it has been plunged
by the Carter Administration.
The USSR and West Europe. especially Italy and
France. are determined to find a formula to establish a
peace settlement in the Middle E a st as the cornerstone of
a broader effort for an overall Mediterranean political
and economic accord. This would pave the way for the
creation of a triangular new monetary system involvi ng
huge quantities of Arab capital. West European industry.
and the resources of the Comecon s ector.
On the eve of Begin's trip to Rumania. the three Arab
states of Egypt. Syria. and Jordan reportedly offered to
sign peace treaties with Israel in the event an overall
accord is reached including effective guarantees of the
rights of the Palestinians . according to the Ne w York
Tim es. The Arab offer was a crucial precondition for the
possible success of the talks in Rumania. since Begin is
committed to securing full Arab recognition of Israel and
its right to exist in any negotiations that take place. Since
1 948. the Arabs have never publicly stated their
. willingness to conclude a peace treaty with Israel.
But the central issue remains the Palestine question.
The PLO has indicated numerous ti mes that it is willing
to conclude a detente with Israel. including Israel' s right
to exist. provided that it is allowed to establish a

Palestinian state on the occu� ied West Bank and Gaza . A
key goal of the recent Van f e trip to the area was to
p revent the PLO from making a decision to recognize an
"amended" version of Resolution 242. one that would
include a reference to th , " national rights of the
Palestinians . " On this ques ,ion. Vance has committed
the U . S . to support the Isr�eli position and refuse to
accept any changes in the UN resolution. which now
refers to the Palestinians as ' � refugees . " As Begin left for
Rumania . the PLO conven
a m eeting of its Central
Council to discuss the overalljMiddle East situation.

�

PLO Leader: Use Oi l Only As
A Pos i t i ve Weapon
The following are excerp ts from a summarized inter
vie w given by Palestine Libera tion Organization Ex
ternal Affairs Minister Fal-ouk Kaddoumi to the Le
banese weekly Monday Morning. The account was distri

buted by the PLO news agen ty W A F A A ug. 19:

Farouk Kaddoumi. head pf the Palestine Liberation
Organization' s political department. told Monday
Morning last week that a new resolution will be proposed
to the Security Council in its h ext session. scheduled to be
held this fall.
The resolution. he said. will be tabled by " friendly"
countries and will recognlize the national rights of
Palestinians . " including thelir right to return to the land
'
they left in 1948 . "
If that resolution passes tJtrough the Security Council
without colliding with the' A merican veto. " we can
describe American action as positive. " Kaddoumi said.
Until then. however. the Palestinians will continue to
regard Am erican actions aed statements as " deceptive
tactics . "
U . S . Secretary o f State Oyrus Vance's 10-day Middle
E astern tour. which ended �n Thursday. August 1 8 . was
aimed not at achieving a just peace. Kaddoumi said. but
j
at :
1 . Pushing the United Nations out of the Middle East
peace initiative .
2. Pushing the Soviet Union out of the Middle East
region.
3. Pushing the Palestinians out of the Middle East
settlement.
4. Sowing the seeds of inter-Arab and ArabM I D D L E EAST

I

Palestinian discord, in an attempt to give Israel more
time to strengthen itself and to a llow the Americans to
continue to exploit the Arabs' " tremendous resour
ces. "
One of Vance's major aims, Kaddoumi said, was to
return to former U . S . Secretary of State Henry Kissin
ger's "step-by-step" approach to the Middle East crisis
- an approach which the Palestinians will fight " with
everything at their disposaL "
In view of these "American-Israeli maneuvers, "
Kaddoumi added, the Geneva conference will not b e held
this year. Instead, the Arabs must prepare themselves
for an Israeli preemptive strike aimed at the occupation
of more Arab land - South Lebanon included . . . .
Kaddoumi called for a n Arab summit conference to
develop a unified Arab stand, urging concerted use of all
the Arabs' potentials in a drive to regain Arab rights and
establish a Palestinian state.
He added, however, that the Arabs ' oil weapon should
be used only for "positive pressure. "
He ruled out the possibility of a future Arab oil boycott
for reasons which he said lfe cannot discuss "due to Arab
security considerations . "
"All I can say i s that a n Arab oil boycott would be
comparable to the use of the atomic bomb by the other
side , " Kaddoumi said . . . .
I f that resolution i s passed, will the PLO recognize
Israel?
"We will not recognize Israel. Recognition is a
sovereign act. The United States, for instance, has not
recognized China, whose population is larger than the
United States' .
"What w e say i s this :
"We are willing to establish our independent state on
any part of our land which is liberated through any
means. We will do so if that state is free of all external
interference and is ruled solely by the Palestinians under
the leadership of the PLO.
"We always consult our Arab brothers in Egypt, Syria,
Saudi Arabia, Algeria, Iraq, Morocco, Tunis. We always
coordinate our actions with them and try to maintain a
unified Arab position. We want the Arabs to use all the
weapons at their disposal. If the Arabs' oil resources can
be used as a positive weapon, instead of a threatening
one, to bring pressure to bear on the United States and
Europe, we are all for its use in that manner. It is my
view. in fact. that Arab oil should be used only as a tool of
positive pressure. Positive pressure would be better than
a boycott or other measures, because there are a number
of issues linked with the question of oil. I cannot reveal
these issues , due to Arab security consideratio ns . All I
can say is that an Arab oil boycott would be comparable
to the use of the atom ic bomb by the other side . . . .
Q:

"
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Gen e ra l Keega n : U .S. Sho u ld
Su pport A Pa l e �t i n i a n State
West Germany's Die Welt published an in tervie w with
former Chief of U. S. Air Force In telligence, General
George Keegan on A ug. 22, whiCh is excerpted below:

The USA must take care of a future Palestinian state
with financial aid and guarantees for its security otherwise it will develop into : a new crisis point. U . S .
General George Keegan, who �s head o f U . S . Air Force
Intelligence for years, came tp this conclusion after a
trip to the Mideast. In an exclusive interview with Die
Welt, Keegan warned about J\,rab plans L V cut Israeli
territory in two in the event of a;conflict with a spearhead
of 14 to 15 tank divisions .
Welt: General Keegan, we ar t in a turbulent phase of
American peace efforts in the Mideast. Secretary of
State Vance' s trip can be undllrstood as being a strong
U . S . inclination toward the Aralb position, and as putting
corresponding pressure on ISIll e l. Carter is in a hurry
and says that the reason for this is that for the first time
in the history of the Mideast conflict both sides, including
the Arabs, are ready for a negotiated solution. What is
your analysis?
Keega n : It is difficult to contradict this viewpoint,
especially when one looks at what has been said. There is
ample evidence that the AraJ> leaders, as they have
always said, are holding firm to their old goal of the
destruction of Israel and the Jews . But their strategy has
changed. They have recogniz� after four wars , that a
direct policy of war does not pav . . . .

I

As a result of your �rip, do you see other
possibilities that would go beyopd those that we have just
discussed?
Keegan : 1 believe that the Israelis - their leadership
really desperately wants peak:e - would close ranks
behind an agreement if it �ould absolutely rule out
having the West Bank ever return to being a glacis (a
slope that runs downward fro� a fortification - ed. ) for
Soviet tanks in Arab hands. I q elieve that in this context
there are a whole series of alt� rnatives that we have not
even considered yet.
Welt:

For example : If our governfuent were to maintain which I consider to be a horri b � e irrationality - that the
creation of a Palestinian state � s indispensible because it
believes that it could calm the � rabs by doing so, then it
should make the effort with it� money and its resources
to ensure that the creation of s Ch a st� te does not create
a new crisis point. This would occur If we were to subl

�

sidize the Palestinian state, like Jordan was created and
subsidized by Great Britian after World War I. The USA
will subsidize and create a Palestinian state, in alliance
with Jordan, if this is the only acceptable way. And if the
U . S . rea i ly wants to set up something on Its oWn two legs
that is conscious of its responsibility then we will offer
financial aid for an unlbnited amount of time: We will
also offer guarantees of security for such a Palestinian
state on the one hand, and on the other halld, guarantee
that such a state will not become a threat to its neigh
bors, nor become a nucleus for communist subverson
and revolution.
As a result of the studies I made during my trip, I have
the strong impression that the USA does not have the
right insight for what would be logical and rational., .,'

_�ra�� W�I,I�ng !o �ig n
Treaty With Israe l

A repol't of Arab willingness to sign peace treaties with
Israel. as reported in the New ¥ork Times by Bernard
G wertzman A ug. 21, was most interestingly greeted by
the Isra elis in two divergent ways. as reDected In the

following Radio Israel report and the contra dictory
statements made by Israeli U.N. Am bassador Cba/m
Herzog, wbo is known to ba ve close ties to the U.S.

,Na tional ' Security . Council.
report:

Below

is. G wertzman 's

Egypt, Syria. and Jordan have informed the United
States that they would sign peace treaties with Israel as
part of an overall Middle East settlement. In addition
Egypt and Jordan said they would consider a further
American proposal that they
' also take up diplomatic
relations with Israel.
The intention of the Utree Arab countries was made
known to Secretary of State Cyrus R. Vance during his
recent mission to the Middle East . . . .
According to Administration and diplomatic sources,
Mr. Vance, during his l l -day trip to the Middle East
earlier this month, offered both sides several options and
proposals for overcoming obstacles to a Middle East ,
conference at Geneva and for the
principles to govern
'
such a conference. . . .
The Arab leaders, in their talks with Mr. Vance, d.id not
accept any option. They repeated with varying intensity
that the Palestine Liberation Organization should be
invited to Geneva .

Radio Israel We lco m e s Reports
Of Arab Peace Overt u res to I s rael
Radio Israel ran th e following commentary on A ug. 21 :
Israel has reason to believe that the Arabs will present
negotiating proposals on their readiness to sign peace
agreements with Israel. This is what a foreign ministry
source said, reacting to the New York Times report that
Egypt; Syria, and Jordan told Vance that they were
willing to sign peace treaties with Israel as part of an
overall settlement. The Foreign Ministry source said

that Israel had no idea what kind of proposals the Arabs
would make, but he was h peful that they would be
genuine peace proposals .
•

,

Ara b Sig nal to U . S . Bel ittl ed by Israel
Israeli Ambassador Cbaim Herzog, a former bead of
Israeli intelligence, violently derided reported Arab
peace overtures to Israel in a sp eecb in New York A ug.
21. Tbe New York Times ran the following account of

Herzog 'l address :

I

Israel' s chief delegate to the United Nations, Chaim
Herzog, suggested yesterday that it was merely " for
Western consumption" if *=gypt, Syria, and Jordan
signaled to Washington a Iwillingness to sign peace
treaties with Israel as part of Ian overall settlement . . . .
"How o n earth can one imagine that they are serious
about thi s , " Mr. Herzog said� " if they do not even want to
sit down in one room and talk., " . . .
" I srael, " h e declared, continues to face "unbridled
terror backed by unlimited Wjealth . "
. . . Mr. Herzog strongly reJ �cted what h e described a s a
barrage of tendentious reports in Western news outlets
suggesting that the Arab governments and the Palestine
Liberation Organization ;. were modifying their
positions. . . .
Mr. Herzog declared that Washington officials " delude
themselves" if they believe a settlement of the Arab
Israeli conflict would bring eace to the region. He cited
past and present armed clashes involving Arab nations
and said that the "really pe , ceful borders in the Middle
East today are those betwee. Israel and her neighbors. "

�

USSR Steps

I

Up

Pace Of

Midd le East D i p l omacy
In the wake of Cyrus I Vanc e ' s collapsed shuttle
diplomacy efforts to black�ai l both Arabs and Israelis
into supporting U . S . Mid�le E ast policy - which
managed to alienate both !sides from the U . S . - the
Soviet Union has intensified the pace of its diplomatic
contact work in the Middle East. According to Radio
Israel, the Soviet foreign mtnistry this week established
a special bureau for Middle iEast p eace to coordinate the
USSR 's overall approach !toward the area including
relations with Wesstern Eqrope and the United States
vis-a-vis the Middle East.
i
The following is a partial listing of Soviet and allied
contacts with the Middle Eait countries this week.
- Israel : Prime Minister Begin arrives in
Rumania on Aug . 25
- Iran : The Shah of Iran visits Poland and
Czechoslovakia to discujss oil shipments , credits
and industrial cooperatiOln, Aug . 22-28 .
,
- Jordan : Soviet Chi,f of Staff Ogarkov invited
a Jordanian military delegation to visit Moscow.
- Palestine : PLO Chairman Yasser Arafat is
scheduled to visit MoscOlW on Aug . 29. Previously,
Arafat received three ,*essages ' from the Soviet
M I D D LE EAST
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leadership in four days.
- Syria, Libya, Algeria : Soviet Chi ef of Staff
Ogarkov tours these three countries, each the
target of a U . S . -instigated threat : Algeria from
Morocco , Libya from Egypt, and Syria (and
Lebanon ) from Israel.
In addition, the Lebanese press reported that Premier
Brezhnev is planning to make a tour of the Middle East
and Africa in September.
During the course of the week, the Soviet media
focused closely on Middle East developments, watching
especially the crisis in Lebanon and the Egypt-Libya
border, covering developments very carefully. The case
of the Egypt-Libya crisis is particularly important since
President Sadat has been escalating his suicidal anti
Soviet stand while announcing Egypt's compliance with
IMF austerity demands . Although the Czech press, for
instance, is harshly anti-Sadat - calling Egypt a tool of
reaction and reporting that the U . S . , Israel, and the
Sudan cooperated to assist the Egyptian war against
Libya last month - the Soviet m edia have been
relati vely even-handed, perhaps not to upset a scheduled
trip by Foreign Minister Gromyko to Egypt in two weeks.
C o l u m n i st F o r e s e e s Tota l Co l l a p s e
of U . S . P o s i t i o n i n M i d ea st
The follo wing assessm en t was given t o E I R this week by
one of Washington 's m ost ren o wned c olumnists, who
asked tha t his name not be divulged:

What is the U . S . intending to do about the unravelling
crisis in southern Lebanon?
A: As Carter indicated in his press conference this week,
we' ll do nothing .
Q: How will the Soviets take all this? They must be
pretty alarmed.
A : No, they're cleverly staying in the background,
waiting for us to fall flat on our face . Then, as the in
ternational oil situation gets rough, you'll find Europe
and Japan moving their own way, away from the U . S . ,
and the Soviets getting back into the picture i n a big way,
consolidating relations with new radicals in power in
Egypt and Syria and gaining general strength
throughout the area.
Unlike us, you see, the Europeans and J apanese will
clearly act on the basis of their own national interest vis
a-vis the Arabs, telling the Israelis, " You're our friends , "
but we have national interests to develop . This will give
them an advantage over the U . S . on the oil front, and on
the political question of relations with the Arabs. The less
we do about it, the worse it will be for us. This is a very
serious problem for us , for every A m erican.
Look at the Europeans : they're quiet, don't make a big
public fuss. And, for now , they know that the power to
deal with Saudi Arabia and Kuwait lies in Washington.
But once the Saudis and Kuwaitis decide that we can't
make peace, then a serious crisis will break out within
the western industrial bloc , and the Soviets will con
solidate in the Arab world, the Europeans will strengthen
relations with the Arabs, the Arabs will have new op
tions, and so on.
This future may very well lie in store for us.
Q:
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j ect Va n ce

Pa l esti n ians

l i t PLO

Ploy To

After two days of consul ation in Damascus, the
Palestine Liberation Organi tion Central Council an
nounced on Aug. 26 their refus 1 to accept United Nations
Resolution 242 and denou ed the policy of U.S.
Secretary of State Cyrus Van e toward the Palestinians
as " against Palestinian righ s . " Khaled Fahoum, the
head of the Palestine Nati nal Council, the official
Palestinian legislative bod for which the Central
Council operates as an inter m decision-making body,
announced that a new meetin of the Central Council will
soon be held after the leaders ip of the P LO returns from
a visit to Moscow.
The announcement deliver a m aj or blow to Vance's
manipulative strategy to ca lyze splits and divisions
within the PLO by holding out substanceless promise of
U . S . concessions toward the LO in return for the PLO
recognition of 242 , a resoluti n which the organization
has always rej ected becaus � it treats the Palestinian
question as a refugee question l r ather than one of national
self-determination.
i
During Vance's recent stop · n S audi Arabia, he issued
an ambiguous statement abou a possible role for the PLO
to play in Geneva in return f r recognizing 242 . But as
the Aug.26 Ne w York Tim es evealed, Vance had made
no substantive commitments hat soever to the PLO nor
to the Saudi monarchs with hom Vance discussed the
242 m aneuver.
Prior to the Central counc ' l m eeting, the Saudis and
E gyptians had reportedly pre ured the PLO to accept 242
and had won at least the publi ly enthusiastic agreement
of PLO Chairman Yasser Ara at to the strategy. But it is
likely that all along the Sau is had been testing u. s.
willingness to publicly make I an offer to recognize the
PLO in return for signs Of PLO " moderation. " The
Saudis are reportedly now ira e that the U . S . showed no
such signs at all since the co pletion of the mid-August
Vance trip .
According t o Arab jOUrnalis sources in Europe Aug. 26,
the Saudis are "fed up" wit the U . S . attitude on the
P LO question, and will now ,'turn toward Europe" for
political support.
!
Within the PLO itself, A t afat came under heavy
pressure from PLO centrists oppose the 242 maneuver
in the absence of any signs of quid pro quo from the U .S .
PLO Executive Committe
m e m ber Abu Meizer
declared, for example, on ug. 26 that " there is no
reason for us to discuss the 2 1 2 R esolution just because
we received a Hello from was ington. "
The PLO also reportedly c m e under great pressure
from the Soviets and the Sy ians to oppose the Vance
ploy. According to the Beir � t j ournal An-Nahar, the
Soviets "advised" Arafat et a � . to " not be precipitous" in
regard to 242 and to instead : "hold out" for an actual
revision of the resolution itsel •.
On the eve of the Central ouncil meeting the Syrian
government-control led press ailed for the PLO to take a
hard line toward the United ates initiative. According
to a State Department obser er, " the Syrians are very
suspicious of activities to bri about P LO recognition of
"playing a very strong
242 , " since the PLO would

t

�
�
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card" - i . e . de facto recognition of Israel for the first
time ever - "in return for very little. "
With the 242 maneuver o f Vance shelved. the PLO will
now seek an official United Nations Security Council
amendment of 242 to have it recognize Palestinian
national rights . According to Tim e magazine. Arafat will
come to the United Nations next month to offer official
recognition of Israel in return for an amended 242 . Tim e
claims that the Soviets have thrown their weight behind
this initiative by armtwisting the hard line " rej ection
front" - which publicly opposes any recognition of
Israel under any terms - into backing up Arafat' s
chosen future diplomatic initiatives.
A correlated PLO move. undoubtedly with Saudi
backing. will be to seek European support for a change in
242 as well as official European recognition of the PLO as

a " statal" body. Reliable sources report that the French
are now organizing within : European Economic Com
munity circles to bring about an alteration of 242 within
the next days .
Simultaneously. according to the Aug . 25 Italian daily
Corriere della Sera. the PLO has mounted a "political
diplomatic offensive" in Rome to end the "unj ustified
delay" in Italian recognition 'of the PLO. Corriere reports
that the cross-party ItalianlArab Friendship League is
asking for an "urgent" meeting with Italian Foreign
Minister Forlani at the begi�ning of September to push
for P LO recognition.
In a related development. a British government of
ficial. Ambassador Craig in pam ascus. for the first time
. ever held a meetin�_ thi_�_yv�e�· with a top-level PLO of
ficiaf. Criag met with Fahoum . and will reportedly soon
m eet with Arafat.

Kissi nger And Daya n Ra ise Spectre
Of New Lebanon Civi l War

During the last week Lebanon has experienced the
worst violence in the ten months since the official
ceasefire halting the civil war.
Syrian Foreign Minister Abdul Khalim Khaddam and
his Lebanese counterpart Fuad Butros met this week in
Chtaura. Lebanon to work out a new ·ceasefire . The
meeting was preceded by the sudden eruption of fighting
between the Falange and lefti sts in the Chouf region.
southwest of Beirut. the first serious violence there in

L E BA N O N
months . At the same time. Falangist forces. backed by
Israeli heavy artillery and air support. launched the '
strongest assault to date against several Palestinian
positions along the Israeli-Lebanese border. Radio Isra el
reported that the Palestine Liberation Organization
( PLO) has massed 6.000 troops in southern Lebanon. and
quoted southern Lebanese villagers that the Palestinian
guerri llas are " digging in. " Troops from Iraq and
Somalia have entered the area to support the P LO . A
"preemptive" Israeli invasion and a Syrian-Israeli
showdown are not unlikely.
The outbreak of fighting occurred j ust as a carefully
worked out agreem ent between S yria. Lebanon. and the
PLO - known as the Chtaura Accords - was about to be
used to ease the unresolved . tensions in southern
Lebanon. The deterioration of the Lebanese truce has all
the markings of the mastermind of the Lebanon civil
war. former U . S . Secretary of State Henry Kissinger.
and his networks in Lebanon.
The French daily L 'Aurore questioned the ti ming of the
new round of fighting as an agreement was nearing
completion between Lebanese Muslim leader Saeb
Salem and hardline Maronite warlord Camille Chamoun
to back up the Chtaura Accord s . Such an agreement
would have deactivated Chamoun's ties to Israeli
military intelligence. a key controlling factor in the
volatile southern Lebanon situation . As the Conference of

. the Lebanese of the Maronite Front was to convene to
consider acceptance of the Chtaura Accords . the battles
in Chouf and southern Lebanon broke out .
The acceptance of the accords by Chamoun. and his
National Liberal Party. would have guaranteed their
implementation .

Bai t for Israeli Preempti ve Stri ke

The fighting in the Chouf has . for the time being .
stop p e d . fo l lo w i n g the · d e p l o y m e n t of S y r i a n
peacekeeping troops into the region . B u t following its
outbreak both Falangist leader Pierre Gemayel and
Chamoun hardened their positions . According to Agence
France Presse today. Chamoun has given the Lebanese
government a "24 hour ultimatum " to crack down on
both the Palestinians and the Lebanese left. "Otherwise.
we will launch our militias . " said Chamoun in a warning
to Lebanese President Sarkis. The leader of the Falange
m ilitia. Bashlr Gemayel. endorsed the Chamoun threat.
The warfare on the border and the threat of renewed
bloodshed in the tense Chouf sets a dangerous trap for
S yria . Any direct intervention by the Syrian troops would
pit them against the Israeli-allied Falange. risking a
retaliatory preemptive strike by Israel. Syndicated
columnists Evans and Novak warned Aug . 22 of a
probable 24 to 48 hour Israeli lightening attack into
Lebanon "to protect the Christians . " According to
French press sources a major topic on the agenda at the
Aug . 21 Israeli cabinet meeting was the military
situation in Lebanon.
Both Radio Mosco w and the Cuban press have noted
the increasing military role that Israel is playing in
supporting the outnumbered Maronites in southern
Lebanon. For six straight days. the town of Nabatiye. on
the Israeli border. has been shelled by Falange and
Israeli arti llery. According to the Cuban wire service.
Prensa La tina. the border town of Marj ayoun has also
been the center of intense ! fighting . Israeli fighter j ets
have provided air cover fCll r stepped up shelling from
Israel.
M I D D L E EAST
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IMF · Sets Septe m be r Dead l i n e For
The International Monetary Fund ( IMF ) has issued an
ultimatum to the Turkish government to impose auster
ity by Sept. 24 or face a total cutoff of credit from the
West. " Bankers have realised that Turkey is in a major
economic crisis, " wrote The Economist. "Worries over
Zaire and Peru, where bankers have $800 million and $3 .5
billion at stake respectively, are almost beginning to look
pale by comparison. "

T U R K EY
Panic over Turkey is not limited to the unpaid debt.
Since the 1974 Cyprus affair. NATO has been steadily los
ing influence in the eastern Mediterranean, and anti
American sentiment is widespread. Ne w York Tim es
columnist C . L . Sulzberger sounded the alarm this week
by raving about the growth of pro-socialist, pro-Soviet
sympathies among young officers in the..:rurkish mili
tary. A Turkish government spokesman confirmed that
Turkey is indeed "seriously considering" the Soviet
option: "Nobody in Turkey is in love with the Soviets, "
state the official. " But the Soviets are offering u s solid
deals. The U . S . is offering nothing but pressure. "
Capitula tion

Capitulating to the IMF's ultimatu m , Turkish Prime
Minister Suleyman Demirel has launched his " new
economic policy, " officially christened " Belt Tighten
ing . " The centerpiece of the policy is austerity, and in
volves drastic cutbacks in all commodity imports. a 50-60
percent currency devaluation. massive taxation leading
to a forced shutdown of the " uneconomical" state sector
enterprises , cutbacks in all public services by 75-100 per
cent, and price hikes for oil and oil products by 75-200 per
cent. Already. Turkey's growth rate - the highest in
Europe just last year - has plunged from 8 percent to 5.5
percent. Massive electricity shortages have crippled
industry. reducing output by more than 50 percent. And
exports of wheat and other foodstuffs vital for domestic
consumption have resulted in widespread food shor
tages.
A World Bank spokesman has confirmed that the IMF
is behind the austerity package and that the Fund " re
quested" that Demirel implement it at this ti me .
The IMF ultimatum follows months of pressure on the
Turkish government to impose austerity . Prior to the
June 5 Turkish general elections , the right-wing coalition
government of Demirel was too weak to follow through
on the IMF ' s demands , and the I M F was forced to buy
time until the elections in the hope that a more stable.
majority regime would come into power and carry out
the unpopular austerity measure s . After more than two
months of political stalemate, D e m irel was finally rein
stalled as Prime Minister, leading a coalition as weak as
the one before and more vulnerable than ever to IMF de
mands.
According to a leading New York banker, "Demirel
has set the stage for military intervention. He has pro
posed the IMF's package, but he is too weak to carry it
out himself. It seems the mi litary m ight have to carry it
6
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out for him . " The banker confi med that a major faction
fight currently raging in the g neral staff of the Turkish
army "is definitely linked to t economic crisis and the
IMF ' s demands. " Pro-IMF ge erals linked to Demirel's
neo-Nazi coalition partner, C l . Alpaslan Turke s , and
backed by Demirel himself ar making a major power
play against the dominant tr ditionalist command to
seize control of the military nd c lear the way for an
IMF -backed coup d'etat. When t was tried on June 2, this
m ethod flopped.
The E c o n o m i s t : Ban e rs ' Co l d T u rkey
The following are excerpts fr m th e A ug. 1 0 issue of the
British weekly The Economi . The article is entitled
"Bankers ' Problems : Cold Tur ey. "

International bankers have been caught napping in
Turkey . . . Now, rather too lat , bankers have realised
'
that Turkey is in a major econ ic crisis which the new
old coalition government proba ly cannot handle without
extensive default . . . .
Turkey has a m ere $500 m Ilion o f reserves left. It
already owes banks and trad s around $ 1 . 5 billion for
imports received but not paid for. The central bank is
now refusing to make the ne ssary foreign exchange
available. Bankers are c1ai 'ng $500 million due on
letters of credit alone . Some c m m ercial payments are
already five months in arrears .
The coldest shock to banke s is that Turkey is now
failing to make payments gu ranteed by the govern
m ent. Some $500 million of co vertible lira deposits are
falling due right now. another $ 00 million before the end
of the year. The money is comi g through spottily or not
at all. Some payments are alre dy several weeks late .
An attempt has been made t launch a little lifeboat to
preserve banking confidence T e Bank for International
S ettlements , which acts as ce tral bank for the top 1 0
industrial nations, has made a ecret loan of $100 million
to Turkey to help it pay out to rivate bankers under the
convertible lira scheme. That on't go far . . . .
S m aller banks suspect that h e Turkish central bank
may be giving preferential tre ment to favoured foreign
banks. and trying to penalise hose who until now have
been making a mint under th convertible lira scheme.
They resent the way a few big rivate commercial banks
such as Citibank and Chase M nhattan (the hardest hit
by the Turkish econom ic cris s - ed. ) , have been ef
fectively delegated the task of p erating a queue system
on payment arrears. A major i ternational banking row
is brewing.
and remittances from
In spite of official aid flo
overseas workers. Turkey wil be at least $2 billion in
deficit this year. Its oil bill alo will top $1 billion. It has
approached international bank for a j umbo loan to get it
out of trouble. They have re sed. They say that the
country must show willing (sic by going to the IMF and
accepting whatever austerity easures it recom mends.
So far. Mr. Demirel' s right-w ng coalition government
has been too weak to take their dvice.
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Bl u m e n tha l Cu rre n cy Ma n i pu l ati o n
Se nds Ja pa ,n I n to F i n a n c i a l: Cris is
An alarmed Bank of Japan warned last week that lead
i n g J a p a n e s e c o r p o r a t i o n s a r e r e s o r t i n g to
severe cost-cu iting measures - including cuts in capi
tal investments , inventory liquidation, and putting work
ers on short-time - to try to solve Japan' s new acute li
quidity crisis. Some firm s are going so far as to cut ne
cessary operating expenses in order to gain cash for
short-term speculation in real estate and the stock mar
ket. According to confidential internal reports of the ma
jority of Japan's leading banks - reports which they
say they are afraid to show to their clients - these cost
cutting measures will lead to unmitigated recession
within months unless the process is arrested by large
scale government stimulus.

The responsibility for this debacle lies squarely with
the Carter Administration and its backers in lower Man
hattan. Every one of that fa�tion's fundamental interna
tional economic policies has hurt Japan's exports - the
sole basis of Japan' s financ ial stability and economic
growth over the past two y e ars. Carter and Wall Street
have forced the developin countries and weaker ad
vanced countries to restrict tiheir imports . In the U . S . and
in certain European countr � es they have set up protec
tionism shields against alm()st every major Japanese ex
port : steel, automobiles, s hi p s , textiles , TVs, even ball
bearings .
.
The result has been a sev� n-month long stagnation of
Japan's exports . (Graph lin The 10 percent yen ap-
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Note: In the graph showing the di screpency betw een and import
value in dollars vs. yen, the base was taken at 300 yen per dollar,
the rate prevailing before pressure from U . S . began. July export
figures are preliminary and rose so much only because of the ,
extraordinary increase in ships ($400 mil. increase) which fluc
tuate wildly from month to month.
' Source: Mini stry of Int' l Trade
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preciation that Treasury S ecretary Blumenthal forced
upon Japan. transformed this into an i m mediate. unman
ageable liquidity crisis . Many of the export corporations.
which had provided a critical margin of liquidity for the
economy as a whole. are now selling below the cost of
production.
The crisis has polarized Japanese political and busi
ness circles into three distinct points of view. all demand
ing drastic action .
Prime Minister Takeo Fukuda and his allies are will
ing to follow the dollar empire to its final collapse. They
insist that Japan increase imports to bail out countries in
'
debt to the U . S . banks. while simultaneously permanent
ly switching to a low-growth economy.
Most representations of business rej ect this point of
view. For the moment. however. they have not deter
mined a positive alternative. but demand that the gov
ernment launch an $ 1 1 billion reflation program and give
them the cash to avoid bankruptcy .
A third grouping, still a small m inority o f business, has
seen that the crisis demands a break with the dollar and
positive action to restore world trade.
The Crisis

The alleged purpose of the assault on Japan' s trade
launched by Wall Street is to force the country to de
crease exports to, and increase i mports from, the deve
loping countries and weaker European countries . Wall
Street hopes this will give the latter countries sufficient
revenue to pay their debts to the New York banks . It is
assumed that Japan. West GiE!rmany, and the U . S . will all
carry out the same policy : giving the scenario the title
"the three engines of recovery. " As anyone three weeks
in a first college semester economics course could have
told Mr. Blumenthal. the stagnation in exports has not
produced an increase in i m ports, but the opposite.
(Graph l D ) .
Because of the stagnation in exports , Japan has been
on the brink of recession for month s . Production at the
end of June was no higher than last November and is esti
mated to have fallen again. in July. Real wages have
fallen to a 1 -2 percent annual rate of increase. Machinery
orders fell 7 . 5 percent in April-June. Capital investment
is predicted to fall in July-Septem ber, for the first time
since early 1976, then by another astounding 8 , 4 percent
in October-December ! By July, corporations were sell
ing solid stocks because they needed the money, and the
market hit its 1977 low.
As one chief economist at a leading New York bank put
it, "Well, I agree that the yen revaluation won't achieve
what Blumenthal says it will. But, you have to admit it' s
better than having the yen fall in value . "
The Th ree Options

Pushed by a panicked business com munity, Premier
Fukuda met with government and party leaders for three
days during the first week in August and announced a
hastily prepared $4-6 billion reflation program. Three
weeks later business raised its demand to $1 1 billion and
Fukuda raised his offer to $5-7. 5 billion.
This step Fukuda desperately wanted to avoid . As late
as two weeks before the emergency m eetings, his depu2
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ties were insisting that the ec omy would soon resume
its "paused" recovery and tha t no new stimulus was re
quired. As longtime public prott ge of David Rockefeller,
Fukuda has insisted that Jap adhere to the Trilateral
Commission strategy of the "t ree engines of recovery. "
I n the sum mer of 1 976 then- rookings Institution eco
nomist, now Assistant Treasur secretary, C. Fred Berg
sten called for a substantial re aluation of the yen, then
at 300 to the dollar. Within day Fukuda publicly echoed
the call (at the time he was 4irector of the Economic
Planning Agency and Deputy P ri m e Minister . )
Chase Manhattan offi'cials ha' e told EIR that a n essen
tial part of the "three engine of recovery" policy is a
permanent restructuring of Ja an's economy away from
export-dependent high growth to " low, stable growth. "
Fukuda has repeatedly castig ed business for demand
ing government measures to nd the three-year reces
sion. Last spring, when the re ewed stagr.ation became
evident. he spent months bic ring with business over
whether a piddling $1 billion ta cut could be added to an
$80 bi llion budget already one-t ird in deficit.
Fukuda attempted to seize �pon the current liquidity
crisis as an opportunity to
force the restructuring
progra m . His instrument in th s effort is a group called
the Industrial Planning Counc I. The council is chaired
by Takeshi Sakkurada, a ferv$ t F ukuda supporter and
the head of the Employer' s As$ociation. Two weeks ago
the council issued a statement I calling for sharp restric
tions in exports of steel, auto !i , ship s , and home appli
ances - exactly the demands !o f Blumenthal. On a long
range basis they demanded I ering exports from 1 3
p ercent to 8 percent o f Gross ational Product (GNP)
and restricting growth in nine ' pollution-causing and re
source-consuming " industries including steel, autos,
electric power and chem icals ! According to the Aug. 1 5
Mainichi, the �ouncil's credo i $ that Japan must end its
"blind faith in the concept � ever higher GNP and
growth rates " because " raw materials can't last
forever. " It threatens that un ss Japan turns to " low
growth" it will suffer a perman nt recession.
The di sastrous results prod ced by Blumenthal and
Fukuda have so weakened Fuk � da politically that he has
been unable to carry out his �referred policy. Instead,
business forced him to acquie$ce to the reflation prog
ram .
These forces are led by Tosh o Komoto, a former ship
ping magnate now heading the Policy Affairs Council of
the Liberal-Democartic Party, a rumored potential suc!
cessor to Fukuda.
The reflation program itself, �owever, is not a genuine
recovery program but a shorit-term inflationary gim
mick. A lthough the full detai l s were not available at
press time, most of the progra rtt as presently announced
consists of financial giveaway � to industries and firms
threatened with bankruptcy d � e to the recession and or
yen appreciation. The public Works aspect of the prog
ram consists mainly of accele tating existing programs
for highway and railroad consttuction and building of oil
stockpiles ; few , if any, major in e w programs are being
initiated. In addition there wU, likely be another cut in
the discount rate of 0.5 perce n,t or 1 .0 percent from the
present 5 percent level - the �ne healthy anti-inflation
ary measure in the entire progrtt m .
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The Finance Ministry and the Bank of Japan have been
quite reticent to approve the program because of its hy
perinflationary potential. The Bank of .Japan recently
warned that corporations are reducing capital expendi
tures and other necessary operati ng expenses in order to
gain cash to make quick bucks on the stock market. This
speculative fever sent the market from 1 977 lows in July
to 1977 highs in August. The Bank of Japan fears any new
inj ection of liquidity will simply accelerate that process.
For this reason it even opposes the discount rate cut,
while the Finance Ministry wants to limit the reflation
program to $1-2 billion.
The majority of business is so desperate for immediate
cash that they have ignored both the danger of inflation
and the need for a genuine recovery progra m . Even Mit
subishi Bank. well known as the m ost bearish in its pre
dictions and the most fearful of inflation. supports the fi
nancial bailout. In a confidential internal report. they
said preventing a financial pani c i s more i mportant that
worrying about inflation.
r-----

Only a minority among lelilld ing businessmen has point
ed out that disaster await$ Japan if it follows either
Fukuda' s low-growth or the bogus alternative of an infla
tionary binge. According to Japanese banking sources,
this group is trying to design an institutional basis by
which petrodollars can be used to stimulate trade and
development rather than fill! the coffers of the New York
banks and the Eurodollar market.
Their viewpoint was presE¥1ted in an Aug . 1 front-page
lead in the Mainichi Daily! News by Ichiro Takeuchi ,
Counselor to the Bank of Tokrro. Takeuchi locates current
international monetary turJ?loi l in the overvaluation of
the dollar, adding. "The U . S � is seeking Japan's coopera
tion is 'correcting' the overyaluation of the dollar." He
compares the current period to the crisis of February
March 1 973 which led to th«l! oil crisis and then the Her
statt bankruptcy, adding, ' "There is no guarantee that
such an incident could n� happen to the Japanese
banks" ( Last year SumitoDlo Bank suffered a $300 mil
lion foreign exchange loss , the largest in history, when
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Ataka trading company went
bankrupt. ) Takeuchi says the
answer is to end Japan's " un
natural and irrational total depen
dence on the dollar. " He proposes
internationalization of the yen in
such a way as to promote trade.
A high Japanese government
official told EIR that a faction of
'
business and the bure a ucra cy hit s '
now decided that Japan must coor
dinate its economic, trade and cur
rency policies with West Germany,
not the U . S . He reports that this fac
tion is increasingly forcing its
policies on the government. Setting
up such an axis was the subj ect of
the recent visit of West German
Economics Minister Hans Fride
richs, according to this source . The
Vice Minister of the International
Trade and Industry Ministry re
cently visited the OPEC countries
to secure closer relations with.
them.
The most positive concrete pro
posal has come from a group of
business leaders known as Keizai
Doyukai . Acocrding to the Aug . 21
Mainichi. they called for setting up
a new institution to fund capital in
vestment proj ects in South East
Asia. The institution would use
fu,nds from the industrialized world
and OPEC. Neither the Bank of
Tokyo article. nor Keizai Doyukai ,
nor the cited government official
has yet concretely addressed the
problem that Japan' s survivial re
quires positive action to restore
world trade as a whole. and their
lack of strategy has enabled
Fukuda to sabotage many o f their
best efforts . On his recent tour of
South East Asia Fukuda was ex
pected by Japanese business, as
well as the countries of the Associa
'
tion of South East Asia Nations
(ASEAN) to approve government
aid to five regional industri a l deve
lopment proj ects amounting to
over $1 billion . Fukuda refused to
grant approval, claiming that
more long-term feasibility studies
are needed .
Japan '5 Financial S truc ture:
Th e Case o f S te e l

The havoc that Blumenthal ' s
antics have wreaked upon Japan i s
epitomized b y the plight of the
steelmakers. whose product com4
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prises 11 5 percen t o f .1 apan ' s ex
ports . t ike most of Japan's major
corpor ions, the steelm akers have
huge ebts . This is not because
they i itated U . S . corporations '
practi e o f increasing debts while
refusirw to modernize, but just the
opposi t e . They have tremendous ly
m odernized their equip
ment l.. the oldest furnace of the
I
secondl largest steelmaker was
built i � 1 9 6 2 . By 1 975 , Japan's steel
maker r achieved labor productiv
ity su�erior to that of U . S . produ
cers . hiS would have been incon
ceivab e - given U . S . workers '
superi r living standards and skill
levels ! - except to! the mod
erniza ion of their plants as com
p ared the stagnation in the U . S .
But t i s program has produced
debt I ds which mean that for the
avera e firm among the top 500 in
Japan :(among all industries) debt
servic � costs on an average half of
labor oosts .
This ,debt can only be managed if
the ec nomy sustains high growth
rates. iAny significant drop in pro
ductio � makes the debt unmanage
able. F or steel, as for the economy
as a w� ole, the key to high growth
was h gh export growth . This be
came ,especially true during the
currerit recession when exports
rose tq 33 percent of total sales . S o
important financially was it to
maintain production levels, that
the st � elmakers - faced with de
clines ! in domestic sales - in
creas�d exports in 1 976 by 1 6 per
cent i � tonnage by means of a 3 per
cent p t ice cut. Throughout 1975 and
I
1 9 7 6 many of the steelmakers ran
losses; but would have run still lar
ger loSses if they had allowed pro
ductio h to fall.
At �he end of 1 976, the steel
m ake � s began raising prices and
thus J chieved significant profits
for the October-March period.
Then he effects of the New York
banks austerity policies began to
take t eir toll . Due to declining do
mesti demand and stagnating ex
ports tal steel production began a
declin f in the last months of 1 9 7 6
which , is still continuing and has
now b b gun to hit exports as well.
Total teel production for the July
Septe ber quarter is predicted to
be 9 p rcent below the year before,
and elCports - which were 5 per-
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cent below the year-before in June" - are predicted to
fall to 8 . 4 percent below the year before in July
September. The weakness of demand means the
Japanese steelmakers cannot raise their prices in dollar
terms and must absorb the yen appreciation. For the
largest makers the price necessary to break even
requires a yen no more valuable than 270 to the dollar. It
is now 265. Blumenthal has sent the steelmakers back
into deficit.
The high debt load of the fir m s m eans they have no
choice but to cut other expenditures to m aintain debt ser
vice. They must institute radical i nventory liquidation
and capital investment cutbacks. and - as we have
seen in the stock sales - even liquidation of valuable fi
nancial assets . Throughout July the major steelmakers
announced 1 5-20 percent cutbacks on their original capi
tal investment plans for fiscal 1 9 7 7 . One leading m aker.
Sumitomo Metal, announced it was even cutting back
maintenance expenditures by $50 m i llion.
The dire financial straits of the steel makers is particu
larly worrisome to the governm ent since out of the entire
profits of Japan' s 500 corporations i n the October-March
term , the 26 steelmakers had accounted for 48 percent.
As the cost-cutting policy spreads to the other indus
tries in the same predicament, Japan will be thrown
back into depression.
The Fina ncial Retrenchmen t Program

It is accepted without debate that th,e 25-30 percent
annual growth rate in exports over the past two years
was the sole basis for the 1 5- 1 6 percent production growth
rates during the same period. What little growth that did
occur in capital investm ents and p ersonal consumption
(4-5 percent growth rates in each) was pri m arily a result
of the export boom , and has no w been reversed : prelimi
nary figures indicate that real capital investment in the
second quarter of 1 9 7 i wi ll show the first fall since 1 975,
and real wage increase rates have a l so fallen as the ex
port boom petered out. (Graph 4E )
Therefore, even w ithout an apprec iat i on of the yen, the
stagnation of exports would have led to a financial crisi s.
S ince January, exports have stagnated at a seasonaly ad
j usted level of about $ 6 . 5 billion . Japan has become so de
pendent upon sustained high growth i n exports that pro
duction af> a whole s lowed as a result. In addition, the
markets became so soft that since Dece mber corpora
tions have been unable to raise wholesale prices at all.
( graphs I, 2 , 4C)
The no-growth s ituation i n production and the inability
to pass on cost increases has meant a stagnancy even in
nominal sales while labQr costs and outstandin g debt
each continue to rise by 10 percent a year. The debt ser
vice burden has been alleviated somewhat by successive
interest rate cuts , but nonethele ss r e mains unmanage 
able under a situation of zero growth in nominal sales .
Therefore, even without a yen appreciatio n, Japan' s
leading corporation s would have been obliged t o enforce
inventory liquidation , and cuts in capital investment, i . e .
productio n cuts in order t o save c a s h .
"
The yen revalua tion was a crushing blow because the
export corporation s were the cruc i a l source of liquidity
during a period of overal l financial retrenchm ent by
Japanese industry. R ecognizing that the economic recov6
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ery was not soundly based, th leading corporations de
c ided that they could not aff rd to increase their total
"
debt load by more than 10-13 ercent a year. ( This is an
aggregate figure for the top 0 firm s ; it varies widely
from firm to firm and indus ry to industry. ) This in
c ludes borrowing for both pr ductive as well as finan
c ially necessary but unprodu tive purposes. The latter
category includes borrowing · or involuntary inventory
accumulation, loans made to nable repayment of past
loans , and loans to cover losse . For example. while up to
date figures are not available, uring the first half of 1 9 7 6 ,
60 percent of all commercial ank loans went j ust to fi
nance corporate losses.

j

How

!

It W1'1I

Fa l l

The tim ing and rate of pro ction collapse will de
pend on the export situatio . The prospects are as
!
follows :
TEXTILES: (6 percent of eJl ports) : In dollar terms
texti le exports fell somewha throughout fiscal 1 9 7 6 ,
but have rebounded some" hat in recent months.
The textile industry as a \II hole is running losses,
and has been severely hurt h y the yen appreciaiton .
CHEMICA LS: (6 percent 0 exports) : Chemicals
are strongly effected since t e maj ority of exported
chemicals are fertilizer. wh ch incredibly is one of
the first things to be cut whe developing nations institute import cuts .
.
STEEL ( 1 5 percent of expprts ) : Steel has fallen
both in tonnage and i n dolla term s , since January.
As percentage of total expor s , steel has fallen from
1 7 percent to 1 3 percent in * cent months. Exports
had been half of total stee production and have
been hurt badly by the yen � pprec iation. The firms
are not running losses .
A UTOS (1 4 percent of exp ()rts) : Autos remain a
bright spot with exports stil increasing at a 1 0 per
cent annual rate and the f'lrm s a b l e t o apply a 4
percent price increase. The p rofits are predicted to
fall in April-December but hey still remain high.
Blumenthal has threatened �rotectionis m . Exports
are almost half of total prodl ction .
Ships ( 1 1 percent of exports : Ship exports remain
high based on past orders. H gh orders continued in
1 9 76 because Japan treme ndously increased its
share of world orders . But 'In the last few months,
orders fell to half the month y level of fiscal 1 9 7 6 . A
backlog is dropping raPidIY "
TV, STEREOS. TAPE REC RDERS (5 percent of
exports ) : Protectionism
as hurt. J apan was
forced to agree to 40 perce t cut in exports to the
U . S . E xports to the U . S . al ne were 30 percent of
i'
total production .
PLANT AND EQ UIPMEN ( 1 0-1 5 percent of ex
ports ) : Thi s category is be t prospect unless it is
sabotaged by Fukuda . E xpo ts rose from $5 billion
i n 1 975 to $8 billion in 1 9 7ti a d could rise to $12 bil
lion in the current year. Be customers are Soviet
bloc and OPE C .
:

�
1
I

banks , the non-export corporations were able to sell
large amounts of six-month bonds at fairly low interest

The firms kept overall borrowing down to 10-13 per
cent growth levels by severely cutting borrowing for pro
ductive purposes. The extent of diversion to unproduc

rates to the quite liquid export corporations . While exact
figures are not available, Jallanese banking sources con
firm that the amount of liquidity obtained through this
m ethod provided the critical margin of liquidity to the
non-export corporations .
!

tive but financ ially necessary purposes can be seen by
comparing the stagnation in equip m ent loans to the
steady growth in overall borrowing (graph 3 B ) . (What
little growth did occur in capital investment was concen
trated in the electric power and the export-orient ed-auto
and steel industries . ) In addition, growth of borrowing
for circulation of commodities is not a function of the
absolute amount of commodities but the rate of growth .

Despite the retrenchment I poli c y , the financial situa
tion of the corporations remained tenuous - even
before the yen appreciation took full effect. In the Octo
ber-March term profits for tjhe top 400 firms increased
only 5 percent above the tedn before if one excludes the
26 steel and nine electric power firm s whose profits com

Since shipments have been stagnant since last July, the
need for normal operating funds has also slowed.
In addition to triaging productive borrowing needs, the
firms dangerously dipped into their financial reserves,
both total savings and the depreciation funds which fi
nance replacement of worn out equipment. (graph

prised 85 percent of the enUre profits for the top 400
firm s ! E ven before the yen ' appreciation took effect, it
was predicted that profits would drop 13 percent in the

current term , the first drop �ince 1 9 7 5 . (A:, -1 even these
low profit ratios (graph 3C) are fictitious ly boosted since

3DEF)
Finally, instead of borrowing at high interest from the
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the accountants are applying to profits money that
should ha ve gone to deprec iation fund s .

The Effect of the Yen Revalua tion
The entire foundation for the financial retrenchment
policy was the assumption that it was only temporary. to
be endured only until a genuine recovery developed .
Once exports flattened and the yen was revalued. the rug
was pulled out from under their precarious financial
stance. The export corporations could no longer afford to
purchase low-interest short-term bonds and. as we have
seen. had to massively unload their holdings of securities
j ust to get cash. Thus. the other corporations were forced
to turn either to the banks for money. or increase costcutting measures. or both .
So far. the corporations have prim arily increased cost
cutting measures . They are dipping further into savings
while drastically cutting both equipment loans and over
all borrowing. (graph 3F and 4A, B ) . There are continual
announcements of drops in capital investment plans ;
machinery orders fell in July for the third month in a
row ; unemployment is up and capacity utilization is
down . Full scale inventory liquidation has not yet begun .
When it does the depression is on.
It was a desperate effort to stop this headlong rust to
collapse that prompted business and the government to
adopt the $4-6 billion reflation progra m . But. in the

8
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opinion of one leading bank. S h a program can at best
simply delay production cuts u til December. Except for
the cut in interest rates . the p gram is extremely infla
tionary. It adds $4-6 billion to n already high $24 billion
deficit in an $80 billion budge primarily for financial
bailouts . In other words. the g ernment will replace the
export corporations as a sourc of liquidity. However. in
the estimate of the Finance
inistry. almost all of the
new bonds will have to be purc ased by the central bank.
that is. printing money. Ev � n aside from increased
spending. the government wO ld have found its deficit
rising due to tax shortfalls . T
budget assumed tax in
creases of 1 6 . 5 percent in fisca 1 9 7 7 . but in April-June as
a whole receipts were only 1 5 . percent above the year
before. and in June only 1 3 . 5 p rcent The combination of
increased spending and shortfa Is in revenue threatens to
raise the deficit from a planne 30 percent of the budget
to 40-45 percent .
i
The inflationary consequen es are enormous . Japan
could easily return to the 30 p e c ent price increase days
of 1973. If the inflationary tendep cies are not expressed in
price increases. they will emer e in the form of a worsen
ing financial situation for the ! corporatio ns. leading to
still further cost-cutting prod ction cutbacks . and the
.
demise of Japan ' s miraculous i dustrial economy.
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LA TIN A MERICA

How Rockefe l ler's 'left' Te�rorism
Ope rates I n Ve n ezu e i

o
I

E loy Anzola's Aug. 1 column in the Caracas daily El
implying Venezuelan Minister of the Presi
dency Carmelo Lauria is another "Hjalmar Schacht"
(Hitler's finance minister) , is a signal that the Rocke
feller financial faction' s international network of " left"
terrorists has put the government of Carlos Andres Perez
on its "hit list." Anzola's lies . p art of a massive cam
paign in the anti-Perez press to brand Lauria as an econ
omic dictator. are identical in form to the slanders in
West Germany depicting the anti-Carter. pro-nuclear
development policies of Helmut Schmidt as " fascist . " By
equating industrial and scientific progress with fascism.
the Rockefeller press pipelines and zero-growth ideo
logues create the "ideological" belief structure that is .
absolutely essential for recruiting. "training" (brain--.... washing ) . and deploying ultraleft terrorists to
assassinate opponents of Rockefeller-Carter austerity
and zero growth. Such was the fate of Dresdner Bank
president Jiirgen Ponto. If these networks are not liqui
dated. the same fate awaits Schmidt. Italy's premier
Andreotti. U . S . Labor Party chairman LaRouche. Presi
dent Perez. and Lauria .
In understanding how " left" terrorism operates in
Venezuela. it must be seen as part of international terror
as a whole . First. all "left" terrorism is interconnected
with "right" -wing terrorist networks. forming an inteNacional,

grated black operations cap�bility that is deployed inter. nationally through both governmental and private
channels by Wall Street stra * egic interests . Second, both
" right" and " left" networks I are controlled from the top
down through a unified chai. of comm and using synthe
sized belief structures for co.,trol. On the " right" Rocke
feller's pro-development opponents are identified for
appropriate hit squads as " pro-communist" and " totalic
tarian" by virtue of their state-directed industrialization
policies. In the case of Vepezuela. President Perez's
nationalization of Rockefeller oil interests in 1 976 is
translated into " encroachi . g socialism " and "totali
tarianism" for networks le� by Cuban exile terrorist
Orlando Bosch. For the be"efit of the ultraleft. these
same Perez policies be�om e " i mperialist" and
" fascist." It is essential to c.mprehend that what identi
fies the common strategic comm and of both sides of
these terrorist operations is the fact that they a ttack the
anti-monetarist
governm en t.

de velop m ep t policies
I

of the

Perez

Specifically. the right-win. apparatus - AAA. CORU .
and similar death squads - lis coordinated by the inter
national Opus Dei network. Hnked to the Buckley family
and old Nazi Die Spinne circles. The ultraleft gangs ,
typified by Baader-Meinhof. B lack S eptember. the
" Puerto Rican" FALN. and : the Symbionese Liberation

Ven ezu e l a n President Ta rgeted Fo r Assass � nation
Over the last two weeks. terrorist activities in
Venezuela by both the " left" and the " right" have
increased. with two recent assassination attempts
against progressive President Carlos Andres Perez
(CAP) . a leader of the Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries .
Late last week the lead car in a m otorcade taking
CAP to an agro-industrial fair in Venezuela was
rammed by another car. an incident unlikely to be
an accident given the tight security surrounding the
President. After CAP' s arrival at the fair. a second
attempt occurred when at least two bombs e x 
p loded near the President. timed to go off simul
taneously with a fireworks display.
The In terpol Connection
Only days before the attempts on CAP ' s life. on
the evening of Aug. 1 4 . 1 1 guerrilla terrorists of the
Bandera Roja zombie gang escaped from the La
Pica prison in eastern Venezuela. Taking ad
vantage of a convenient power blackout. which had

occurred at the same time every night over the past
week. the guerrillas overpqwered one guard. cut
their way through a wire f�nce. and escaped to a
nearby highway where theY lwere picked up by two
waiting j eeps . One weeki earlier. Venezuelan
Justice Minister Martin Edheverria. also former
head of Interpol in the coufttry. had announced a
new "open jail" system ' of relaxed security
modeled on Law Enforcem�nt Assistance Admin
istration programs in the United States.
In the early morning of the day of the La Pica
escape, a Venezuelan Air FIo rce j et parked at the
Miami International airpo rt was the obj ect of a
bombing attempt by Cubtn exile terrorists of
COR U . Coru. whose leader O rlando Bosch is now
imprisoned in Venezuela aWaiting trial for the
bombing of a Cubana Airlines flight last year in
which 73 people were killedJ called UPI to take re
sponsibility for the act. demanded the releas� of
Bosch and warned that Venetmelan com mercial air
Hners would be next on the li.t.
LAT I N A M E R I C A
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Army, are tun out of the Institute for Polley Studies,
funded by the Rockefeller Brothers Fund, the Russell
Sage Foundation, and other Wall Street conduits. In
terpol provides the logistics for both of these broader
networks .
Since President Perez and his assoc iates have done a
relatively thorough job of containing the right-wing hi'
squads in Venezuela, as exemplified by the recent treat
ment of Orlando Bosch, our purpose here is to shed light
on how the left-wing terror operation functions and how it
connects with its right-wing twin.
The key point to be made is that a campaign to mop up
the " left" side of the operations aimed at the Perez
government can only be effective when actions by
Venezuelan police authorities are combined with a
p olitical attack on the ultraleft networks as a whole. Thus
far, Perez and his allies have m et with only isolated
success in apprehending individual terrorists, while
leaving intact the ideological-logistical structure tha'
breeds and shelters left-fascists in the first place.
What is lacking is a political campaign ,that strips the
credibility away from ultraleft terrorism as a legitimate,
sociologically " spontaneous " phenomenon, and
thoroughly exposes it as nothing m ore than a synthetic
intelligence-destabilization operation. By destroying the
monetarist zero-growth ideology providing such
credibility, terrorism's command structure can b.,
broken down, and terrorism itself liquidated.

Level One: The Individual Terrorists
The striking feature of all left destabilization a-ctions
directed at the Perez government during the past three
years - from kidnappings, to bombings , to murder - is
that they have been carried out by two or three dozen
individuals, with a mere handful serving as field com
manders. Specifically, every major act of political terror
has been the work of brainwashed zombies from the
- Bandera Roja gang and its variants ( Punto Cero, Grupo
de Comandos Revolucionarios, etc. ) .
Last week's "escape" of 1 1 terrorists from the La Pica
ptison is a case in point. Leading the escape, which was
orchestrated by Interpol personnel in charge of the
prison, was Ram6n E lias Morales Rossi, a leader of
Bandera Roja. In 1971 , he took over the command of the
Venezuelan Fuerzas Armadas de Liberaci6n Nacional
'
(FALN) from Douglas Bravo. This same Morales
escaped in an equally fraudulent break from San Carlos
prison in 1975. In 1976, the F ALN j oined with Bandera
Roj a to form the Grupo de Comandos Revolucionarios to
kidnap U.S . businessman William Niehous in a typical
destabilization attempt against the Perez government.
Morales and his associates, C arlos Betancourt, Jose A.
Guzman Cordero, Lanz Rodriguez, and other "escapees"
from both San Carlos and L a Pica, were also involved in
at least two other kidnap pings in 1976, plus assorted
bombings. Some or all of these Bandera Roja members
played roles in the kidnap pings of banker Enrique Dao in
1971 , industrialist Carlos Dominguez in 1972, the Molinos
Palacios brothers in 1 974, and industrial heir Alfredo
Pardi and cattleman Valentin Moreno last year. Since
1 976, Bandera Roj a has been responsible for the murder
of at least two cattlemen and the kidnapping of a third,
provoking widespread fear in agricultural areas.
Bandera Roja is directly connected to the international
2
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optC!ration that spa'\\'ftet! the infa OU!J Iftterpo14PS terror
ist "Carlos" in 1 975, through " t etired" guerrillas, such
as Luben Petkoff, Lunar Marq�ez, and Douglas Bravo,
who were reported living in raris in 1975 when the
�'Carlos " affair exploded. Furt r links exist through the
.outh groups of assorted agent ontrolled leftist parties,
Qiilm:icularly the Movimiento AI ocialismo (MAS) .

l
,

Levei ll. The Environment bf Political Support
The immediate political ha �ens for left Venezuelan
terrorists are the Maoist, T otskyist, and -assorted
E urocom munist-styled p art e s , Moral e s Ross i ' s
predecessor i n Bandero Roj a- ALN, Douglas Bravo, is
the husband of Argelia Bravo , 1 ader of the Maoist
' group
Ruptura. Douglas Bravo's fo mer guerrilla partner,
Luben Petkoff, is the brother of Teodoro Petkoff, th�
under secretary general Qf the MAS and also a former
leader of the F ALN.
r
All of these groups - the pe Off faction of the MAS,
the agent faction in the Vene elan Communist Party
(PCV ) , Ruptura, the CLE R , the youth branch of the Liga
Socialista, and various others - pump out a steady
stream of fascist zero-growth ideology under several
guises, providing the credib lity necessary for the
terrorists. Typical is the full-p ge ad by Ruptura in the
July 31 El Nacional attac ing the " monopolistic
character of the Venezuelan e onomy" - the psycho
logically warped code phrase r ferring to Perez' s policy
of increased state control ove the economy, including
the nationalization of the oil in stry. Echoing the right
wing attempts to smear Car elo Lauria as a fascist,
Ruptura denounced the V PI , the government' s in.
dustrialization program targe ed for sabotage by the
Rockefeller monetarists, as ia "process of fascist-

�

ization. "

�
,

The other parties, even the " oderate" MAS and PCV,
regularly print the anti-science a.!l.ti-prog�ess ravil!gs of
Rockefeller puppet Ralph Nad r;-�orldwatch Institute,
the Club of Rome, etc.
: ' :.
Besides an appropriate ideolo. ical environment, Level
II provides needed protection services. The Committee
for the Defense of Human R igh (CDDH) , headed �p by
two Liga Socialista members a d staffed and supported
by almost every leftist party i Venezuela, is the legal
front that rushes to the defense � f " mistreated" terrorist
p risoners in San Carlos and anYi other victims of Perez' s
" repression . " I t was key i n org niZing the left i n support
of the overtly Maoist and pro-te rorist CLER last year to
defend CLE R' s "right" to p blish its fascist smut.
Coming to the Maoists' aid wer E leazar Dias Rangel of
the MAS, director of the , Latin America Press
Association ; top agent Fredd Balzan, station chief of
the Cuban wire service Pre sa Latina ; and Hector
Mujica of the PCV, among oth rs. And it was the MAS,
through Carlos Diez of the Ce tral University (UCV) ,
that provided mediation servic s for Luben Petkoff and
Lunar Marquez when they att mpted to strike an am.
nesty deal with Perez in 1 975.

t
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And finally, groups such als RuPtu� a, C LER, and
Primero de Mayo work dire IY with Bandera Roja
zombies in provoking student ri ts. The waves of student
violence of February 1 976 and ay 1 977 were triggered
by these gangs, in direct c rdination with Interpol

agents infiltrated among government police forces.

While

the

The Good Offices of Interpol

various

s ynthetic

political

' E u ropea n-Sty l e' Kid nap
formations

provide political " legitimacy" for Bandera Roj a and
company, Interpol is crucial for logistical support, inter
national contacts, and coordination with right-wing
terror. Through Justice Minister Martin E cheverria,
former Interpol station chief for Caracas, Interpol has
direct control over all prisons and drug traffic, j uris
diction of the Technical and Judicial Police ( PTJ) .
E very top PTJ official is also formally a member of
Interpol. It is PTJ-Interpol control of prisons that has
allowed the sensational, Hollywood-style mass escapes
since the 1960s. During the past decade, the prisons were
converted into open laboratories for MIT, Ford Founda
tion, and IPS psychological profilers, who compiled
massive studies on psychosexual " susceptibilitie s " of
political prisoners along the lines of the C IA ' s " national
ideology" profiles in Europe following World War I I .
By virtue of the PTJ ' s drug traffic " bureau, Interpol
also helps maintain the psychotic fasc ist-youth environ
m ent around terrorists with drug-running operations, as
well as arms traffi c .
B u t most significantly, the J u s t i c e Ministry a n d the
PTJ are the connecting points between right- and left
wing terrorism in Venezuela. For example, it was Joe
Leo, an Interpol and F B I agent stationed with the U . S .
E m bassy i n Caracas, who was the primary contact with
Orlando Bosch' s Cuban exile terrorists i m m ediately
prior to the October 1 9 7 6 bombing of a Cuban airliner that
claimed 73 lives . And last week, Interpol coordinated the
timing of an attempted bombing of a Venezuelan air
force plane, by the Cuban exile terrorist organization,
headed by Orlando Bosch, with the La Pica escape less
than 24 hours later.
L e vel III:

The Ideologues and Con trollers

At the top of the entire left terror com m and structure
are the few individuals and organs that are the direct
packagers of monetarist-fascist ideology, the inter
preters of Rockefeller-Wall Street policy according to
profiled Venezuelan " susceptibilities . " They are the
direct conduits of the latest " progres s-is-fascist" line
from Wall Street networks into the Venezuelan synthetic
left political environment to sustain the terrorists . The
top controllers are Teodoro Petkoff, Dom ingo Alberto
Range l , and Juan Pablo Perez A lfonso. The key institu
tion is the Center for Development S tudies ( CENDE S ) .
However, the single most imp ortant terrorist con
troller in Venezuela, because of his far-reaching political
machine, his high level international c ontacts , and his
control over both right and left terrorist networks, is
former president Romulo Betancourt . First, Betancourt
is one of the few individuals internationally who is privy
to the highest level strategic discuss ions in Wall Street
circles. His entire political career i s the personal product
of Nelson Rockefeller, as this press service has amply
documented previously. Secondly, a s the founder of
President Perez ' s own AD p artY\O and the godfather of
even broad sectors of the maj or opposition parties,
Betancourt has the capability - used on past occasions
- to force cabinet changes , name candidates, and
provoke military coup s . Third , he is the prim ary Latin

In Co l o m b ia
Hugo F erreira Neira , tHe general m anager of the
palm oil company INOUPALMA, and former
Colombian Minister of Aericulture , was kidnapped
Aug. 20 by the terrorist group M-1 9 . I m m ediately
after Neira ' s seizure , M-19 released a communique
stating that he was being held in a " people's
prison" as a traitor of the working c la s s . Industrial
ists are no longer safe in their " luxurious mansions ,
in their comfortable offices . . . because the arm of
j ustice of the people will teach the m , " the commu
nique said . A second statement released by M-1 9
demanded that INDU PALMA a c c ept the demands
workers or M-19 would
of 2 , 500 striking agricultutal
.
m urder Neira.
EI Tiempo, the influential liberal daily of
Colombia, wrote Aug . 2 1 that Neira ' s kidnapping
" seems to penetrate more into one of a political
nature which has beert experi enced by other
countries of Am erica artd E urop e . . . E urope and
especially Germany has seen the horrors of kid
nappings of industriali$ts . . . against leaders of
powerful G erman industries , " for political motives.
A m erican connection to th� E uropean S econd Inter
national, and its controlle d of terrorist networks like
Willy Brandt of the S PD . F o � rth, Betancourt is the long
time patron and protector d f the Caracas Cuban exile
community, with direct tie!f to Bosch ' s death squads,
F elix Martinez Suarez, and others . And finally, as the
original benefactor of the cl1reers of Domingo Alberto
R angel and Juan Pablo Perez A l fonso, who both still
mouth monetarist zero growth policies identical to his ,
Betancourt directly determ ines the targets of the ultra
left. All orders for "hits " to be made in Venezuela come
through Romulo Betancourt.
Beneath Betancourt is Teodoro Petkoff, the more
" credible " and i m media i e link with E uropean "new
left" and environmentalist te rroris m . From his leader
ship over a sizeable faction in the MA S , he directs other
leftist groups , particularl� among students , which
" launder" his ties to BandeI'a R oj a . S ynthesized during
the past 10 years as an inte r nationally known " leftist"
leader by IPS , Norman Gall o f the Carnegie Foundation,
and the Ford Foundation, P � tkoff is directly linked with
NATO terrorist S antiago C a rrillo of the Spanish Com
m unist Party ( P C E ) and French networks servicing
E uropean-wide environm entalist-terror operations. It is

not accidental that when Car m lo' s representatives visited
Caracas earlier this year, th
went straight to Petkoff,

h

bypassing the PCV. Petkoff' � regular trips to Spain are
also part of this coordination . i
Petkoff ' s French connection was c learly revealed by
his May 1 9 7 7 attendance of a Paris " leftist" conference
sponsored by the top names in the French fascist IPS
apparatus : R egis Debray, J ean E lleinstein, K . S . Karol,
and Roger Garaudy, as well as Motshee Didie of the
Center for Social Research Studi e s . Accompanying
Petkoff from his faction in the MAS were Manuel
LATI N A M E R ICA
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Massacre I n Mex ico Ti m ed To I n t i m idate Lope� Portil l o
I

I

Two heavily armed terrorists murdered close to
twenty people in Michoacan, Mexico, Aug . 22,
following a shootout with police and military forces . '
According to the Mexico City press , a grenade
exploded inside a bus full of hostages being held by
the two members of the so-called People' s
Revolutionary Armed Forces (FRAP) , who
demanded the release from prison of several of
their members arrested and convicted of the kid
napping of a prominent Mexican citizen three years
ago. This is the first known FRAP hit since then,
when the FRAP was widely denounced in the
Mexican press as a synthetic grouping controlled
by U . S . Intelligence agencies.
This terrorist incident, the most bloody ever in
Caballero, editor of the MAS newspaper ; Jose Silva
Michelena, one of the founders of CENDES ; Alfredo
Chac6n ; and Andres Sosa Pietri .
Domingo Alberto Rangel serves the function of top
domestic zero growth ideologue for the ultraleft, particu
larly the CLER and Ruptura. A former Betancourt
minister turned " leftist," he is the leading spokesman
for the progress-is-imperialist line, pushing reduced oil
production, import and budget cutbacks, primitive slave
labor, and generalized austerity. While screaming that
modern seed, fertilizer, and tractors for agricultural
progress are all imperialist means of altering the back
ward, starving Venezuelan peasant, Rangel also
provides direct protection to terrorists through C LER
CDDH ·campaigns for the "human rights" of San Carlos
prisoners, and similar activities .
Rangel' s close collaborator, the m isnamed "father of
OPEC" Juan Pablo Perez Alfonso, is the Venezuelan
conduit for Wall Street genocide printouts. Also a
minister under Betancourt's illegal 1 945-48 regime, his
particular role is to provide intellectual legitimacy
among petit bourgeois layers, which then gets translated
into the radical Maoist " anti-imperialist" ideology of the
terrorists through Rangel and Petkoff controlled circles.
Perez Alfonso is also a stalking horse. By actually
flaunting his connections · with the genocidal Club of
Rome, the IMF, and Nelson Rockefeller's old IBEC
apparatus, he indicates the extent of the potential
political support environment for leftist zombies. Two
weeks ago, Perez Alfonso praised World Bank president
Robert McNamara, the man who seeks to murder more
than a billion people in the developing sector through a
return to Hitlerian "primitive technologies, " as "the
greatest friend of the Third World. "
CENDES , the local branch o f the IPS, cranks out the
"studies" backing up the zero-growth directives of
Petkoff, Rangel, and Perez Alfonso, and provides the
c lassroom material for ideologically conditioning univer
sity students that serve as recruiting material for the
left-fascist shock troops against industrial growth. Its
key figures are Fernando Travieso of the MAS ; Jose

Mexico, came during a strong offensive by Carter
linked Monterrey business c ircl.s designed to force
President Jose Lopez Portillo t� officially endorse
International Monetary Fund � ominion over the
Mexican economy in his first . �tate of the Uriion
Address Sept. 1.
.
.
Two days after the MiC ' oacan massacre,
terrorist gunmen stormed Ob tos prison in the
state of Jalisco in an unsuccessf . I attempt to free 1 6
m embers of the FRAP being h d there. By orders
of the Interior Ministry, the
isoners have now
been transferred to a state mi tary prison. Three
gunmen who participated in th failed storming of
Oblatos are believed to have � scaped to Puerto
Vallarta on the Pacific Coast. I

t

�
�

S ilva Michelena, who accompa ied Petkoff to the Paris
conference with Debray, E lleinstein, et al. ; and zero
growth economist Domingo Ma � a Zavala.
I

I
I

Launchin g a Counte rror Campaign
To summarize the process, tHe top " left" figures such
as Petkoff get the " line" frorn international IPS net
works that there is a " resurge �c e of fascism" intent on
"nuclear proliferation, " destroying the environment, ·
corrupting " peasant culture" t rOUgh the introduction of
advanced technologies, and i creasing " exploitation"
and "profits" through industri I development. Petkoff,
Rangel, et aI. , with backup studies from CENDES,
translate these general directiVies into the particulars of
the Venezuelan situation. Thro �h their political arms . Ruptura, PCV, MAS , C LE R , e.c . - Perez, Lauria, and
the V Plan are presented as " tools of imperialism" and
" fascists . " With convenient logistical support from
Interpol, word gets down to the Bandera Roj a psychotics
through the ultraleft politica i parties : revolutionary
j ustice against the Perez goverrl m ent !

�

I

Pro-progress forces in Ve�ezuela must launch an
unceasing political education i campaign exposing the
fact that anyone charging t�at scientific and tech
nological progress is fascis� is an enemy of the
Venezuelan republic. Anyone c!1-arging Lauria with being
a fascist is himself, consciously or otherwise, a fascist.
Government authorities must imap out these networks
from top to bottom, expose thje ir connections and real
intent, and permanently discre�it the yankee imperialist
notion of zero growth. Simulta*eously, Interpol must be
expelled from the country. An� where evidence merits,
particularly in the case of R6I111 u lo Betancourt, Teodoro
Petkoff, and Domingo Alberto � R angel, there should be
arrests of those aiding and abetting terrorism in
whatever form . Finally, it is �ssential that Venezuelan
security authorities promote � ooperation with govern
m ents such as the BRD and It�ly to launch a politically
coordinated counterterror campaign internationally.
I
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